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Chapter 1 Low‐cost lighting by light‐
emitting electrochemical cells

Light‐emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) are potential candidates for next‐generation,
low‐cost, large‐area lighting applications. LECs consist of a single, solution‐processed
active layer which consists of an organic semiconductor admixed with mobile ions. Its
merits are excellent processing characteristics without a large compromise in performance.
Understanding of the fundamental device operation of LECs is however limited. This thesis
aims to understand the transient and steady‐state operation of LECs by investigating
electronic carrier injection, transport and recombination in the presence of mobile ions.
This understanding is utilized to assess the limits in device performance and to determine
routes for optimization.
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1.1 Low‐cost lighting from organic semiconductors
Artificial lighting is a crucial part of everyday life, providing illumination in absence of
sufficient daylight or to convey information by displays. The aesthetic function of lighting
is becoming increasingly important as well. These functions add up to a large global
market, which requires durable and energy efficient lighting technologies. The fastest
growing and promising lighting technologies at this moment are based on inorganic and
organic semiconductors. State‐of‐the‐art lighting from inorganic semiconductors already
outperforms older technologies like incandescent and fluorescent lighting in efficiency,
while development of lighting from organic semiconductors is still in progress.1‐2 Inorganic
light emitting diodes (LEDs) are already widely used in televisions, lamps, and signage
applications. Also organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) have recently hit the market and
are mainly employed as decorative lighting sources and in displays.
OLEDs promise revolutionary properties like transparency, color tunability and flexibility
while being low‐cost. Opposed to LEDs, OLEDs have a superior response time, viewing
angle, contrast ratio, and color rendering index, while being less thick and heavy.
However, lifetime, efficiency, cost, and resolution are so far mainly in favor of LEDs.

Figure 1.1 (a) Schematic device layout of a single‐layer OLED. (b) Schematic of the conversion of
electricity in light with subsequently charge injection (black arrows), transport (gray arrows), and
recombination (white arrows).

In its most basic form, an OLED consists of two electrodes which sandwich a thin
semiconducting film as shown in Figure 1.1a. This film consists of either a polymer or small
molecule semiconductor. One of the advantages of organic semiconductors is that they
can be deposited from solution.3‐7 This makes OLEDs promising for low‐cost production
like printing in a roll‐to‐roll process. Next to low production costs, also a sufficient
efficiency is required to compete with inorganic lighting technologies. For an efficient
device the conversion of electrical energy into light needs to be optimized. In (O)LEDs this
conversion follows the chain carrier injection, transport, and recombination as shown in
Figure 1.1b. Optimization of all these processes in one and the same material is not at all
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straight‐forward as e.g. improvement of transport by modification of the material may
lead to a reduction in recombination efficiency. In addition, optoelectronic processes in
solution‐processed OLEDs can suffer from contaminations which are introduced during
the fabrication by solvents or the atmosphere.8 Batch‐to‐batch variation in polymers is
also known to lead to irreproducibility.

Figure 1.2 (a) Schematic device layout of a multilayer OLED. (b) Schematic of the conversion of
electricity in light with subsequently charge injection (black arrows), transport (gray arrows), and
recombination (white arrows).

Rather than optimizing a single layer, multilayer stacks as shown in Figure 1.2a can be
used. In efficient OLEDs, the different functionalities related to injection, transport,
recombination and blocking of charge carriers are distributed over multiple layers (see
Figure 1.2b) so each layer needs only to be optimized for a limited number of
functionalities. The fabrication of such a device is however more challenging compared to
the single layered device shown in Figure 1.1a. The fabrication of multilayer OLEDs from
solution, see e.g. Ref. 9, is challenging as dissolution of previous layers must be avoided.
Therefore multilayer OLEDs are typically deposited in vacuum by thermal evaporation of
small organic molecules. Besides the ability to fabricate multilayer OLEDs, other
advantages of thermal evaporation in vacuum are good control over the layer thickness
and the avoidance of contaminations in the bulk and at the interfaces. This is part of the
reason that the highest efficiencies in OLEDs reported to date are obtained in vacuum
evaporated small molecule OLEDs. This type of OLEDs is already commercially available.
The cost of these devices is however relatively high compared to competing and more
mature technologies like LEDs. A lowering of the price is still expected as costs will scale
with the production volume. However, to make lighting from organics compete with e.g.
LEDs, more innovation is required.

1.2 Organic light‐emitting electrochemical cells
Light‐emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) promise a combination of the advantages in
performance of multilayer OLEDs and the advantages in processability of single‐layered
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OLEDs. LECs consist of a single medium which allows the simultaneous transport of
anions/cations and electrons/holes. When a bias voltage is applied to turn the device on,
the ions redistribute in such a way that different regions are created within the single
layer as shown in Figure 1.3. These different regions take subsequently care of carrier
injection, transport and recombination. Opposed to the many layers typically encountered
in vacuum deposited OLEDs, the single, solution‐processable layer in LECs furthermore
allows facile, cheap, large‐scale production techniques like printing. Roll‐to‐roll deposition
of LECs was for example recently demonstrated by Edman et al.10

Figure 1.3 (a) Schematic device layout of an LEC, consisting of a single material which upon biasing
has in‐situ formed multiple layers. (b) Schematic of the conversion of electricity in light with
subsequently charge injection (black arrows), transport (gray arrows), and recombination (white
arrows).

LECs can be operated efficiently in forward and reverse bias,11 which indicates that the
electrode material is not so crucial for efficient carrier injection, unlike in standard OLEDs
(as shown in Figure 1.1). This allows the use of cheap and/or air‐stable electrode
materials. Furthermore LECs boast efficient carrier transport properties highlighted by
efficient operation with an active layer thickness between 10‐7 m and 10‐6 m.10, 12‐13
Devices with a thickness of 10‐3 m moreover still generate light that is detectable by
eye.14‐15 This weak relation between efficiency and active layer thickness provides a
relatively large tolerance for large scale production of LECs, which is favorable for the final
costs. For comparison, in OLEDs small tolerances of 10‐9 m in layer thicknesses are
required.
The question which remains is at which price the above advantages of LECs come.
Currently, LECs have a slow response time above a millisecond.16‐17 Although this is
substantial, the technology is still sufficient for applications like signage or ambient
lighting. The peak efficiency of white LECs currently lies around 20 lm W‐1.18‐19 To give an
indication of the currently reached lifetimes, the LECs reported in Ref. 16 can run over
4000 h before their luminance is reduced to half the initial luminance of 670 cd m‐2.
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Solution‐processed OLEDs achieve similar efficiencies20 but still require multiple layers
with well‐defined thicknesses.4‐6 In Table 1.1 an overview is given of the highest reported
brightness, efficiency and lifetime in white lighting technologies based on small molecule
OLEDs, solution‐processed OLEDs and LECs (small molecule and polymer).
Table 1.1 Performance of organic white lighting technologies
Brightness (cd m-2)

Technology

21

Small molecule LECs

115 (at 4 V)

Polymer LECs

6240 (at 9.5 V) 22

Solution-processed OLEDs

30000 (at 9 V)

24
27

2.4

20 18-19

24000 (at 100 cd m-2) 16

; 1.2;

3.8 22

6000 (at 100 cd m-2) 22

23

28.8; 40 ;
50

28

Lifetime (hours)

20;

11;

48000 (at 12 V)

Small molecule OLEDs

Efficiency (%; lm W-1; cd A-1)

; 139

60

25

29

; -

-2 26

1000 (at 100 cd m )

100000 (at 1000 cd m-2) 30

The active layer of LECs basically consists of a semiconducting as well as ionically
conductive material. In literature mainly two types of LECs can be distinguished, either
based on semiconducting polymers mixed with ions, or based on semiconducting small
molecules which are ionic by themselves. In the next paragraphs both types are discussed
in more detail.
1.2.1 Polymer semiconductors
Polymer LECs were first introduced by Pei et al.11 and typically consist of a semiconducting
polymer blended with a solid electrolyte, e.g. poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) admixed with
potassium triflate (KTf or KCF3SO3) (see Figure 1.4).31 In these devices the semiconductor
facilitates transport of electronic carriers, whereas ionic carrier transport is facilitated by
the PEO. Phase separation of the different components must be prevented and therefore
must be taken into account in the choice of material. In general some poly(p‐phenylene
vinylene) (PPV) derivatives (see e.g. Figure 1.4) are found to mix well with the typically
used PEO.

SY‐PPV

MDMO‐PPV

PEO

K+Tf‐

Figure 1.4 Structural formulae for typical constituents of polymer LECs.

The PPV derivatives used for the work in this thesis are poly[2‐methoxy‐5‐(3’,7’‐
dimethyloctyloxy)‐p‐phenylene vinylene] (MDMO‐PPV, American Dye Source) and a
phenyl‐substituted poly(p‐phenylene vinylene) copolymer (SY‐PPV, Merck, catalogue
number PDY‐132), commonly termed “Super Yellow”. The oxidation and reduction levels
of PPV and PEO furthermore favor injection of electronic charge carriers in PPV over
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injection in PEO, preventing undesired oxidation or reduction of the PEO.32 In addition, p‐
and n‐type transport in PPV is relatively balanced.33 Alternatives for the electrolyte are
ionic liquids like methyltrioctylammonium trifluoromethanesulfonate (MATS).34
1.2.2 Small molecule semiconductors
A year after the first report on polymer LECs another type of LEC, based on small
molecules, was introduced.35‐37 These small molecules are semiconducting transition
metal complexes which are intrinsically ionic. When used as active layer in LECs such an
ionic transition metal complex (iTMC) takes care of both ionic and electronic transport. An
example of an iTMC is the cationic iridium complex bis(2‐phenylpyridine‐C,N)(2,2'‐
bipyridine‐N,N')iridium(III) hexafluorophosphate [Ir(ppy)2(bpy)]+ (PF6−) shown in Figure
1.5.38 Variation in iTMCs are possible by modification of the ligands or the central metal
atom. Complexes based on ruthenium39 or copper40 have also been reported but are not
as stable and efficient as iridium‐based iTMCs.37 The advantage of Ir‐iTMC‐LECs compared
to polymer LECs is that the Ir‐iTMCs are triplet emitters, resulting in a larger radiative
recombination efficiency after exciton formation. The response time of LECs based on Ir‐
iTMCs is however very low, i.e. several hours,38 but can be enhanced by admixing with
PEO, as has been shown for Ru‐based iTMCs in Ref. 41, or an ionic liquid like 1‐butyl‐3‐
methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BMIM+PF6‐) to a turn‐on time of a few
minutes.38 Use of a constant current driving approach can even reduce the turn‐on time to
roughly 10‐5 s.16 iTMCs dissolve in benign solvents allowing for environmentally friendly
processing. Another benefit is the ease of color tunability in iridium(III) ionic transition
metal complexes (Ir‐iTMCs) which enables a color range covering the entire visible
spectrum, including white.18, 21, 37, 42‐45

[Ir(ppy)2(bpy)]+PF6‐

BMIM+PF6‐

Figure 1.5 Structural formulae for typical constituents of ionic transition metal complex (iTMC)
LECs.
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1.3 Aim and outline of thesis
Although LECs offer promising features regarding processing and performance, significant
research is still required to assess their limits and to maximize their performance.
Fundamental and quantitative understanding of the LEC device operation are crucial to
address loss processes affecting the performance and to give direction to materials
synthesis. The aim of this thesis is to conceptually and quantitatively understand the
dominant processes in LEC operation. The full line of events from carrier injection,
doping/ion dynamics, charge transport until the (non‐)radiative recombination processes
is therefore investigated in LECs based on polymer and iTMC semiconductors. Both the
turn‐on and steady‐state operation will be addressed. Moreover the potential and limits
of LEC devices in their current form are assessed in terms of performance. An outline of
the thesis is given below.
For a decade the device operation of LECs was described by two competing models, the
electrochemical doping model and the electrodynamic model. In Chapter 2 experimental,
numerical and analytical methods are combined on planar (10‐4 m interelectrode gap)
polymer LECs to establish a universal model for the operation of LECs. The model unifies
both previous models. The electrochemical doping model is found to describe the
operation of optimized LECs, whereas the electrodynamic model arises in case charge
injection is limited. According to the electrochemical doping model, a light‐emitting p‐i‐n
junction forms in between electrochemically doped p‐ and n‐type regions. Chapter 2 also
serves as a more specific introduction to the (processes involved in the) operation of LECs.
In Chapter 3 the effects of ion density on the device operation is studied in planar polymer
LECs. A large ion density is found to enhance carrier injection and transport by increased
electrochemical doping. To optimize LECs for charge transport, while ignoring the effects
of doping on the radiative efficiency, an as high as possible ion density is found to be
preferred, provided electronic carrier injection can follow the enhanced bulk conductivity.
In Chapter 4 the dynamics of electrochemical doping in planar polymer LECs is
investigated. During turn‐on doping fronts are observed to sweep through the device
towards each other, subsequently forming a light‐emitting p‐i‐n junction. Numerical drift
diffusion modeling proves that such doping fronts arise from the combination of a strong
doping dependence in the electronic carrier mobility and an ion mobility which is
comparable to the undoped electronic carrier mobility. These results give insight in the
origin of the turn‐on time in LECs.
In order to generalize the results obtained on planar cells in previous chapters, Chapter 5
investigates the operational behavior of stacked (10‐7 m interelectrode gap) polymer
LECs by impedance spectroscopy. Steady‐state characteristics observed in planar cells are
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found to be also present in stacked cells: electric double layers improving carrier injection
and electrochemical doping leading to the formation of a light‐emitting p‐i‐n junction. In
addition, the long turn‐on time typical for LECs is found to be limited by salt dissociation
into ions rather than by ion migration.
In Chapter 6 the operation of iTMC‐LECs is investigated in planar cell configuration (10‐5
m interelectrode gap). Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy and UV excited
photoluminescence experiments show that reversible electrochemical doping takes place
in this type of materials. A dynamic light‐emitting p‐i‐n junction is observed away from the
contacts which proves without doubt that the electrochemical doping model not only
applies to polymer LECs, but also iTMC‐LECs.
In Chapter 7 the temperature dependent transient behavior of the current, luminance and
efficacy of stacked iTMC and polymer LECs are studied and compared. These results show
highly similar transient behavior in both types of LECs. This demonstrates that no
fundamental difference exists between charge transport and quenching processes in small
molecule and mixed polymeric active materials.
Attention is then switched from charge transport to the conversion of electronic carriers
in photons in Chapter 8. Here exciton quenching in electrochemically doped polymer
semiconductors is studied. Photoluminescence quenching is observed to arise at carrier
densities between 1018 and 1019 cm‐3. The doping dependence of the PL quenching can be
described by Förster resonance energy transfer and by charge transfer, both between
diffusing excitons and ion‐compensated polarons.
The quenching relations found in the previous chapter are used in Chapter 9 to describe
experimental results which evidence quenching by electrochemical doping. Enhancing the
admixed salt density was found to lead to reduced luminescent efficiency. Numerical
modeling, including doping‐induced exciton quenching (Chapter 8), was successfully used
to model the experiments qualitatively and quasi‐quantitatively. This shows that all the
major processes describing operational PPV‐based LECs are known and taken into account
in the model, highlighting the current understanding of LEC operation. The relatively low
efficiency in LECs, compared to OLEDs, is found to be intrinsically related to the use of
dopants to improve charge transport.
In Chapter 10 magnetic field effects in an electrochemically doped polymer LEC are
studied. Large magneto‐resistance is observed simultaneous with positive magneto‐
electroluminescence. These effects are related to competition between spin mixing and
exciton formation leading to an enhanced singlet:triplet ratio at nonzero magnetic field.
The resultant reduction in triplet exciton density is argued to reduce detrapping of
polarons in the recombination zone at low bias voltages, explaining the observed
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magneto‐resistance. At high electric fields a negative magneto‐electroluminescence effect
is observed which is rationalized by triplet‐triplet annihilation that leads to delayed
fluorescence. In the studied devices delayed fluorescence enhances the efficiency of
singlet emitter‐based (polymer) LECs by at most 17 %.
Thin ionic interface layers have been reported to modify electrode work functions,
improving electronic carrier injection into organic electronic devices. To determine
whether LEC‐type ion‐induced doping is the underlying mechanism, such interface layers
are studied in Chapter 11. Conversely, work function modification is found to originate
from interfacial dipole formation, induced by image charges in the contacting material.
Asymmetry in the ionic constituents, i.e. in size and ability to approach the interface, is
shown to lead to the formation of a net dipole for a wide range of materials.
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Chapter 2 A unifying model for the
operation of polymer LECs

For a long time two distinct models were used to describe the operational behavior of
LECs: the electrochemical doping model and the electrodynamic model. Both models are
supported by experimental data and numerical modeling in literature. Here, we show that
these models are essentially limits of one master model, separated by different rates of
carrier injection. For ohmic non‐limited injection, a dynamic p‐i‐n junction is formed, which
is absent in injection limited devices. This unification is demonstrated by both numerical
simulations and measured surface potentials as well as light emission and doping profiles
in operational devices. An analytical analysis yields an upper limit for the ratio of drift and
diffusion currents, having major consequences on the maximum current density through
this type of device.

*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. van Reenen, P. Matyba,
A. Dzwilewski, R. A. J. Janssen, L. Edman, M. Kemerink, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 132 (2010)
13776.
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2.1 Introduction
Years after the invention of the light‐emitting electrochemical cell (LEC) by Pei et al.1, the
underlying device physics was still far from fully understood. Measurements have been
interpreted in either of two models: the electrodynamic model (EDM)2‐6 and the
electrochemical doping model (ECDM).7‐12 These models are best distinguished by
regarding the predicted steady‐state operation of LECs as shown in Figure 2.1.
The EDM states that nearly all applied potential drops at two sheets of accumulated and
uncompensated ions positioned in close proximity to the electrode interfaces (see Figure
2.1b). Next to the enhancement of carrier injection, these electric double layers (EDLs)
screen the bulk polymer from the external electric field, resulting in a diffusion dominated
electronic current in the bulk. The electronic carriers in the bulk are electrostatically
compensated by a difference between the anion and cation concentrations to prevent the
formation of net space charge.2
The ECDM predicts EDL formation as well, but only as much of the applied potential is
dissipated at the EDLs as is needed to form ohmic contacts (see Figure 2.1a). The build‐up
of bulk space charge by the enhanced injection of electronic charge carriers is minimized
by the response of the anions and cations. Anions (cations) move away from the electron
(hole) injecting contact. Hence, regions are formed in which electrons (holes) are
electrostatically compensated by cations (anions). Because of the similarity to the (static)
situation encountered in doped inorganic semiconductors, this process is commonly
referred to as (electrochemical) doping of the conjugated polymer: in both cases a
(relatively) immobile ionic species forms a neutral complex with an electronic charge.
Since the amount of ions is limited and the amount of injected electrons and holes is not,
anions and cations eventually become completely separated.11 In between the p‐ and n‐
type regions, a narrow intrinsic region arises where the remainder of the applied potential
drops and where electron‐hole recombination takes place: a light‐emitting p‐i‐n junction is
formed. Also in the EDM ‘partial’ doping occurs, in the sense that the electronic charges
on both sides of the recombination zone are compensated by (a difference in the
concentration of) anions and cations.
Both models are supported by experimental data. Regarding the electrostatic potential,
results have been obtained favoring either of the two models.5, 8, 13 Electrochemical doping
has been mainly advocated in support of the ECDM, and has been visualized in planar LECs
under UV‐illumination by monitoring the doping‐induced quenching of
photoluminescence (PL).9, 14 Also modeling studies favoring the EDM2, 5 as well as the
ECDM11, 15‐16 have appeared. It is clear that the inability of the current models in vogue to
explain all experimental and numerical data impedes the further development of LECs.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagrams illustrating the potential profile and the electronic and ionic charge
distribution in an LEC during steady‐state operation following (a) the ECDM and (b) the EDM. The
thick black line represents the potential profile (in eV) and the electronic and ionic charge
distribution is illustrated by the dark gray (negatively charged) and light gray (positively charged)
symbols. The high and low field regions in the bulk are accentuated by dark and light shading
respectively. In the low field regions, charges are mutually compensated, e.g. cations by anions or
cations by electrons.

Here, we present a unified description of LECs. Both the EDM and the ECDM are shown to
be limiting situations of this master model, distinguished by the injection rate at the
contacts. The numerical modeling results are confirmed by dedicated experiments and
rationalize previous observations. An analytical evaluation of the steady‐state situation
shows that in the doped regions of LECs the electric field‐driven drift current cannot
exceed the diffusion current, which constrains the maximum device current.

2.2 Material and methods
Device preparation: For the fabrication of devices, one of the following two conjugated
polymers was used: poly[2‐methoxy‐5‐(3’,7’‐dimethyloctyloxy)‐p‐phenylene vinylene]
(MDMO‐PPV, Mw > 1∙106 g mol‐1, American Dye Source) or phenyl‐substituted poly(p‐
phenylene vinylene) copolymer (SY‐PPV, Merck, catalogue number PDY‐132); the latter is
commonly termed “Super Yellow”. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, Mw = 5∙105 g mol‐1, Aldrich)
was used as received and the salt potassium trifluoromethanesulfonate (KCF3SO3, 98 %,
Aldrich) was dried at 473 K under vacuum before use. The conjugated polymer (CP) SY‐PPV
was dissolved in cyclohexanone (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich) at a concentration of 5 mg
ml‐1, and the CP MDMO‐PPV was dissolved in chloroform (> 99.8 %, anhydrous, Aldrich) at
a concentration of 10 mg ml‐1. PEO and KCF3SO3 were dissolved separately in
cyclohexanone (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich) at 10 mg ml‐1 concentration. These solutions
were mixed together in a mass ratio of CP: PEO: KCF3SO3 = 1:1.35:0.25. This blend solution
was thereafter stirred on a magnetic hot plate at a temperature T = 323 K for 5 h. Glass
substrates (11 cm2) were cleaned by subsequent ultrasonic treatment in detergent,
distilled water, acetone and isopropanol.
The glass substrates were spin‐coated with the blend solution (at 800 rpm for 60 s,
followed by 1000 rpm for 10 s) after which they were dried at T = 323 K for at least 1 h on
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a hot plate. The thickness of the active material film was 230 nm, as determined by
profilometry. AFM images show the presence of phase‐separated regions with an average
diameter in the order of 102 nm.17 For the non‐injection limited devices, Au electrodes
capped with a layer of Al were deposited by thermal evaporation under high vacuum (p 
1∙10‐6 mbar) on top of the spin‐coated films. For injection limited devices, purposely
oxidized Al electrodes were utilized instead. The oxidation procedure comprised preparing
the spin‐coated films in a glove box under N2 atmosphere in the presence of a small
amount of oxygen ([O2]  20 ppm) before evaporation of Al, and the subsequent storage
of the devices for 5 days before testing to allow the formation of an AlOx injection
barrier. A thin wire‐based shadow mask was used to create an inter‐electrode gap of
approximately 100 µm. All of the above mentioned procedures, save for the cleaning of
the substrates and the oxidation of the Al electrodes, were done in a glove box under N2
atmosphere ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) or in an integrated thermal evaporator.
Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy: SKPM images were recorded in a glove box under N2
atmosphere ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) with a Veeco Instruments MultiMode AFM
with Nanoscope IV controller, operating in lift mode with a lift height of 25 nm. Ti‐Pt
coated silicon tips (MikroMasch NSC36/Ti‐Pt, k 1.75 N m‐1) were employed. All
measurements were carried out at T = 333 K.
UV‐excited photoluminescence detection: Optical probing was performed in an optical‐
access cryostat under high vacuum (p < 10‐5 mbar), using a single‐lens reflex camera
(Canon EOS50) equipped with a macro lens (focal length: 65 mm) and a teleconverter ( 
2). In parallel with the optical probing, the current was measured with a computer‐
controlled source‐measure unit (Keithley 2612). The electro‐optical probing was carried
out at T = 333 K.
Computational details: For the numerical simulations, the 1‐dimensional model was used
which is described in detail in Appendix A. Here an active layer is modeled with length L =
350 nm, divided in N = 81 discrete, equidistant points. Devices with a bandgap Eg = 1 eV
were simulated during operation at a bias voltage Vbias = 2 V until steady‐state had been
reached, recognized by a zero ion current. Initially, ions were homogeneously distributed
at a density of 1.25∙1025 m‐3 as used by deMello.4 No binding energy was assumed
between anions and cations. Electrons and holes were injected from the contacts by use
of different injection models, e.g. Fowler‐Nordheim tunneling or Emtage O’Dwyer. The
main difference between the various models is the resulting charge injection rate and its
dependence on electric field, as described in Appendix A. The injection barriers were set at
0.5 eV for both electrons and holes to simulate a symmetric device. The Fowler‐Nordheim
tunneling model was used to achieve limited carrier injection. Non‐limited carrier injection
was achieved by use of the “modified Boltzmann” injection model with the same
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parameters. The following additional parameters were used: The relative dielectric
constant εr = 3, T = 300 K, the electron and hole mobility µp/n = 10‐6 m2 V‐1 s‐1. A relatively
high anion and cation mobility could be chosen (10‐7 m2 V‐1 s‐1) to speed up convergence
since this parameter does not affect the outcome at steady‐state. It was checked that
neither the magnitude of Eg and Vbias nor the thickness of the active layer affects the
outcome of the simulations in a non‐trivial manner, as long as Vbias > Eg.

2.3 Results and discussion
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Simulations were done for different injection models, effectively altering the carrier
injection rate. Consequently, the steady‐state current of one device is limited by the
injection process, whereas the other device is allowed to form a non‐limiting ohmic
contact. In the latter case the current is limited by the bulk resistivity. Figure 2.2 shows the
resulting potential profiles. In the non‐injection limited case, two EDLs have formed near
the electrodes, dissipating as much potential as needed to overcome the injection barriers
of 0.5 eV. The rest of the potential is dropped over a p‐i‐n junction formed in the bulk, in
agreement with the ECDM. In contrast, when injection is limited, two large EDLs are
formed, dissipating nearly all applied potential in accordance with the EDM. The electric
field profiles shown in the inset clearly indicate that the electric field in the bulk is strongly
reduced in the injection limited case as compared to the non‐limited device.
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Figure 2.2 Simulation results for the potential profile in an LEC during steady‐state operation. The
electrostatic potential profile V(x) of the device that has (no) injection limitation corresponds to
the gray (black) line with squares (circles). The corresponding electric field E = ‐dV/dx is shown in
the inset.

The carrier distributions from both simulations at steady‐state are shown in Figure 2.3. In
the non‐limited device (Figure 2.3a) the dopant anions and cations have been spatially
separated, either for EDL formation or for doping of the polymer, i.e. for electrostatically
compensating injected charge carriers. Due to the symmetry of the simulated device the
p‐i‐n junction is centered. In the central intrinsic region the charge of the electrons and
holes is not compensated due to the absence of dopant ions. Hence, their space charge
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causes the potential drop observed in this region. This sets organic LECs apart from
inorganic p‐i‐n junctions in which the space charge results from the ionized dopants.11 The
resulting large electric field compensates for the low conductivity in this region, so a
constant current density is maintained throughout the device. In contrast, in the injection
limited device (Figure 2.3b) the dopant anions and cations are not fully spatially
separated. Still, the ions are used to form EDLs as well as to do some minor doping.
However, the doping is much less prominent due to the relatively low concentration of
injected charge carriers. Consequently, a large fraction of ions remains paired to their
counter ion, instead of to an electron or hole, as in the non‐injection limited case. The
(ionic and total) conductivity is therefore roughly constant throughout the device and no
distinct raise of the electric field in the recombination zone is necessary to warrant a
constant current density throughout the device. Hence, no p‐i‐n junction is formed.
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Figure 2.3 Simulation results for electronic and ionic charge carriers and recombination
distributions in an LEC. Electron, hole, anion and cation densities and recombination profile are
indicated by the legends. No vertical axis is shown corresponding to the recombination. The
distribution profiles for an LEC in (a) the non‐injection limited regime and (b) the injection limited
regime are shown.

The calculated integrated recombination rate of the modeled LECs (see Figure 2.3) at
steady‐state is approximately one decade larger in the ohmic regime than in the injection
limited regime. This difference is strongly dependent on the degree of injection limitation
and may therefore become even more significant when injection becomes more
problematic.
One characteristic that distinguishes LECs from other light emitting devices like organic
and inorganic LEDs with fixed doping is that upon reversing the polarity of the applied
potential the device still functions the same: the mobile ions redistribute so that n‐ and p‐
doped regions exchange positions.1, 8‐9 The p‐i‐n junction is dynamic. This behavior is
evidently reproduced in our numerical modeling.
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In order to substantiate the numerical results presented above, experiments were done
on planar LECs by scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) and electro‐optical probing
under UV‐light. The former technique provides the electrostatic potential profile, whereas
the latter indicates doping formation via doping‐induced quenching of the UV‐excited
photoluminescence (PL), as well as a map of the light emission. The active layer comprised
a conjugated polymer (either MDMO‐PPV or SY‐PPV), mixed with the salt KCF3SO3 and the
ion‐dissolving polymer PEO. The active layer is positioned amid two electrodes, defining
an interelectrode gap of approximately 100 µm. Both types of measurement were
performed on nominally identical devices under very similar, controlled circumstances.
Devices were prepared in two manners to obtain cells with and without injection
limitations as described in paragraph 2.2.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 2.4, with the electrode interfaces marked by
vertical dashed lines. Figure 2.4a shows the steady‐state potential profile of an LEC, with
Au/Al top electrodes and SY‐PPV as the conjugated polymer, that is not injection limited.
The background shows the corresponding optical micrograph. Similar graphs have been
obtained for MDMO‐PPV‐based active layers. In between the two electrodes, two doped
regions, where PL is quenched, are visible, sandwiching a narrow junction region where
light emission is observed (see Figure 2.4c). At the electrode interfaces potential drops of
1.5 and 1.0 eV are observed, indicating the presence of EDLs. In contrast to previous
results on similar devices,8 the potential drop over the EDLs is visible in our SKPM
measurements. This is attributed to the use of an Al capping layer on top of the Au layer,
which blocks the diffusion of ion‐containing material through the electrode.8 Note that
equal electrodes are used, so that in order to form ohmic contacts the sum of the
potential drops over both EDLs should be approximately equal to the bandgap of SY‐PPV,
i.e. 2.4 eV.18 This is indeed the case. In the doped regions the potential is more or less
constant, whereas a large potential drop is observed in a narrow region in the bulk: the
light‐emitting p‐i‐n junction. This behavior is fully consistent with the above simulations
for a non‐injection limited device in the ECDM limit (see black line marked by open circles
in Figure 2). The final steady‐state current through this device during operation was 1.5
µA. The time dependence of the current will be discussed below.
Injection limitation was achieved by using Al electrodes that were allowed to oxidize
slightly. Figure 2.4b shows the steady‐state potential profile of an LEC with Al electrodes
that shows all the attributes of being injection limited, as indicated by the large EDLs and
the low electric field throughout the entire bulk. Furthermore, no significant doping was
observed, as concluded from the absence of PL quenching in the optical micrograph, in
line with the EDM. No light emission was observed during operation as shown in Figure
2.4d. The final steady‐state current measured through this device was 0.2 nA, being four
orders of magnitude smaller than the current through the device operating in the non‐
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injection limited regime. Hence, the recombination rate and the light‐emission intensity
will be reduced by a similar factor, beyond the detection limit of the measurement
system.

Figure 2.4 Electrostatic potential and light‐emission profiles in planar LECs during operation and
voltage dependence on the interfacial potential drop. (a) and (b) typical steady‐state potential
profiles of an LEC during operation at Vbias = 8 V in (a), the non‐injection limited and (b), the
injection limited regime. The pictures behind the graphs are UV/PL images in steady‐state, on the
same horizontal scale. (c) and (d) micrographs showing the presence or absence of light emission
during steady‐state operation at Vbias = 8 V in (c), the non‐injection limited and (d), the injection
limited regime. The electrode interfaces are indicated by the white dashed lines in all
micrographs. (e) The voltage dependent potential drop over the interfacial regions for an injection
limited LEC. For positive bias voltages, the green line marked by open circles refers to the positive
electrode.

These experimental observations are in very good agreement with the numerical results
for an injection limited LEC (see gray line marked by solid squares in Figure 2.2 and Figure
2.3b). Note, however, that care should be taken not to confuse a non‐injection limited
device with a p‐i‐n junction close to one of the electrodes with an injection limited device,
since both may have similar potential profiles. Therefore, the interfacial potential drop of
the injection limited LEC was determined as a function of bias voltage, see Figure 2.4e. The
interfacial potential drop increases similarly at both electrodes for biases up to ±8 V. More
important, at |Vbias| = 6 V this potential drop surpasses the MDMO‐PPV bandgap of 2.3
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eV at both electrode interfaces. A p‐i‐n junction that has formed right next to an electrode
in a non‐injection limited device can result in an interfacial potential drop larger than Eg.
However, this cannot occur at both electrodes at the same time, as there can only be a
single p‐i‐n junction in the device. Since the magnitude of the potential drop at a non‐
limiting contact in the ECDM is at most equal to Eg, the data in Figure 2.4e allow us to
conclude that the device is truly injection limited and behaves according to the EDM.

Jdrift/Jdiff

Another major difference between the EDM and ECDM is that the EDM alleges the
electronic bulk transport to diffusion rather than drift, since the ions screen the bulk from
the external electric field. From the numerical results shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3,
the ratio of the drift and diffusion contributions was determined, as shown in Figure 2.5.
For the non‐limited case, the drift and diffusion contributions are equal in the doped
regions. In the injection limited case, diffusion dominates the total electronic current.
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Figure 2.5 Drift‐diffusion current ratio profile in simulated LEC devices in steady‐state. The profile
of the device that has (no) injection limitation corresponds to the gray (black) line with squares
(circles).

We will now rationalize these observations. First, consider only the ionic current. In
steady‐state, the total ionic current must be zero, because of the ion‐blocking electrodes
and the absence of generation and recombination of ions. Thus, in the bulk, the drift and
and ,
respectively, for both anions (i
diffusion components of the ion current, ,
= a) and cations (i = c), must be equal but oppositely directed to obtain a zero total
current: ,
. A few steps are required to show that for a device in the ECDM
,
limit (i.e. a non‐injection limited device) this implies that

,

,

holds for the

hole current contributions in the p‐doped region, and similar for electrons in the n‐doped
region. First, charge neutrality applies in the p‐doped region, see Figure 2.3a, so hole and
anion densities and their density gradients are equal. Second, holes experience the same
electric field as anions. Therefore, the hole and anion drift currents, which are
proportional to the product of density and field, are equal in magnitude, apart from a
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correction factor accounting for the difference in mobility. Also the hole and anion
diffusion currents, proportional to the density gradient, are equal in magnitude, again
apart from a correction factor accounting for the difference in diffusion constant.
According to the Einstein relation the diffusion constant is proportional to the mobility,
hence both correction factors are identical and ,
follows from ,
,
,

. The sign difference is due to the charge difference between holes and anions. A

somewhat more elaborate derivation along these lines provides a general relation, valid
for both injection limited and non‐injection limited devices, between the electronic drift
and diffusion currents at a position x in the doped region (See Ref. 19 for a detailed
derivation):
,
,

tanh

(2.1)

,

for holes and
,
,

tanh

(2.2)

,

for electrons, with q the absolute electronic charge, k the Boltzmann constant, T the
absolute temperature, V the electrostatic potential and x1 the position of the center of the
recombination zone. Since tanh(y) is in between ‐1 and 1 for any value of y, these relations
limit the drift current in steady‐state to the diffusion current. The drift‐diffusion current
ratios in both injection regimes can now be identified. A large value of

,

e.g. due to the presence of a p‐i‐n junction – q/kT  40 V at 300 K – results in equal drift
and diffusion currents. Without a junction, this value becomes smaller, effectively making
the diffusion contribution dominant, c.f. Figure 2.5.
‐1

During the simulations of both devices acting in different injection regimes, also the
current vs. time and recombination rate vs. time curves were recorded as shown in Figure
2.6. Starting from t = 0, a large current is observed due to anions and cations moving in
opposite directions. The electrodes block the ions, resulting in EDL formation, which
reduces the field in the bulk and hence the current goes down. After EDL formation,
electrons and holes are injected and move through the active layer until they reach each
other and recombine as denoted in Figure 2.6 with 1. The LEC in the injection limited EDM
regime in Figure 2.6b shows a decreasing current after this point due to further screening
of the electric field by increase of the EDLs. In contrast, the LEC in the non‐injection
limited ECDM regime in Figure 2.6a first shows a strong increase in current, which is
electronic in nature and is due to doping formation in the bulk. This doping is then
maximized, effectively reducing the electric field in the doped regions so that a p‐i‐n
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junction forms, as denoted by 2 in Figure 2.6a. After junction formation, the ions must
adapt to the altered potential profile to reach steady‐state. Concomitant with this
adaptation, the electronic drift current becomes limited to the diffusion current and thus
decreases, as discussed at Equations (2.1) and (2.2). Because of this, a strong current drop
after junction formation is observed in Figure 2.6a.
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Figure 2.6 Transient current density and recombination rate in a simulated LEC device. Both
devices started identically at t = 0 and were simulated until steady‐state was reached. The
transient current density (black squares) and recombination rate (gray circles) for (a) a non‐
injection limited LEC and (b) an injection limited LEC are shown. The numbers 1 and 2 mark the
initiation of recombination and junction formation, respectively. In the insets the calculated
current density (black squares) is shown on a linear scale along with the experimental current
trace (gray line). To enable comparison, horizontal and vertical axes have been normalized.

Comparison of the results of simulations and experiments in the insets of Figure 2.6
reveals that the characteristic features of the current transients are well reproduced by
the model in both injection regimes. The quantitative differences in current densities and
time scales can be attributed to the significantly different device lengths used, i.e. 350 nm
in the simulations vs. 100 µm in experiments, in combination with differences in applied
bias and mobility values. Nonetheless, the similarity between the results from simulations
and experiments convincingly constitutes the physical relevance of the numerical
modeling results presented here.

2.4 Conclusions
Two operating regimes in LECs have been identified; their occurrence depends on the
ability of the device to form non‐injection limited ohmic contacts. In the case ohmic
contacts are formed, the LEC follows the electrochemical doping model, characterized by
the formation of a dynamic p‐i‐n junction in the bulk of the device. Anions and cations
then become fully spatially separated across the junction at steady‐state, forming electric
double layers at the contacts and doped regions in the bulk. In the case injection of
electronic charge carriers is limited, doping becomes less pronounced and the ion
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redistribution increases the electric double layers until the bulk is screened from the
external electric field. In this injection limited regime, the device follows the
electrodynamic model and the electronic current is dominated by diffusion. In contrast, in
the ohmic regime drift and diffusion contribute equally. Numerical studies as well as
experiments confirm these findings.
These results imply that the electrochemical doping operation mode, i.e. without contact
limitations, is the preferred operational mode for LECs, as it gives the highest current
densities and the highest electron‐hole recombination rates. They also imply that any
degradation in the contact area, either by electrochemical side reactions20‐21 or by contact
oxidation22 may cause a transition to the electrodynamic operation mode and hence a
reduction in current and light output. The often stated independence of LEC operation on
contact material should thus be reconsidered.23 Finally, our results show that the
operational mode of an LEC‐type device may be concluded from the shape of the current
transient, and does not per se require elaborate SKPM experiments.
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Chapter 3 Salt concentration effects

Incorporation of ions in the active layer of organic semiconductor devices leads to
attractive device properties like enhanced injection and improved carrier transport. Here
the effects the salt concentration has on the operation of light‐emitting electrochemical
cells are investigated using experiments and numerical simulations. The current density
and light emission are shown to increase monotonously with increasing ion concentration
over a wide range of concentrations. The increasing current is accompanied by an ion
redistribution leading to a narrowing of the recombination zone. Hence, in absence of
detrimental side reactions and doping‐related electroluminescence quenching the ion
concentration should be as high as possible.

*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. van Reenen, P. Matyba,
A. Dzwilewski, R. A. J. Janssen, L. Edman, M. Kemerink, Adv. Funct. Mater. 21 (2011) 1795.
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3.1 Introduction
Charge carrier transport in organic semiconductors is often limited by poor injection
and/or a low conductivity. The latter typically results from a low carrier mobility and a low
charge density that is limited by the build‐up of space charge. The effects of space charge
are relatively severe due to the low dielectric constant in organic semiconductors,
resulting in relatively weak screening of charge carriers. In light‐emitting electrochemical
cells (LECs),1‐3 these transport limitations are strongly reduced by electrochemical doping
of the active layer as was shown in the previous chapter. This electrochemical doping
process prevents the formation of space charge when electrons or holes are injected from
the contacts into the semiconductor. The resultant enhanced carrier density (and mobility
when the mobility is density dependent)4 is concomitant with increased conductivity and
enables enhanced device currents and light output.5‐6
Next to improving carrier transport, the ions also improve the injection of charge carriers
past relatively large injection barriers for bias voltages (Vbias) exceeding the bandgap of the
active layer (Eg). This is done by the formation of electric double layers (EDLs) at the
interfaces as shown in the previous chapter. Oppositely charged ions are attracted by the
positive and negative electrodes and accumulate at the electrode interfaces forming
charged sheets. The large electric fields in the EDLs strongly reduce the barrier widths for
carrier injection.7‐11
All of the advantages (e.g. insensitivity to contact material and device length) and
disadvantages (e.g. large turn‐on time) of LECs as explained in chapter 1.2 are directly
related to the presence of ions in the active layer. Therefore it is of utmost importance to
understand the influence of the ion concentration on the LEC characteristics. Ideally an
LEC contains sufficient ions to facilitate efficient carrier injection and conduction, but
insufficient to suffer from detrimental effects like short operational life times and
decreased efficiency. A few studies have already aimed at understanding the influence of
the ion concentration in LECs. Fang et al.12 have shown that in planar LECs with a relatively
low ion concentration the doping fronts come to a halt before making contact, so no sharp
p‐i‐n junction is formed. Other work on sandwich cell LECs with relatively low ionic
content has shown improved lifetimes in combination with efficient injection.13‐16
Here, we present the results of transient experiments carried out on planar polymer LECs.
The salt concentration was varied to study its effect on the device operation of the LEC.
SKPM was performed to study the evolution of the electrostatic potential, complemented
by UV‐excited photoluminescence (PL) measurements to monitor the electrochemical
doping progression. In addition, numerical simulations were used to interpret the effects
of a reduced ion concentration on the measured current, potential and doping transients.
The results show that in an ideal LEC, i.e. in absence of electroluminescence quenching
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and side reactions, the current density and light output at fixed bias are linearly
proportional to the ion concentration over many orders of magnitude.

3.2 Material and methods
Device preparation: For the conjugated polymer in the active layer we used a phenyl‐
substituted poly(p‐phenylene vinylene) copolymer (SY‐PPV, Merck, catalogue number
PDY‐132), commonly termed “Super Yellow”. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, Mw = 5∙105 g mol‐
1
, Aldrich) was used as received. The salt potassium trifluoromethanesulfonate (KCF3SO3,
98 %, Aldrich) was dried at 473 K under vacuum before use. SY‐PPV was dissolved (5 mg
ml‐1) in cyclohexanone (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich). PEO and KCF3SO3 were dissolved
separately (10 mg ml‐1) in cyclohexanone (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich). These solutions
were mixed together in a weight ratio of SY‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 = 1:1.35:0.25. For the
fabrication of ion‐poor devices, a weight ratio of 1:1.35:0.06 was used. These blend
solutions were thereafter stirred on a magnetic hot plate at a temperature T = 323 K for 5
h. Glass substrates (11 cm2) were cleaned by subsequent ultrasonic treatment in
detergent, distilled water, acetone and isopropanol.
The glass substrates were spin‐coated with the blend solution at 800 rpm for 60 s,
followed by 1000 rpm for 10 s after which they were dried at T = 323 K for at least 1 h on a
hot plate. The resulting active layer thickness was 230 nm, as determined by
profilometry. Au electrodes capped with a layer of Al were deposited by thermal
evaporation under high vacuum (p ≈ 1  10‐6 mbar) on top of the spin‐coated films. A thin
wire‐based shadow mask was used to create an inter‐electrode gap of approximately 100
µm. All the above procedures, save for the cleaning of the substrates, were done in a
glove box under N2 atmosphere ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) or in an integrated
thermal evaporator.
Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy: SKPM images were recorded in a glove box under N2
atmosphere ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) with a Veeco Instruments MultiMode AFM
with Nanoscope IV controller, operating in lift mode with a lift height of 25 nm. Ti‐Pt
coated silicon tips (MikroMasch NSC36/Ti‐Pt, k 1.75 N m‐1) were employed. All
measurements were carried out at T = 333 K.
UV‐excited photoluminescence detection: Optical probing was performed in an optical‐
access cryostat under high vacuum (p < 10‐5 mbar), using a single‐lens reflex camera
(Canon EOS50) equipped with a macro lens (focal length 65 mm) and a 2 teleconverter.
In parallel with the optical probing, the current was measured with a computer‐controlled
source‐measure unit (Keithley 2612). Also the electro‐optical probing was carried out at T
= 333 K.
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Computational details: The 1‐dimensional model as described in Appendix A was used to
model a planar LEC. An active layer of length L = 20 µm was used, divided in N = 81
discrete, equidistant points. Devices with a bandgap Eg = 2 eV were simulated during
operation at a bias voltage Vbias = 5 V until steady‐state had been reached, recognized by a
zero ion current. Simulations were run for devices with initial ion concentrations c0 varying
between 1∙10‐6 nm‐3 and 1∙10‐1 nm‐3. No binding energy was assumed between anions and
cations. Electrons and holes were injected from the contacts according to a self‐designed
injection model that gives rise to field dependent injection. The model is described in
detail in Appendix A and has the advantage that injection is not affected by grid‐point
spacing. The hole and electron injection barriers were set at 0.5 and 1.5 eV respectively to
simulate an asymmetric device. Such an asymmetry is realistic for the actual LECs studied
in this chapter, which use Au for both the anode and cathode. Additional settings are the
relative dielectric constant ε = 3, the temperature T = 300 K and the hole and electron
mobility µp/n = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The anion and cation mobility were chosen to be 5∙10‐12 m2
V‐1 s‐1. It was checked that the inter‐electrode gap did not affect the outcome of the
calculations in any non‐trivial manner.17

3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Experimental characterization
Two sets of planar LECs with different SY‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 weight ratios were prepared:
ion‐rich devices (1:1.35:0.25) and ion‐poor devices (1:1.35:0.06). To study the difference in
doping during device operation, PL measurements were carried out under UV illumination
of the active layer. As both p‐ and n‐type doping quench the UV‐excited PL, the doped
regions appear darker than undoped regions. The photographs are shown in Figure 3.1a
and b. In Figure 3.1c‐e schematic drawings of the anion and cation concentration
distributions in LECs are shown before operation (Figure 3.1c), during doping front
progression (Figure 3.1d) and in steady‐state (Figure 3.1e). In unbiased, pristine devices
the anions and cations are homogeneously distributed across the active layer (see Figure
3.1c). After application of a bias voltage, charges are injected. The injection initiates
doping of the active layer, starting from the electrodes. The p‐ (a‐p+) and n‐type (c+p‐)
doping fronts propagate towards each other while splitting the available paired ions (a‐c+)
for the doping process (see Figure 3.1d). Ultimately, all of the anions and cations are used
for doping of the polymer and are separated from each other (see Figure 3.1e).[11] In
Figure 3.1a and b, this doping process was investigated in ion‐rich and ion‐poor LECs. At t
= 0, a bias voltage of 8 V was applied to the pristine devices. In the ion‐rich device (Figure
3.1a) p‐ and n‐type doping initiate from the anode and cathode respectively. These doping
fronts then propagate towards each other and meet at t = 9 s. After that light emission is
observed, originating from electroluminescence (last picture of Figure 3.1a). In the ion‐
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poor device, doping fronts form as well (Figure 3.1b). However, the doping fronts never
meet as the n‐type doping front only moves a short distance away from the negative
contact and the p‐type doping front stops at the centre of the active layer (t = 600 s).
Eventually, the p‐type doping front seems to retract somewhat towards the anode and the
boundary between the p‐doped and undoped region becomes less sharp. No
electroluminescence was observed in the ion‐poor LEC.

Figure 3.1 Photographs of planar Au/SY‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3/Au LECs with an interelectrode gap of
90 µm during operation at Vbias = 8 V and T = 333 K. Two different SY‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 weight
ratios were used: 1:1.35:0.25 – ion‐rich (a) and 1:1.35:0.06 – ion‐poor (b). The ionic redistribution
and doping process is schematically shown in (c‐e). a‐ (dark gray area), c+ (light gray area), p‐ and
p+ refer to anions, cations, reduced polymer and oxidized polymer respectively. The arrows in (d)
indicate the position of the doping fronts.

To obtain better insight into these characteristic results, SKPM was performed on similar
devices. SKPM monitored the electrostatic potential in the active layer during operation of
the LEC. Potential profiles of ion‐rich and ion‐poor devices operating at steady‐state are
shown in Figure 3.2a and b. The device was alleged to be at steady‐state when the
potential profile did not significantly evolve anymore. The UV‐excited PL measurements
during steady‐state operation on similar devices have been added to the background of
the graphs to enable comparison. The corresponding electrostatic field profiles are shown
in Figure 3.2c and d for the ion‐rich and ion‐poor device, respectively.
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Figure 3.2 (a,b) Electrostatic potential and (c,d) field profiles in planar LECs during operation at
Vbias = 8 V with weight ratios SY‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 (a,c) 1:1.35:0.25 and (b,d) 1:1.35:0.06. The
photographs behind the graphs (a,b) are UV‐excited PL images recorded at steady‐state, on the
same horizontal scale. The electrode interfaces are indicated by the gray dashed lines.

Doping strongly decreases the resistivity of the semiconductor. Consequently a smaller
electric field is necessary in stronger doped regions to conduct the same amount of
current. The intrinsic junction separating the p‐ and n‐doped regions has a basically
constant, higher resistivity and hence requires a larger electric field to maintain a constant
current at steady‐state. The resulting peak in the electric field profile is clearly observed in
Figure 3.2c and d, with the p‐i‐n junction located around x = 85 and x = 40 μm,
respectively. These positions clearly correlate with the UV‐excited PL measurements in the
background of Figure 3.2a and b, with the p‐i‐n junction coinciding with the emission zone
for the ion‐rich device and with the bright, unquenched region for the ion‐poor device.
Furthermore, in Figure 3.2a and c, regions of relatively large electric field are observed at
the electrode interfaces (x = 10 and 110 µm): the electric double layers. Similar high‐field
regions were identified in the ion‐poor LEC (see Figure 3.2b and d) at x = 20 and x = 90 µm.
Comparison of Figure 3.2a,c and b,d reveals the following changes in the LEC due to a
decreased ion concentration: i) the junction region width has increased, concomitant with
a decreased electric field in the junction; ii) the electric field in the doped regions has
increased and iii) the potential drop at the electrode interfaces has decreased. A detailed
discussion of these observations is given later in this chapter.
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Figure 3.3 Transient potential profiles (evolution from light gray to black) from experiments and
simulations as well as simulated charge carrier density profiles. The experimentally determined
profiles are from LECs with a SY‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 weight ratio of (a) 1:1.35:0.25 – ion‐rich and (b)
1:1.35:0.06 – ion‐poor. The numerically determined profiles are from LECs with an ion
‐3
‐3
‐6
‐3
concentration of (c,e) 1.5∙10 ions nm and (d and f) 1.5∙10 ions nm . The black lines denote the
steady‐state potential profile. In (a,b) the potential profiles at Vbias = 0 V are included as well. The
black arrows accentuate the change of the profiles in time. The lines marked by black squares in
(c,e) indicate the profiles when the n‐type and p‐type doping fronts have met.

In addition to the steady‐state potential profiles, transient potential profiles were
measured, as shown in Figure 3.3a and b for the ion‐rich and ion‐poor device, respectively.
The arrows indicate the temporal trend of the potential profile evolution. In the ion‐rich
device, the EDLs form faster than the time resolution of the SKPM experiment of 10 s.
Moreover, during the first potential measurement at t = 10 s light emission was already
observed in a similar device (see Figure 3.1a). Therefore we may assume that the potential
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profile evolution shown here mainly reflects the saturation of doping after collision of the
doping fronts, which is consistent with the observation that the light emission intensity
from the p‐i‐n junction increases with time after the initial junction formation, as shown in
Figure 3.1a and Ref. 18. This saturation is further indicated by the decreasing electric field
(‐dV/dx) in the doped regions and the increasing field in the junction region. Importantly, a
comparison of Figure 3.1a and Figure 3.3a indicates that light emission already takes place
from a narrow region even before the sharp potential drop has arisen. Moreover, if
recombination does take place in the adjacent doped regions, the resultant light emission
could be quenched by doping and therefore not observed.
In case the LEC contains relatively few ions (Figure 3.3b), small EDLs are formed and
mainly p‐type doping is observed. For this device, the potential profiles could be measured
in similar time intervals as the PL measurements shown in Figure 3.1b. The junction region
is broader and includes the region close to the negative contact, indicating the absence of
significant n‐type doping. Comparison of the last two potential traces shown in black
indicates that the transition from the p‐doped region to the junction region becomes less
sharp in time. A similar transition was already observed in the final two pictures in Figure
3.1b.
3.3.2 Numerical simulations
In order to complement these experimental findings, numerical simulations were carried
out to gain insight into the physical processes underlying the observed trends. The model
described above was used to calculate the potential profile evolution for LECs with a high
and low ion density of 1.510‐6 and 1.510‐3 ions nm‐3 respectively. The results are shown in
Figure 3.3c and d. Corresponding carrier density profiles are shown in Figure 3.3e and f for
the high and low ion density simulations respectively. In the bulk the carrier density equals
the difference between the anion and cation density because of charge neutrality in the
doped regions.
First consider the ion‐rich LEC. The modeled potential profiles show that after formation
of EDLs, no significant change occurs in the potential profile during progression of doping
through the active layer (light gray lines in Figure 3.3c and e). After both doping regions
make contact (the corresponding profiles are indicated by black squares), doping
continues to saturate via the continued redistribution of ions. As a consequence, a thin
high‐field region, the p‐i‐n junction, forms in the bulk. The modeling shows that
progression of doping is not necessarily visible in the potential evolution throughout the
LEC. Furthermore, it indicates that the typical steady‐state potential profile (see Figure
3.2a) only appears when doping reaches its saturation point and not when the doping
fronts meet, highlighted by the initiation of light‐emission (compare Figure 3.3c and e).
This is in agreement with the observed experimental behavior (see Figure 3.3a and Figure
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3.1a). In the model, the formation of a sharp potential drop in the junction region is
related to removal of ions from the junction region. The time needed for this removal is
given by the speed of depletion of anions (cations) from the n‐type (p‐type) doped region
(see Figure 3.1c‐e).
Further comparison of experiment and model shows a difference in junction position. In
the model the junction is positioned in the center of the active layer, in contrast with the
experiment. The asymmetry of the injection barriers hardly affects the junction position in
the model. The discrepancy with the experiment is attributed to the absence of charge
traps and side‐reactions19 and/or to the fact that the mobilities of holes and electrons
were set equal in the model. Apart from the junction position, the simulation of an ion‐
rich LEC shows a qualitatively similar potential profile evolution as the real device.
The potential profile evolution in ion‐poor LECs as determined by modeling (Figure 3.3d)
and experiments (Figure 3.3b) also shows qualitatively similar behavior. In the model, the
device has difficulty to form a good, i.e. a non‐limiting or Ohmic contact at the negative
electrode, as can be seen from the delayed formation of an n‐type doped region (x = 0‐3
m; see Figure 3.3f). This is due to the small amount of cations available to form an EDL at
the negative contact, which has the largest injection barrier. Consequently, hole injection
and subsequent p‐type doping start far ahead of electron injection and n‐type doping, as
also experimentally observed (Figure 3.1b). In addition to this effect, the occurrence of
side‐reactions in real devices, which are known to predominantly occur at the negative
electrode,20 are a probable additional reason for the difficult injection of electrons that is
observed in Figure 3.1b and Figure 3.3b. In both the model and the experiment, a
moderately high‐field junction region arises over a broad region relatively close to the
negative contact.
To gain more insight into the effects of a reduced ion concentration in LECs, simulations
were performed for ion densities ranging from 2∙10‐6 nm‐3 to 1∙10‐1 nm‐3. The steady‐state
potential and electric field profiles are shown in Figure 3.4a and b, respectively. In Figure
3.4c, the absolute difference between anion and cation density is shown throughout the
active layers. In the bulk, this difference is directly related to the doping density since
charge neutrality demands that differences in ionic concentrations are compensated by
electrons or holes. At the electrode interfaces the ion density also comprises unpaired
ions, which do not contribute to doping, but rather are responsible for EDL formation.
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Figure 3.4 (a) Electrostatic potential, (b) field and (c) ionic density profiles in modeled LECs during
operation in steady‐state for different initial ion concentrations (c0), as indicated in the legend in
(b).

For each value of c0 the LEC operates according to the electrochemical doping model: at
the interfaces (x = 0 and 20 µm) EDLs are identified, closing in p‐ and n‐type doping
regions with a p‐i‐n junction in between.11 Multiple trends can be discerned for decreasing
c0, which can be identified also in the experimental data in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. First
of all, the p‐i‐n junction region width increases, whereas the potential drop at this junction
shows only a minor increase. The result is that the electric field in this region decreases
(see Figure 3.4b). Secondly, the width of the doped regions as well as the degree of doping
decreases, while the electric field in these regions is enhanced. Lastly, the EDLs are
affected, as the potential drop at the interfaces decreases for decreasing c0. These
phenomena are interconnected. Since the majority of ions is used for doping, the doping
density and concomitantly the conductivity in the doped regions decreases almost linearly
upon lowering of c0. Hence, the current density also declines linearly, as shown in Figure
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3.5. Because of current continuity this decline implies that the injection of charges must
be decreased as well ‐otherwise a surplus of injected carriers would form behind the EDLs.
To this end, the strength of the EDLs is decreased, which results in larger effective
injection barriers and lower charge injection. Finally, the fact that the width of the
junction region increases is also related to current continuity: the electric field, being
proportional to the current through the junction, needs to be decreased by increasing the
width of the junction region when the device current goes down. The mechanism outlined
above shows that in LECs, the availability of ions to dope the conjugated polymer
determines the potential profile both in the bulk and at the interfaces.
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Figure 3.5 The steady‐state current density J (black) and recombination rate R (gray) for different
ion concentrations c0. The gray line follows the relation J = A∙c0 for an arbitrary value of A, serving
as a guide to the eyes.

Another important result of the modeling presented here is the monotonous increase of
the current density for increasing c0, as shown in Figure 3.5. In principle, this implies that
the presence of as much ions as possible is favorable for device performance. This is only
true if all injected charge carriers recombine. In the modeling, the internal quantum
efficiency is 100% as all carriers recombine in between the doped regions. In contrast to
real devices, the model ignores doping induced exciton quenching and spatial competition
between the conjugated polymer, the electrolyte and the ions. At some ion concentration,
these two processes will start to adversely affect the radiative recombination efficiency,
resulting in an upper limit for the allowable ion concentration.
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Figure 3.6 Current transients of planar Au/SY‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3/Au LECs with an interelectrode
gap of 90 µm during operation at Vbias = 8 V. Two different SY‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 weight ratios
were used: (a) 1:1.35:0.25 – ion‐rich and (b) 1:1.35:0.06 – ion‐poor. The modeled current
transients are from LECs with an initial homogeneous ion concentration (c0) as specified in the
‐2
figures. [I0, t0] in (a) is [5 µA, 150 s] for the experiment and [1.8 A m , 54 s] for the model and in
‐2
(b) [5 nA, 1200 s] for the experiment and [0.15 mA m , 300 s] for the model.

In order to further determine the similarity between model and experiment, the
measured and modeled current transients are presented in Figure 3.6. Characteristic
features in both the high‐ and low‐ion density curves can be decomposed in an ionic and
electronic contribution. Since the contacts are initially non‐injecting, the current density at
t = 0 can be attributed to the redistributing ions in the active layer. Thereafter, this
contribution continuously declines due to ion pile‐up at the electrodes and a decrease of
the bulk field because of the resulting EDL formation. When EDLs are being formed,
injection of electrons and holes is enhanced, resulting in an increasing electronic current.
This rise is observed in all four current transients and the resulting maximum in current is
marked by the arrows in Figure 3.6. Following this rise, a second decrease of the current
density, now related to a decrease of the electronic current, is observed. After the onset
of current injection from the contacts, a large fraction of the electronic current is
‘consumed’ for doping the device, i.e. used to compensate space charges resulting from
the further separation of anions and cations. When this doping process is completed, the
electronic current decreases. At steady‐state, anions and cations have been fully
separated into p‐ and n‐type doped regions, separated by a relatively sharp potential drop
in the junction region; see Figure 3.1, Figure 3.3, and Figure 3.6. In the modeled LECs, the
steady‐state current consists of an electronic contribution only; the ionic current has
vanished due to the ion‐blocking electrodes and the absence of generation and
recombination of ions. In principle the same holds for the real LECs, although a minor ionic
contribution from regions outside the inter‐electrode gap, having a longer settling time
due to the larger distances involved, cannot be excluded.
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One of the major setbacks of LECs is the relatively long response time. The present
experimental results, as well as those by Fang et al.,12 show that a decrease of c0 leads to
an increase of the response time in LECs. The same is observed in modeled LECs (Figure
3.6) in which the ion concentration becomes so low that the formation of EDLs is affected
and delayed. This is observed at the cathode in Figure 3.3d. However, current transients
accompanying the simulations presented in Figure 3.4 reveal that when EDL formation is
not hindered, the response time is independent of c0; see also Figure 3.7. This difference
between model and experiment suggests that processes omitted in the model cause the
longer response time of low ion concentration LECs. In the model, the redistribution of
ions is limited by the cations (anions) being transported from the p‐type (n‐type) doped
region to the n‐type (p‐type) doped region. The latter is only controlled by the (field
driven) drift current, and should therefore be independent of concentration, unless e.g.
side reactions hinder the movement of ions. Alternatively, it is conceivable that the ionic
mobility is concentration dependent. In either case, these results indicate that the use of a
high ion density decreases the turn‐on time.
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Figure 3.7 Current transients of modeled LECs (c.f. Figure 3.4) for different values of the initial ion
concentration c0.

So far, no comments have been made regarding the discrepancy between the ion
concentration used in the model and the nominal salt concentration in the active layer
during experiments. In the transient modeling presented in Figure 3.3c,d and Figure
3.6a,b, the initial ion concentrations were chosen to be 1.5∙10‐3 and 1.5∙10‐6 nm‐3 for the
high‐ and low‐ion density device, respectively. The nominal salt concentrations in the
experiments were 3.0∙10‐1 and 0.7∙10‐1 nm‐3, respectively. The latter concentration
difference of a factor of 4 resulted in a decrease of the steady‐state current by a factor
103: 1.5 µA for the ion‐rich device and 0.4 nA for the ion‐poor device. As shown in Figure
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3.5, changing the initial ion concentration by a factor 103 in the model leads to a change in
the calculated current density by the same factor 103. Additionally, the only way to
achieve qualitatively similar current transients and potential profiles in the model and the
experiment is by using three orders of magnitude difference between high and low ion
concentrations in the model. These results imply that the effective initial mobile ion
density in a real LEC is a highly nonlinear function of the salt concentration. We speculate
that this behavior is related to the effective loss of ions in side‐reactions19, 21 and/or to the
existence of immobile ions locked up in crystalline PEO phases.22‐23

3.4 Conclusions
By combination of experiments and numerical modeling insight is gained regarding the
function of ions in planar light‐emitting electrochemical cells. An increase of the initial ion
concentration results in an increased steady‐state current density and recombination rate
in the LEC due to the enhanced conductivity of the active layer by electrochemical doping.
Concomitant, injection is enhanced and the recombination zone is narrowed. Hence, from
a device modeling point of view, optimal performance in terms of light output at given
bias requires the use of an as high as possible ion concentration. In real devices adverse
effects like doping‐induced exciton quenching, side‐reactions and a finite solubility may
put an upper limit to the optimal ion concentration.
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Chapter 4 Doping dynamics in light‐
emitting electrochemical cells

A major drawback of light‐emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) is the long time scale
associated with switching, during which ions redistribute in the active layer. We present a
numerical modeling study that gives fundamental insight in the dynamics during turn‐on.
The characteristic response of planar LECs to an applied bias is electrochemical doping of
the active layer by doping fronts moving across the active layer. Formation and motion of
such doping fronts are shown to be intimately related to both the electronic and ionic
mobility and therefore provide useful information regarding these two quantities in LECs.
In particular, it is shown that the switch‐on time in LECs is directly related to the time an
ion needs to cross approximately half the device, enabling the extraction of the ion
mobility from the switch‐on time.

*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. van Reenen, R. A. J.
Janssen, M. Kemerink, Org. Electron. 12 (2011) 1746.
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4.1 Introduction
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In the previous chapters mainly quasi steady‐state operation in LECs was considered. Here
the transient operation of LECs is studied. In wide‐gap planar LECs, the transient operation
can be visualized by monitoring the PL of the active layer under UV illumination (see
Figure 3.1);1 in the presence of doping, PL is quenched in the active layer.2 Particularly
interesting is the way in which this doping occurs. Starting from the electrodes, doped
regions expand towards each other. During this expansion, doping fronts are visible as
sharp transitions between the undoped region and the n‐ and p‐type doped regions.
These fronts have been observed to accelerate. Figure 4.1a (symbols) shows a typical
measurement3 of the front position versus time.
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Figure 4.1 (a) Front position during switch‐on in an LEC as obtained experimentally (symbols)3,
analytically (gray line)4 and by numerical modeling (black line). The model curve follows from
modeling of a planar LEC with a doping dependent µp/n according to Eq. (4.1) for µ0 = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1
s‐1, µ1 = 5∙10‐8 m2 V‐1 s‐1, f0 = 0.13 and W = 0.015. (b) The electron/hole mobility as a function of the
doping fraction. The symbols were experimentally determined by Shimotani et al.5 in regioregular
2
P3HT (here the mobility values are divided by 10 ) and the black line follows from Eq. (4.1) for µ0 =
5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1, µ1 = 5∙10‐9 m2 V‐1 s‐1, f0 = 0.3 and W = 0.04.

Several experimental studies6‐8 have been performed on these fronts as well as analytical4,
9
and numerical modeling.10 Robinson and co‐workers developed an analytical model that
predicts the position of the doping fronts and the resultant switch‐on time. They assumed
that both the potential over the shrinking undoped region and the conductivity through
this region remain equal. The first assumption is however not necessarily true in LECs.
Measurements of the electrostatic potential in the previous chapter (Figure 3.3a) show
that the potential does not strongly evolve during doping front progression.11 Results
presented in this chapter furthermore confirm these findings.
Here we demonstrate by numerical modeling12 that a doping dependent mobility5 is
required to generate the accelerating doping fronts observed experimentally (Figure 4.1b,
symbols). In addition the ion mobility with respect to the electron/hole mobility is critical
for front formation as well as for other transient properties like the formation of electric
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double layers (EDLs)13 and a light‐emitting p‐i‐n junction. For formation of accelerating
doping fronts, the ion mobility needs to be approximately equal to the electron/hole
mobility in the undoped polymer. In simulations that obey these criteria, the doping front
propagation shows an excellent agreement with experimentally observed doping fronts as
shown in Figure 4.1a (black solid line).3 As opposed to the t2 dependency of the front
position obtained by Robinson et al.4 (Figure 4.1a, gray solid line) our model shows a less
strong time dependence of the front position. Next to this fundamental understanding of
the formation of doping fronts, also the transient behavior and the switch‐on time in LECs
are rationalized by means of numerical modeling. The simulations indicate that the switch‐
on time is mostly related to the time an ion needs to cross approximately half the device.

4.2 Material and methods
Computational details: The 1‐dimensional model described in detail in Appendix A was
used in which an active layer with a length of 2 µm was divided in discrete, equidistant
grid points.11‐12 Devices with a bandgap Eg = 2 eV were simulated during operation at a
bias voltage Vbias = 5 V. Simulations were run for devices with an initial homogeneous ion
concentration c0 = 1∙10‐1 nm‐3. No binding energy was assumed between anions and
cations. The electrodes were ionically‐blocking and electrons and holes were injected from
the contacts according to a dedicated injection model that gives rise to field dependent
injection.12 The injection model (modified Boltzmann) is described in detail in Appendix A
and has the advantage that injection is not affected by grid‐point spacing. The hole and
electron injection barriers were set at 0.5 and 1.5 eV respectively to simulate an
asymmetric device. Such an asymmetry is realistic for actual planar LECs, in which both the
anode and the cathode are made from a single material, e.g. Au. In addition, we set the
relative dielectric constant ε = 3 and the temperature T = 300 K.
To implement a doping density dependency of the electron/hole mobility (µp/n) the
following expression was used:
/

/ ,

/ ,

/ ,

.

(4.1)

Here f is the doping fraction which is equal to the carrier density divided by the density of
states (= 0.3 nm‐3). Note that here the carrier density is assumed to represent the doping
density. This approximation of the doping fraction is justified by the observation that the
net ion density always equals the net electronic charge density in the doped regions.
Regarding the other parameters, µp/n,1 is the mobility at maximal doping (f = 1), µp/n,0 is the
mobility in the absence of doping (f = 0), and f0 and W are two parameters that set the
transition from µ0 and µ1: f0 determines at which doping fraction the mobility increases
and W determines the range of doping fractions over which this increase occurs. Figure
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4.1b (line) shows a typical plot of the doping dependent mobility that follows from Eq.
(4.1) for f0 = 0.3, W = 0.04, µ0 = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1 and µ1 = 5∙10‐9 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The anion and
cation mobilities were chosen to be equal to each other and doping independent. Ion
mobilities ranged from 5∙10‐12 to 5∙10‐9 m2 V‐1 s‐1.
Since our interest is the transient behavior of LECs, simulations started with the
application of a bias voltage on a homogeneous device and were continued until steady‐
state was reached. At t = 0 the electron and hole density equals zero and the anion and
cation density equals c0. It was checked that the inter‐electrode gap and meshing did not
affect the outcome of the simulations in any non‐trivial manner.

4.3 Results and discussion
Multiple simulations were performed to analyze the effect of the electronic and ionic
mobilities on the transient behavior in LECs and specifically on the formation of doping
fronts. The time‐evolution of the electron and hole density profiles that follow from these
simulations are shown in Figure 4.2. The absence (Figure 4.2a‐d) and presence (Figure
4.2e‐f) of a doping dependent mobility was studied as well as the effect of the ion
mobility. The doping dependent mobility that is shown in Figure 4.1b (model) was used in
these simulations. It will be shown below that the qualitative behavior in these
simulations only depends on the relative values of the mobilities of the electronic and
ionic species.
Starting from t = 0, the processes in these devices are similar: anions and cations move
towards the anode and cathode respectively forming EDLs (see supplemental Figure 4.9 in
paragraph 4.5). When the resultant potential drop at the interfaces has become similar in
size to the injection barriers, charge carriers start being injected. During EDL formation,
the anion and cation concentrations in the bulk remain equal to maintain charge
neutrality. Only at the electrodes this neutrality is broken because of depletion of one
type of ion and accumulation of the other. During the subsequent injection of either
electrons or holes, a third type of charge carrier comes into play. To maintain charge
neutrality in the bulk, the anion and cation densities start to differ. At this stage, where
injection of carriers is initiated, differences in the transient processes arise when ion or
carrier mobilities are altered.
When interpreting the results shown in Figure 4.2, the discussion focuses on two
characteristics: (1) the collision of the p‐type and n‐type doped regions and (2) the
saturation of doping at each grid‐point after the doping front has passed. Here, doping is
saturated when a doping fraction of approximately 0.2‐0.3 is reached, i.e. at a charge
density of 2‐3∙10‐1∙0.3 nm‐3 in Figure 4.2. Note that in experiments, strong PL quenching is
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observed when the doping density reaches a threshold level; PL quenching is not
necessarily linear with doping fraction.1
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Figure 4.2 Transient carrier concentration profiles in LECs for (a)‐(d) a constant µp/n equal to 5∙10‐11
m2 V‐1 s‐1 and (e)‐(h) a doping dependent µp/n (see Figure 4.1b, model). Holes (open circles) are
injected from the left and electrons (closed circles) from the right. The corresponding values of µion
2 ‐1 ‐1
are shown at the top of each panel expressed in m V s . The movement in time is expressed by
the color change of the graphs from light gray to black. The final black curves are not the steady‐
state distributions but represent the moment the fronts meet.

As a first example, we show in Figure 4.2b, the time evolution of the doping of the active
layer assuming a doping‐independent mobility of µion = µp/n = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1. No sharp
transitions are observed from doped to undoped regions: the doped regions already
connect to each other while the doping density in roughly half the cell is far from
saturated. However, in case of a doping dependent mobility µp/n (Figure 4.2f), the
transition between the doped and undoped regions is sharper; the increased mobility of
electrons and holes injected behind the front results in a faster saturation of doping
compared to the progression of the doped region through the intrinsic region. The
enhanced mobility behind the front also ensures a sufficient supply of carriers towards the
fronts to prevent a decrease of the doping rate at the front. In contrast to the situation for
a doping‐independent mobility (Figure 4.2b), the time needed to completely dope the
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active layer in Figure 4.2f is limited by the front progression and not by the process of
saturating the doping behind the fronts.
When the ion mobility is decreased by a factor 10 (µion = 5∙10‐12 m2 V‐1 s‐1, Figure 4.2a and
e) both doping regions come into contact even before doping has saturated at any
position in the cell. No sharp transitions are observed from doped to undoped regions.
These observations are the result of the relative immobility of the ions compared to the
electrons and holes, which mainly hampers the actual doping of the active layer. Since
µp/n,0 > µion progression of the electronic charges through the device is fast relative to the
actual doping at any fixed position in the device. Consequently there is a small doping
density difference between the front and the doped regions just behind it, which results in
only a minor carrier mobility enhancement behind the front. Therefore, the carriers
behind the front are not propelled towards the front as was observed in Figure 4.2f. For
that reason, the two doping fronts have already moved across the active layer while the
doping process is far from finished. After the doped regions have met, doping saturates
more or less evenly throughout the LEC. This result indicates that if µion < µp/n,0
homogeneous doping of the active layer is found rather than doping by doping fronts.
On the other hand, when the ion mobility is increased by a factor 10 (µion = 5∙10‐10 m2 V‐1 s‐
1
, Figure 4.2c and g), sharp doping fronts are formed for both a density dependent and a
density independent µp/n. The origin of the formation of these sharp fronts is however
different as compared to the fronts formed in Figure 4.2f. In case a constant µp/n is chosen
(Figure 4.2c) anions and cations always move faster than the injected carriers. As a result,
the available anions and cations are able to electrostatically compensate the injected
carriers relatively fast. As shown in the previous chapter in Figure 3.3d,12 in the absence of
injected carriers, because of e.g. relatively poor carrier injection, the ions tend to screen
the bulk from the electric field. Here this tendency is observed during doping of the active
layer: the electric field Ei in the intrinsic region, that drives the doping front, is reduced by
ion screening (see e.g. the slope of the potential at x = 1000 nm for the light gray graphs in
supplemental Figure 4.7c at the last paragraph of this chapter). Accordingly the carriers at
the fronts are slowed down, while newly injected carriers in the already doped regions are
accelerated because of a locally enhanced field. (see the slope of the potential at x = 300
for the dark gray graphs in supplemental Figure 4.7c). This combination results in a sharp
doping front. For a doping dependent mobility (Figure 4.2g), the same behavior of the ions
is observed; ions accumulate at the front to screen the intrinsic region from the applied
field. In addition, in this case the doping‐enhanced mobility of injected carriers is larger
than the ion mobility. Hence, these carriers can more easily approach the carriers at the
front, which further sharpens the doping front in Figure 4.2g as compared to Figure 4.2c.
(see supplemental Figure 4.8 for an evaluation of the sharpness of the n‐type doping front
during propagation).
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In case the ion mobility is increased even more, i.e. 5∙10‐9 m2 V‐1 s‐1, the effects of a
reduction of Ei become more pronounced, as shown by relatively large doping density
close to the electrodes in Figure 4.2d and h. Furthermore, the strong depletion of ions
from the intrinsic region becomes a limiting factor. The regions close to the electrodes
absorb most of the ions and hence they are not directly available for electrochemical
doping. Consequently, the doping fronts slow down as no more ions are available in the
intrinsic region. After that, ions from the already doped regions are transported
backwards to the front to complete the doping. (the ion density profiles are shown in
supplemental Figure 4.9). This backward ion transport is driven by the inward movement
of electrons and holes.
It is important to point out that the steady‐state carrier distributions and potential profiles
are the same for each ion mobility as the ion mobility only affects the transient
characteristics in LECs, not the steady‐state characteristics.12 The graphs in Figure 4.2 are
plotted until the p‐i‐n junction has formed, hence the black curves do not represent
complete equilibrium.
The positions of the sharp doping fronts observed in Figure 4.2 are plotted vs. time in
Figure 4.3a. For each doping profile in Figure 4.2 the position at which the doping density
equaled a constant, arbitrarily chosen value of 3∙10‐3 nm‐3 was taken to produce Figure
4.3a. A different choice of this value hardly affects the doping front propagation profiles in
Figure 4.3a, because the shape of the doping density profile is more or less constant
during doping front propagation (see e.g. Figure 4.2g). The observed acceleration
(superlinear behavior in Figure 4.3a,c) or deceleration (sublinear behavior) of the sharp
doping fronts can be related to the origins of sharp front formation as discussed above. A
reduction of the electric field and/or ion density in the intrinsic region was found to
underlay the fronts observed in panels c, d, g, and h of Figure 4.2. Both these effects
directly lead to a deceleration of the doping front. Consequently, newly injected carriers
have time enough to dope the region behind the front and thus maintain a constant
doping density from the electrodes towards the fronts, which is perceived as a sharp
doping front. In case sharp doping fronts are formed because the mobility of newly
injected carriers is enhanced (Figure 4.2f), the doping front velocity is observed to slightly
increase with time because of the large supply of injected carriers. These effects or
combinations of these effects can be observed in the front position vs. time plots in Figure
4.3a. Consider the front position vs. time graphs for a doping‐dependent mobility (circles).
For µion = 5∙10‐9 m2 V‐1 s‐1 (light gray circles) the front speed declines because of a reduction
of both Ei and ion density in the intrinsic region. For µion = 5∙10‐10 m2 V‐1 s‐1 (dark gray
circles) the front speed is constant, being the sum of opposite effects: a reduction of Ei
and an enhancement of µp/n in the doped regions. For µion = µp/n,0 = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1 (black
circles), the front speed increases, because µp/n is enhanced. The latter, an increasing front
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speed, is in agreement with published experimental data, see Figure 4.1a.4 In case µp/n is
doping‐independent (squares), the front speed mainly declines because of the reduction
of Ei and ion density in the intrinsic regions.
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Figure 4.3 Calculated doping front position vs. time plots in LECs for different carrier mobility
functions. The p‐ and n‐type doping fronts are denoted by the open and closed circles
respectively. (a) The doping front propagation for different values of µion as indicated in the legend
2 ‐1 ‐1
in m V s . The circles and squares correspond to a density dependent and independent µp/n
respectively. (b) Different doping dependent mobility functions for which µ0 = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1, µ1
= 5∙10‐9 m2 V‐1 s‐1, W = 0.04/0.03/0.02/0.015 and f0 = 0.3/0.22/0.14/0.10. For the modeled
experimental curve W = 0.015, f0 = 0.13 and µ1 = 5∙10‐8 m2 V‐1 s‐1 were taken. (c) The doping front
propagation for the different doping dependent mobility functions shown in (b). (d) Schematic of
the ion mobility criteria with respect to the doping dependent electron and hole mobility (gray
line) that result in the formation of accelerating doping fronts in LECs during switch‐on.

To study the effect of a sharper mobility increase as a function of doping, simulations were
performed in which parameters W and f0 in Equation (4.1) were decreased. The mobility
curves are shown in Figure 4.3b. Simulations of the front propagation were performed for
all these curves while µion = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The results are shown in Figure 4.3c. If the
mobility increase becomes sharper with respect to an increased doping density, the time
needed for both fronts to meet each other clearly decreases. Furthermore, also a larger
acceleration of the fronts is observed. These observations are related to the enhanced
carrier mobility at progressively lower doping levels: the higher carrier mobility behind the
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front results in an increased supply of carriers for doping at the fronts, enabling the front
to move faster through the active layer. Also a simulation was performed with a doping
dependency of the mobility that mimics the experimental mobility curve in Figure 4.1b
(see ‘modeled exp. Curve’ in Figure 4.3b). The resultant front position vs. time curve is
shown in Figure 4.3c. This result was normalized and plotted in Figure 4.1a to enable
comparison with the experiment.4 A striking similarity is observed, constituting the validity
of the model. Furthermore, it shows that the chosen mobility dependency seems
qualitatively correct in describing front propagation in LECs. Furthermore, it was checked
by additional simulations that the results do not qualitatively depend on the ion
concentration or the device length. Quantitatively, an increase of c0 results in faster
movement of the fronts through the device. This effect originates from the availability of
more ions to dope the organic semiconductor, thereby increasing the rate of doping
behind the fronts. The consequently increased doping density results in an increased
supply rate of carriers towards the fronts that effectively increases the doping front
propagation.
The phase diagram shown in Figure 4.3d summarizes the results shown in Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.3a‐c. In the diagram the doping dependent µp/n is shown relative to µp/n,0.
Dependent on the ratio between µion and µp/n,0, three regions can be identified: (1) for µion
<< µp/n,0 no doping fronts are formed; (2) for µion ≈ µp/n,0 accelerating doping fronts are
formed; and (3) for µion >> µp/n,0 decelerating doping fronts are formed. For a constant µp/n
the central region disappears so either no or decelerating doping fronts are formed. As
already mentioned, experiments on planar LECs have indicated the formation of doping
fronts during turn‐on that accelerate when closing in on each other.3 Combination of
these experimental results with our numerical modeling strongly indicates that µp/n
depends similarly on doping and that µion is of the same order as µp/n,0.
From the simulations presented in Figure 4.2e‐h current vs. time plots were made to study
the transient behavior in LECs with a doping dependent mobility for varying ion mobility. A
typical plot is shown in Figure 4.4. The ionic and electronic contributions to the current are
plotted separately as well to make the total current transient more comprehensive. At t =
0, the current is completely carried by the ions. These ions first form the EDLs at the
electrodes, resulting in injection of holes (marked with arrow 1 in Figure 4.4) and electrons
(arrow 2). Electron injection is delayed compared to hole injection because of the larger
injection barrier that needs to be overcome by formation of a larger EDL. This injection
results in an increased electronic current. Following this injection, the active layer is
doped, during which the ionic current is observed to slowly decrease and the electronic
current to increase. The initiation of recombination (diamond symbols in Figure 4.4)
indicates that the doping fronts have met (arrow 3). After this, both recombination and
the electronic current increase.14 This indicates the further doping of the active layer until
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Figure 4.4 Calculated J, t and R, t characteristics in an LEC for µion = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1 (c.f. Figure 4.2f)
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The time between the application of a bias and the injection of holes, the injection of
electrons, the doping front meeting and the p‐i‐n junction formation is plotted in Figure
4.5 as a function of µion relative to µp/n,0. The results in Figure 4.5a and b correspond,
respectively, to simulations with a constant and doping dependent µp/n. The time is
normalized by the time an ion needs to travel across the device in the presence of an
(average) field equal to (Vbias – Eg)/L. A horizontal line in these graphs indicates that the
time needed for the corresponding process depends linearly on µion and bias. Accordingly,
the graphs show that the time needed for the initiation of electron and hole injection
linearly depends on µion. This can also be easily deduced from the fact that injection of
carriers is directly related to the formation of EDLs, which results from a reorganization of
the ion density across the device. The meeting of the doping fronts that follows after
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injection of carriers is however not linearly related to µion. Doping of the active layer is
related to both µp/n and µion. This is unlike the conclusion drawn by Robinson et al. that
mainly ionic movement in the intrinsic region determines the time needed to dope the
active layer.4 Rather, the doping front propagation is determined on one hand by the
electron/hole transport in the doped regions and at the doping front, and on the other
hand by the ion transport in the intrinsic region. Formation of a light‐emitting p‐i‐n
junction (process 4) is observed to be linearly dependent on µion at small values of µion /
µp/n,0. Dependent on the presence or absence of a doping dependence, this linear
dependence exists in Figure 4.5a for µion / µp/n,0 < 1 and in Figure 4.5b for µion / µp/n,0 < 10.
This process is namely related to ion depletion from the recombination zone, which
causes the linear dependence in µion. This ion depletion can only occur when the transfer
of mobile anions (cations) from the n‐type (p‐type) doped region to the p‐type (n‐type)
doped region is completed. For this to complete, the largest distance ions need to travel in
a mostly symmetric device is a bit more than half the device length. A value of ti∙µion∙(V‐
Eg)∙L‐2 ~ 0.6 is found in the modeling shown in Figure 4.5 (black graphs, numbered 4). For
large µion / µp/n,0, corresponding to slow electronic carriers, the formation of a light‐
emitting p‐i‐n junction is no longer limited by ion depletion, but is limited by the meeting
of the doping fronts. In this case, the ions are already depleted from the recombination
region before the fronts have met, which is determined by the slow electronic charge
carriers.
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Figure 4.5 Time scale comparison for four characteristic processes in LECs for different values of
µion / µp/n,0 in case of (a) no doping dependent carrier mobility and (b) a doping dependent carrier
mobility. 1, 2, 3, and 4 (c.f. Figure 4.4) refer to initiation of hole injection, initiation of electron
injection, front meeting and formation of a light‐emitting p‐i‐n junction, respectively. The dashed
lines highlight the transition in behavior of the time needed for junction formation (4).

The transition point (Figure 4.5a: µion / µp/n,0 ≈ 1; Figure 4.5b: µion / µp/n,0 ≈ 5‐10) at which
the switch‐on time in LECs becomes dependent on the doping front propagation is related
to the choice of the doping dependency of µp/n. In the simulations from which Figure 4.5b
is constructed, the doping fractions in case doping is nearly saturated lies in between 0.2
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and 0.3, which can be translated to µp/n ≈ 10∙µp/n,0 following Eq. (4.1). This effective
mobility in the doped regions determines the transition point. In case of a doping
independent µp/n, the effective mobility is equal to µp/n and the transition point is thus
expected at µion / µp/n,0 = 1. This is indeed the case in our model (see Figure 4.5a).
In the previous chapter11 results on a planar ion rich LEC were presented in which a
significant amount of time was observed between initiation of light emission (at t = 10 s),
i.e. meeting of the doping fronts, and the formation of a p‐i‐n junction (at t = 20 s).
Comparison of those results (Figure 3.1) with the modeling presented here in Figure 4.5b
indicates that µion / µp/n,0 < 10, as the 10 s time difference proves that p‐i‐n junction
formation was not limited by doping front propagation. Therefore, the switch‐on time of
0.6
this LEC can be used to estimate the ion mobility, as
must hold. For L = 100 µm and Vbias = 8 V and Eg ≈ 2 eV, the ion mobility is then estimated
to be 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1 at a temperature of 323 K. The conclusion that µion / µp/n,0 < 10 is
also consistent with the discussion of Figure 4.3b since in these devices accelerating
doping fronts are typically observed. More particularly, from the parameter window for
accelerating doping fronts it can, with some caution, be estimated that the electronic
charge carrier mobility in PPV‐based LECs is also of the order of 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1, which is
surprisingly close to typical values for pure PPV derivatives.15‐16 A further comparison can
be done between the experimental results on the planar ion rich LEC in the previous
chapter and the simulation results shown in Figure 4.2f, Figure 4.4 and supplemental
Figure 4.7f. First of all the potential profile evolution is similar: The potential distribution
(see supplemental Figure 4.7f) hardly changes during doping front propagation. Also the
current response to an applied bias voltage (see Figure 4.4) is the same in both
experiment and model. These results further prove that the experiment is adequately
modeled.
One deviating experiment in literature is reported in which the doping fronts were found
to have a constant speed.17 Gao et al. did measurements on such an LEC, which has an
inter‐electrode distance of 2 mm and is biased at 200 V. Our modeling shows that in case a
constant front speed is encountered, µion must be large relative to µp/n,0 (see Figure 4.2g
and Figure 4.3a). Inspection of Figure 4.5b furthermore shows that the doping process in
such an LEC is not limited by the ion redistribution, but by the electronic carrier mobility.
A side‐note on the mobility discussion above is that rather than a single, constant ion
mobility, a range of ion mobilities is expected in such LECs, which further may differ for
anions and cations. The determined ion mobility therefore applies to the most mobile
fraction of ions. This hypothesis is in agreement with the finding in Ref. 11 that the actual
amount of mobile ions is far less than the amount of ions put into the active layer.
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4.4 Conclusions
Numerical modeling has shown that the time needed for LECs to electrochemically dope
the active layer and switch‐on depends on a combination of the ion mobility, the
electron/hole mobility, the applied bias voltage and the thickness of the active layer.
Regarding the doping process three regimes were identified, related to the mobilities of all
present charge carriers. If µion > µp/n, the active layer is doped by decelerating doping
fronts sweeping the active layer, whereas if µion < µp/n the active layer is doped
homogeneously across the complete device. Only in case a doping dependent µp/n is
chosen in addition to µion being approximately equal to µp/n in the undoped state (µp/n,0),
accelerating doping fronts are formed.
The switch‐on time in LECs is shown to become independent of µp/n when the ratio
between µion / µp/n becomes small enough. For a doping independent µp/n this critical ratio
is unity, whereas in case of a doping dependent µp/n, µion < ~10∙µp/n,0. Generally the latter
occurs in planar LECs where accelerating doping fronts are often observed. This enables
the extraction of the ion mobility from the switch‐on time of LECs.
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Figure 4.6 Calculated transient net charge density profiles in LECs from start to end of the doping
front propagation (c.f. Figure 4.2). Simulations were done with a doping dependent µp/n. The
corresponding values of µion are shown at the top of each graph expressed in m2 V‐1 s‐1. The
movement in time is expressed by the color change of the graphs from light gray to black. The
arrows indicate a surplus of electronic carriers (1) and ionic carriers (2).
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Figure 4.7 Calculated transient potential profiles in LECs from start to end of the doping front
propagation (c.f. Figure 4.2). Simulations were done with (a)‐(d) a constant µp/n and with (e)‐(h) a
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Figure 4.8 Calculated sharpness of the n‐type doping front during doping front propagation (c.f.
Figure 4.2). Simulations were done with (a)‐(d) a constant µp/n and with (e)‐(h) a doping
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Chapter 5 Dynamic processes in stacked
polymer LECs

The operational mechanism of polymer LECs in sandwich geometry is studied by
admittance spectroscopy and numerical modeling. Capacitance and conductance at
different frequencies and bias voltages indicate the conduction of ions, electric double
layer formation and p‐i‐n junction formation which is all in line with the electrochemical
doping model. Numerical modeling shows that impedance measurements cannot be used
to determine the actual junction width. In addition, the long settling time of polymer LECs
is shown to be due to a slow process of salt dissociation that continues after p‐i‐n junction
formation, rather than ion conduction. This implies that in order to significantly decrease
the response‐time of LECs an electrolyte/salt combination with an as low as possible ion
binding energy must be used.

*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. van Reenen, R. A. J.
Janssen, M. Kemerink, Adv. Funct. Mater. 22 (2012) 4547.
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5.1 Introduction
The electrochemical doping model has been convincingly proved in the previous chapters
for planar polymer LECs in which scanning Kelvin probe microscopy could be used to
visualize the characteristic potential shape:1‐4 a p‐i‐n junction results in a high field in the
intrinsic region and low field in the doped regions. LECs that are relevant for practical use
have however a stacked structure, in which the active layer thickness is only a few
hundreds of nanometers. This thickness difference forbids the direct translation of the
electrochemical doping model from planar LECs to stacked LECs by simply reducing the
thicknesses of the different regions. For instance, the recombination zone width found in
planar LECs typically exceeds the layer thickness of stacked LECs.3
One method to study the operation mechanism in stacked LECs is impedance
spectroscopy. As this method uses a time‐dependent signal, it is possible to look
separately at fast and slow processes in LECs. This makes impedance spectroscopy
potentially an excellent technique to disentangle the various ongoing processes in
operational LECs.5‐11 However, the data generated by this technique is generally rather
complicated and difficult to interpret. The work done on impedance spectroscopy in LECs
has so far mainly focused on the junction width during operation. In polymer LECs junction
widths between 10% and 80% of the active layer have been reported.6, 9 Furthermore,
previous modeling studies to LECs were limited to steady‐state.4, 12‐16 Recently a study on
sandwich LECs was published by Munar et al. in which equivalent circuit modeling was
used to shed light on the LEC impedance spectrum.17 However, interpretation of such
modeling results is complicated by the sometimes intransparent physical meaning of the
components. In particular, (combinations of) space charge and transit time effects tend to
give rise to ‘inductive’ responses that are hard to capture in equivalent RC networks.6, 18
Here impedance spectroscopy is combined with numerical drift‐diffusion modeling of
polymer light‐emitting electrochemical cells in stacked or sandwich geometry. We
demonstrate that the observations are fully consistent with the electrochemical doping
model. Information regarding the electric double layers (EDLs), ion conduction and the
junction region is obtained. Furthermore, our results show that the width of the
recombination region cannot be simply extracted from the intermediate‐ or high‐
frequency capacitance: there is no abrupt transition from the doped regions to the
intrinsic recombination region. The doping close to the junction region is not as dense as it
is near the contacts. This can lead to a conductivity difference of a factor >10 throughout
the doped regions. Moreover, we identify the dissociation of salt molecules into anions
and cations as the slow process that is responsible for the characteristic long settling time
of LECs.
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5.2 Material and methods
Device preparation: For the conjugated polymer in the active layer of our sandwich LECs
either poly[2‐methoxy‐5‐(3’,7’‐dimethyloctyloxy)‐p‐phenylene vinylene] (MDMO‐PPV, Mw
> 1∙106 g mol‐1, American Dye Source) or a phenyl‐substituted poly(p‐phenylene vinylene)
copolymer (SY‐PPV, Merck, catalogue number PDY‐132), commonly termed “Super
Yellow” was used. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, Mw = 5∙105 g mol‐1, Aldrich) was used as
received. The salt potassium trifluoromethanesulfonate (KCF3SO3, 98 %, Aldrich) was dried
at 473 K under vacuum before use. MDMO‐PPV (10 mg ml‐1) and SY‐PPV (5 mg ml‐1) were
dissolved in chloroform (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich). PEO and KCF3SO3 were dissolved
separately (10 mg ml‐1) in cyclohexanone (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich). These solutions
were mixed together in a weight ratio of PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 = 1:1.35:0.25. These blend
solutions were thereafter stirred on a magnetic hot plate at a temperature T = 323 K for 5
h.
ITO patterned substrates were spin‐coated with the blend solution at 800 rpm for 60 s,
followed by 1000 rpm for 10 s after which they were dried on a hot plate at T = 323 K for
at least 1 h. The resulting active layer thickness was 200‐250 nm for MDMO‐PPV LECs and
100 nm for SY‐PPV LECs, as determined by profilometry. Al electrodes were deposited by
thermal evaporation under high vacuum on top of the spin‐coated films. The final device
area was 0.091 cm2. All the above procedures, except for the cleaning of the substrates,
were done in a glove box under N2 atmosphere ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) or in an
integrated thermal evaporator.
Electrical characterization: A Keithley 2636a sourcemeter was used to drive the devices
and measure the current. The brightness was measured with a luminance meter (LS‐110
Konica‐Minolta). A Solartron 1260 was used to perform complex admittance
measurements on the LECs in the glove box at room temperature. After applying a bias,
cells were allowed to settle for 1 minute before the admittance spectrum was measured.
Each point (from 30 MHz to 1Hz) was measured during an integration time of 1 s. The rms‐
value of the AC voltage was 0.01 V.
Computational details: For the numerical simulations, the 1‐dimensional model was used
which is described in detail in Appendix A. An active layer of length L = 200 nm was divided
in N = 99 discrete points. Devices with a bandgap Eg = 2.4 eV were simulated during
operation at a given bias voltage Vbias until steady‐state had been reached, recognized by a
zero ion current. Simulations were run for devices with initial ion concentrations c0 = 0.1
nm‐3. Unless stated otherwise, no binding energy was assumed between anions and
cations. The electrodes were ionically‐blocking and electrons and holes were injected from
the contacts according to an empirical injection model that gives rise to field‐dependent
injection: the ‘modified Boltzmann model’ described in Appendix A.2. This model has the
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advantage that injection is not affected by grid‐point spacing. The hole and electron
injection barriers were set at 0.5 and 1.4 eV respectively to simulate an asymmetric
device. Similar injection barriers are expected for PPV‐type materials sandwiched between
ITO and Al electrodes. Bimolecular electron‐hole recombination was described as a
Langevin process. In addition, we set the relative dielectric constant ε = 4.5 and the
temperature T = 300 K. Energetic and spatial disorder in the system were implemented via
the hole and electron mobilities that were described by a field‐ (see Appendix A.3) and
density‐dependent (see Appendix A.3, Eq. A.22) mobility model.19 The field dependence is
assumed to follow Poole‐Frenkel behavior with exponential factor γ = 2∙10‐4 m0.5 V‐0.5.20‐21
The parameters for the density dependence of the mobility were f0 = 0.8, W = 0.09, µ0 =
1∙10‐12 m2 V‐1 s‐1 and µ1 = 1∙10‐9 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The carrier mobility in the absence of field and
doping was µp/n = 1∙10‐12 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The anion and cation mobilities were chosen to be µion =
1∙10‐13 m2 V‐1 s‐1. To model the admittance spectrum (see also Appendix A.6), the LEC was
first allowed to reach steady‐state. After this, a voltage step of 0.01 V was applied and the
resulting step response of the current was calculated. The complex admittance spectra
were then derived by a Fast Fourier Transform of the derivative of the conductance. All
simulations were started from a pristine device which only contained a homogeneously
distributed amount of ions. After setting a specified bias voltage over the electrodes, the
device was allowed to evolve in time, as determined by the processes described above.
The parameters given above were used for all simulations presented in this chapter,
unless stated otherwise.

5.3 Results and discussion
Complex admittance measurements were performed on sandwiched polymer LECs. The
complex admittance can be decomposed in a real part, the conductance G, and an
imaginary part, which is proportional to the capacitance C. Both C and G typically depend
on the angular frequency :

.

(5.1)

Here Iac and Vac are the AC current and voltage signal respectively. In the next paragraphs
impedance measurements at a below‐bandgap dc biases are discussed, which gives
information on ion dynamics in pristine devices. Subsequently, measurements at above‐
bandgap dc biases are discussed, which gives information on the operational mechanism
of stacked LECs.
5.3.1 Below‐bandgap biases
Figure 5.1 shows the experimental and modeling results for LECs biased at 0 V. Figure 5.1a
shows the conductance and capacitance in LECs biased at 0 V as a function of frequency.
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The device under test is a pristine device, i.e. it has not been biased before. Therefore,
only ions are present in the active layer and the presence of a significant amount of
electronic carriers can be excluded. At high frequencies (>1 MHz) the conductance shows
f2 dependence which results from the displacement current.6 At longer timescales a
conductivity plateau (10 kHz) is observed which is related to ion transport. At these
frequencies the geometric capacitance, Cgeo, is observed, being approximately 2 nF.
Moving towards lower frequencies, an increase in capacitance is observed. This increase is
related to the formation of electric double layers (EDLs). At these low frequencies (10 Hz)
the ions apparently have enough time to move towards the electrode interfaces where
they are blocked. This results in the formation of EDLs, which resultantly remove the field
in the bulk region. Consequently, the conductance starts to decrease at the same time
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Figure 5.1 (a) Conductance (black) and capacitance (gray) spectra of an MDMO‐PPV at 0 V
determined experimentally and by the numerical model. (b) Measured capacitance spectra of
MDMO‐PPV LECs with different thicknesses. The inset shows the geometric capacitance (taken as
Cgeo at 0.1 MHz) as a function of device length to determine the dielectric constant: εr = 4.5 ± 0.3.

To obtain information about the EDLs in these devices, first the dielectric constant must
be determined. This was done by measurement of the capacitance spectrum of LECs with
different active layer thicknesses, L, as shown in Figure 5.1b. Here it is clear that at high
frequency (0.1 MHz) the geometric capacitance decreases with increasing thickness.
Furthermore it is observed that the low frequency (10 Hz) capacitance is not highly
affected by a change of L. The inset of Figure 5.1b shows Cgeo as a function of ε0A/L, such
that the slope of the fitted line equals the relative dielectric constant, εr, of the layer. Here
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it is assumed that the LEC behaves like a parallel plate capacitor at high frequencies. εr is
then determined to be 4.5±0.3. This value was used for the modeling results shown in
Figure 5.1a.
Table 5.1 Electric double layer properties from model and experiment. Underlined values are
determined by calculations from the measured values (not underlined values).

CEDL (nF)
Cgeo (nF)
L (nm)
LEDL (nm)
Figure 5.1b: LEDL (nm)
n/V (nm‐3)
Figure 5.1b: n/V (nm‐3)

model

experiment

66.1
1.94
200
5.87
6.00
0.0070
0.0050

70±8
1.9±0.2
200±10
5.4±1.7
‐
0.0089±0.001
‐‐

Now εr is known it is possible to obtain information about the EDLs shown in Table 5.1. It
is assumed that the capacitance of both EDLs, CEDL, is more or less similar. Both
capacitances are connected in series such that the EDL with the smallest capacitance, i.e.
the thickest EDL, is dominant. The thickness of the EDLs LEDL can then be approximated as
LEDL∙CEDL = L∙Cgeo must hold. The layer in between the sheet of ions and the electrodes is
assumed to have the same dielectric constant as the rest of the film. From the experiment
this procedure yields an EDL thickness of 5.4±1.7 nm and from the model 5.87 nm. Note
that over this width the EDL potential drops. From CEDL also the charge density n per unit
voltage can be calculated that drops over the EDL: n/V=C/(q∙A∙L), where q is the
elementary charge. A value of 0.007 and 0.009 nm‐3 V‐1 is determined for the model and
experiment respectively. In the simulations, this value can also independently be
determined from the anion and cation density difference near the electrodes. The
potential drop over the electrodes is expected to become no more than 2 V during
operation. Such a potential drop corresponds to a density of uncompensated ions of
14∙10‐3 nm‐3. Such a density is only a small fraction of the average ion density, i.e. 0.1
nm‐3. This means that EDL formation to overcome injection barriers of even 2 V should not
be problematic as sufficient ions are present in the active layer and that the thickness of
the EDL is hardly affected by the actual potential drop over the EDLs. In general the model
and experiment are in good agreement with each other (see Figure 5.1a and Table 5.1),
suggesting that the described methods to determine both the ion density in the EDLs and
the EDL thickness are valid.
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Figure 5.2 Electric double layer capacitance at (a) different bias voltages below the bandgap and
(b) different temperatures. The inset in (a) shows the modeling of the EDL capacitance at different
voltages.

The effect of a larger potential drop over the EDLs was studied by measurement of the
capacitance spectra at different bias voltages below the bandgap of the polymer. These
results are shown in Figure 5.2a. Clearly CEDL is not affected by a different Vdc, which
corroborates the conclusion above that the density of ions in the EDL is small compared to
the average ion density in the film. In the model the same result is obtained as shown in
the inset. The effect of an elevated temperature was determined as well in Figure 5.2b.
Here it is observed that CEDL remains approximately constant when the temperature
remains below the melting point (60 °C) of the PEO. Close to this melting point the
capacitance increases by a small fraction, indicating a decrease of the EDL thickness. This
can be rationalized by assuming that ions can move more easily through the ‘molten’ PEO
towards the electrode. After this the temperature was reduced and the former CEDL was
retrieved. The higher temperature clearly did not result in an irreversible change in the
formation of EDLs. The frequency at which CEDL transfers into Cgeo will be discussed below.
The results shown in Figure 5.1a also give information about the ion conductivity, next to
the already discussed dielectric constant and EDLs. First of all the presence of a
conductance plateau (at 10 kHz) indicates that at least a part of the salt is dissociated in
the active layer, most likely in the PEO phase. The plateau value of the conductance can
be used to determine the total conductivity of the ions, , in the active layer by
∙

∙

∙

,

(5.2)

where µa and µc are the anion and cation mobility respectively and c0 is the ion density.
∙ , which in turn can be used to make an estimate of the
Extracted values for
sum of the anion and cation mobilities, are shown in Table 5.2. This is done by a simple
division by the ion density. For the model a similar value for the ion mobility is retrieved as

7
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was initially put into the simulation. For the experiment only a lower limit of the summed
mobility can be determined as the amount of mobile ions has not been determined. From
this follows a summed mobility of 10‐13 m2 V‐1 s‐1. Unfortunately, admittance
measurements cannot be used for independent determination of the ion density and ion
mobility. Aggregation of anions and cations as well as a difference in anion and cation
density has furthermore not been taken into account and is subject of further study.
Table 5.2 Ion conductivity properties extracted from model and experiment. Underlined values
are determined by calculations from measured values (not underlined values).

model
G (S)
L (nm)
A (cm2)
q ∙ (µa + µc) ∙ c0 (V‐1 s‐1 m‐1)
c0 (nm‐3)
µa + µc (m2 V‐1 s‐1)
µa + µc (m2 V‐1 s‐1)

‐4

2.36∙10
200
0.091
5.2∙10‐6
0.1
3.04∙10‐13
2.92∙10‐13

experiment
(2.2±1.0)∙10‐4
200±10
0.091
(4.8±2.0)∙10‐6
0.3
(1.0±0.6)∙10‐13
?

Temperature dependent measurements of the conductivity are shown in Figure 5.3,
represented as loss‐frequency plots. The loss is determined by of the ratio of the
conductance and the frequency of the AC signal at which it was measured. A strong
dependence on temperature is found. The first measurement at room temperature shows
a clear peak at 103 Hz. Subsequent measurements show a strong increase at low
frequency which is attributed to leakage (c.f. Figure 5.1a). Therefore the other peaks
become shoulders on the larger leakage peak; the effect of the temperature on the
conductance is nevertheless still clear. The loss peak moves towards higher frequencies
for higher temperatures whereas the peak height remains constant. At 50 oC the ion
conductance has increased by 2 decades as compared to RT. Similar temperature effects
on the conductivity have been reported by Torell et al.22 on PEO‐based NaTf polymer
electrolytes. In particular, they showed that mainly the mobility is affected by a change in
temperature, whereas the ion density even slightly decreases at higher temperatures.
Combined with the results in Figure 5.3a this indicates that the ion mobility in LECs is
strongly temperature dependent. In Figure 5.3b modeling results are shown to study the
effect of the ion mobility and mobile ion density on the loss spectrum of the LEC. In line
with the preceding discussion, the calculated loss spectrum moves to higher frequencies
without substantial changes in peak height for increasing ion mobility. Reduction or
increase of the mobile ion density has a less pronounced effect on the peak position, and
does strongly affect the loss peak height. In the experiment the peak height is observed to
be constant.
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Figure 5.3 (a) The loss (i.e. conductance/frequency) in MDMO‐PPV LECs at different temperatures.
(b) Modeled effect of ion mobility and ion density on the loss spectrum in LECs.

5.3.2 Above‐bandgap biases
Complex admittance spectra of a typical MDMO‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 LEC at multiple bias
voltages are shown in Figure 5.4. Already at Vbias = 2 V the admittance spectra start to
differ from the 0 V measurement, indicating the onset of charge injection and doping. At
larger bias voltages (Vbias > 2 V) the high frequency capacitance increases, which below will
be related to the formation of highly conductive doped regions. Towards lower
frequencies a change of sign is observed in the capacitance.6 The cross‐over to this
negative capacitance (NC) moves to higher frequencies for increasing bias voltage. Its
position stabilizes near 1 kHz. The NC dominates the rest of the low frequency
capacitance.
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Figure 5.4 The (a) conductance and (b) capacitance spectra of an MDMO‐PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 LEC at
different bias voltages. The inset in (b) shows the high‐frequency part of the capacitance in more
detail. Measurements were taken upward in voltage.

In the conductance spectrum a relatively high conductance is observed at high frequencies
(1 MHz). This conductance decreases when the frequency of the driving signal is
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decreased and is accompanied by an increase in the capacitance. This behavior can be
explained by the presence of highly conductive regions near the electrodes that sandwich
a less conductive region: At the highest frequencies the distance the electronic charge
carriers can travel is short in comparison to all other length scales in the device, hence all
carriers can contribute to the conductance. Upon reducing the frequency, this distance
increases and consequently carriers will start to enter regions of lower
density/conductance, causing (a) a reduction in conductivity and (b) a pile‐up of charges
which is reflected in an increasing capacitance. In reality the density and conductivity vary
gradually throughout the doped regions, causing also the changes in C (ω) and G (ω) to be
gradual. The maximum capacitance (at 10 kHz) is then related to the capacitance of the
junction region. From this maximum capacitance the junction width was determined by
the same procedure as shown e.g. in Ref. 6‐7, 9. Below however we show that the width
determined from this capacitance is not a correct estimate of the width of the light‐
emitting p‐i‐n junction. Concomitantly, the corresponding conductance at these
intermediate frequencies is related to the conductance in the low‐conductive region of
the cell, i.e. the p‐i‐n junction. Moving towards lower frequencies, the conductance is
observed to increase again. This increase coincides with the NC observed in the
capacitance plots.
Further admittance measurements were taken on nominally identical pristine LECs at 10
kHz to study the time‐ and voltage‐dependence of the low‐conductivity region. In Figure
5.5 typical results are shown for MDMO‐PPV LECs and SY‐PPV LECs. The junction width
was estimated from the measured capacitance by approximating the junction region by a
parallel plate capacitor with area A = 0.091 cm2. First the settling time of the capacitance
was measured after application of 3.5 V (see Figure 5.5a and b). For the MDMO‐PPV
device the capacitance increases to a maximum within a few seconds. Initially the
geometric capacitance was obtained, i.e. 3.6 nF, after which it peaks at 6.3 nF in 5 s. After
that the capacitance slowly decreases. Simultaneously, the current, and hence the
conductance, increase monotonously. The combination of capacitance and conductance in
time show that junction formation is relatively fast <2 s, and is followed by a relatively
slow doping process that takes approximately a minute to come close to settling. For the
SY‐PPV LEC a similar result is observed. Differences are a faster settling time for SY‐PPV
and a decreasing junction width during doping maximization.
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Figure 5.5 Electrical characterization as a function of (a,b) time and (c,d) voltage for (a, c) MDMO‐
PPV LECs and (b, d) SY‐PPV LECs.

Measurements of the 10 kHz capacitance and conductance were also performed at
different bias voltages as shown in Figure 5.5c and d for MDMO‐PPV and SY‐PPV LECs,
respectively. Pristine LECs were used. At each bias voltage the device was allowed to settle
for at least 3 minutes. The capacitance of the MDMO‐PPV LEC (see Figure 5.5c) increases
sharply between 2.5 and 3 V, reaching a maximum value of 9 nF at 3 V. The increase of
the capacitance can be explained by the progressive formation of doped regions starting
at the electrodes. Consequently, a central low‐conductivity region remains which leads to
an increase in the capacitance above the geometric capacitance of the device. Apparently
the increase of voltage between 2.5 V and 3.0 V leads to a strong enhancement of the
doping. This is also visible in the strongly increasing conductance and current. Above 3.0 V
the capacitance decreases again, indicating that the doped regions shrink. This can be
explained by current conservation and exhaustion of paired mobile ions, i.e. salt. The
increase in voltage leads to an increase in field in the junction region. This field would
significantly increase the current density through the junction region if its width remained
constant. However, since the conductivity of the doped regions cannot be increased
further because of the exhaustion of salt, the current is limited and the junction region
needs to become wider again. Concomitantly the doped regions become more compact,
creating a larger doping density in a smaller region. Note that in the same voltage range,
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current and conductance do show a net increase. Qualitatively similar behavior is
observed for the SY‐PPV LEC in Figure 5.5d. Differences between SY‐PPV LECs and MDMO‐
PPV LECs are likely related to differences in the doping‐ and field‐dependence of the
carrier mobility. Also the salt binding may be affected by the use of different (batches of)
polymers. All these effects will be discussed below.
Next to electrical characterization of the LECs, also optical measurements were
performed. The results hereof are presented in the Supplementary Information of Ref. 23
and are in line with the results presented in this chapter and in full agreement with
previously reported results by Lenes et al.10 However, the trends of the luminance and
efficacy measured as a function of time and voltage showed no relevant correlation with
the trends in the junction width as determined from the high frequency capacitance.
An interesting comparison between the different device configurations used in this and
the previous chapters can be made. The width of the recombination zone in a planar
polymer LEC (interelectrode distance of 35 µm) was found to be between 3 to 6 µm: a
junction width to active layer thickness ratio of 0.1.3 In sandwich LECs this ratio can vary
between 0.3 and 0.8. Clearly scaling down the interelectrode distance of the LEC increases
the relative width of the recombination zone although the absolute width decreases
significantly.
To further understand the admittance results shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, the 1D
drift‐diffusion model was used to calculate both transient and steady‐state properties of
LECs. In Figure 5.6a modeled current transients are shown using the parameters given in
the Materials and methods section. The bias voltage that is applied to the 200 nm LEC is
3.5 V. The ion mobility was set at 10‐13 m2 V‐1 s‐1 to speed up calculations. The ion mobility
is at least a factor 10 smaller than the slowest electron or hole in the device. Simulations
were done with and without a binding energy between the paired anions and cations, i.e.
the neutral salt, to study its effect on the current transients. A detailed description of ion
binding and salt dissociation is given in Appendix A.4. Here, a binding energy of 0.15 eV
and an ion capture coefficient of 10‐25 m3 s‐1 were taken.15 The capture coefficient was
chosen such that the current transient in Figure 5.6a resembled the experimental results
in Figure 5.5a and b.
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Figure 5.6 Modeling results of a 200 nm LEC with a surface area of 0.1 cm2. (a) Current transients
for an LEC with and without binding energy between the cations and anions at Vbias = 3.5 V. The
dotted line indicates the continuing trend. (b) Typical high frequency impedance spectra. The
vertical arrow denotes the peak position used for junction width determination. (c) Electric
characterization as a function of time at 3.5 V. (d) Electric characterization as a function of voltage
after 1.0 s.

At the shortest times in Figure 5.6a (t < 10‐3 s) the current is solely carried by ions, forming
EDLs. During EDL formation the current drops (10‐4 < t < 10‐3) due to screening of the
electric field by the EDLs. At the same time injection and doping are initiated. The results
both show junction formation at around 10‐1 s, highlighted by a peak in the current. The
junction formation time is not related to the ion conductivity, but seems solely related to
the mobility of the ions, which is the same for both current transients in Figure 5.6a. The
mobile ion density differs by a factor 10 as does the ion conductivity. After junction
formation both simulations start to qualitatively differ. In case no binding energy is
present, the current relaxes towards a steady‐state value. This behavior was also observed
and modeled in wide inter‐electrode gap LECs shown in Figure 3.6b.4 In case a salt binding
energy is present, a large fraction of the ions cannot immediately be used for doping. The
salt however slowly dissociates over time because of the depletion of free anions and
cations from the n‐ and p‐type doped regions, respectively. As a result, the current
increases over a long time span. The same was observed in Figure 5.6a and b, where
relatively fast junction formation was followed by a slow increase of the current. Because
of long calculation times, it is not feasible to calculate the complete transient for a time
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span of 50 s and only the first few seconds have been modeled. In either case, the long
turn‐on time in LECs can now be directly related to the binding energy between the anions
and the cations; junction formation itself is a relatively fast process that occurs within a
second. The experimental time resolution was insufficient to observe sub‐second transient
features.
Typical admittance spectra of modeled LECs are shown in Figure 5.6b. The increased
capacitance at high frequencies (>1 kHz) as well as the behavior of the conductance are
qualitatively similar in the experiment and the model. One major difference however is
the strong positive capacitance at low frequencies (<1 kHz) encountered in the modeling
result, whereas a negative capacitance is observed in the experiment (see Figure 5.6b).
We will come back to this discrepancy at the end of this section. To show that the
intermediate‐ and high‐frequency part of the spectrum is correctly modeled and
interpreted, similar experiments were done in the model as were done in the experiments
(Figure 5.5). In Figure 5.6c the time evolution of the capacitance at 10 kHz is shown.
Initially, at t = 0 s the geometric capacitance is obtained. After that the junction forms
within 0.1 s, as shown in Figure 5.6a. Necessarily doping of the active layer has then also
started, but complete doping is delayed by the dissociation‐limiting binding energy. The
timescale of the process modeled here is mostly related to the binding‐debinding of the
salt and the related doping process; the mobility of the carriers is not limiting the
evolution of the LEC as follows from the fast (<0.1 s) junction formation. Like for panel a,
the modeling results in panel c are qualitatively similar to the experiments in Figure 5.5a
and b. The high capacitance due to the low‐conductivity region forms within 2 s and is
then nearly saturated. The current density however has not and will continue to increase
for a much longer time: dissociation of the salt is on‐going. The voltage dependence of the
capacitance is plotted in Figure 5.6d. Again a qualitatively similar result is obtained as in
the experiment (Figure 5.5c and d). For above‐bandgap (2.4 eV) voltages the junction has
formed; its width decreases until 2.8 V and starts to increase again for larger bias voltages.
The current however increases monotonously with increasing voltage. The doped regions
were furthermore observed to become narrower, resulting in an increase of conductance
in the doped regions.
Figure 5.7a shows the potential profile of the modeled LEC after different times following
the application of 3.5 V. In Figure 5.6c the junction width is plotted as well, determined by
assuming the low‐conductivity region can be described as a parallel plate capacitor. In
Figure 5.7a this junction width, ranging between 60 and 100 nm, is compared to the
potential drop over the recombination zone. They are not at all identical: there is a large
mismatch, e.g. 60 nm vs. 20 nm for times longer than 1 s. In Figure 5.7b the electronic
conductivity is plotted as a function of position. The conductivity is determined by
multiplication of the carrier density, the (local field and doping dependent) mobility and
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the elementary charge q. The conductivity is largest close to the electrodes and gradually
decreases towards the recombination region in the center. The conductivity in the
recombination zone (90 < x < 110 nm) is a factor 102 smaller compared to the average
conductivity in the doped regions. Interestingly, the junction width as determined from
the capacitance seems to be more related to the width of the low‐conductivity region
then to the width of the recombination region as estimated from the potential drop. The
latter is also equal to the width of the recombination profile.
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Figure 5.7 Modeling results of a 200 nm thick LEC with a surface area of 0.1 cm2. (a) Potential and
(b) carrier conductivity profile evolution corresponding to results shown in Figure 5.6c.

These findings indicate that the junction width as obtained from impedance
measurements is determined by the mobility and density of electrons and holes
throughout the device. The mobility is density24 and field dependent, complicating things
further. Also the recombination process has a large influence on the conductivity in the
intrinsic region: a low recombination probability results in larger space charge
compensation, leading to larger carrier densities, hence a larger carrier conductivity. The
high frequency capacitance is therefore only a measure for the conductance difference
between the highly doped regions near the contacts and the less conductive central
region. Examples of LECs in which the doping and field dependencies of the mobility were
altered are shown in Figure 5.8. By determining the high frequency capacitance at 107 Hz,
a junction thickness is calculated similarly as done for Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.8b these
values are indicated by the arrows. Note that the horizontal axis indicates the position in
the symmetric device where 0 is positioned in the centre. A large spread in junction widths
is obtained as indicated by the arrows ranging from 10‐70 nm. The calculated potential
profile throughout the active layer does however not show such large variation for the
various mobility functionalities in Figure 5.8b, which indicates that the calculated ‘junction
width’ is not the actual junction width. More likely it is somewhat related to the
conductivity throughout the active layer as shown in Figure 5.8b. The large variation in
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calculated ‘junction thickness’ due to different mobility functionalities may explain the
wide range of reported junction widths obtained by admittance measurements.6‐7, 9
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Figure 5.8 Modeled (a) capacitance (symbols) and conductance (lines) spectra and (b) carrier
conductivity plots for different mobility functionalities in LECs as indicated in the legends. The
arrows in (b) denote the boundary of the junction thickness as determined from the high
frequency capacitance at f = 107 Hz in (a).

The only part of the admittance measurements that is presently not understood is the
negative capacitance (NC) at Vbias > Eg below 1 kHz (Figure 5.4b). A similar NC was reported
before in Ref. 6. The measurements show that the process related to this negative
capacitance is reversible and continuous below 1 kHz. Carrier traps in the doped or
intrinsic region were introduced in the model but did not result in an NC. Alternatively,
one might associate the NC with space charge compensation effects as known in
conventional bipolar diodes,25 especially since space charge limited behavior has been
observed in LECs.10 Also this scenario seems unlikely as the model does reproduce the
pronounced NC behavior for bipolar diodes without ions/salt. The fact that the model
cannot reproduce the low‐frequency NC indicates that the numerical model, and our
understanding of LECs, is not yet complete.

5.4 Conclusions
Admittance spectroscopy proves valuable to gain more information on the operational
mechanism of polymer LECs in stacked or sandwich geometry. The obtained results were
successfully modeled and can be interpreted according to the electrochemical doping
model.26 Measurements where the bias voltage does not exceed the bandgap enabled
determination of the electric double layer thickness and of the conductivity of the mobile
ions. Measurements in which the bias voltage exceeds the bandgap, enabled the
identification of a low‐conductivity junction region sandwiched by high‐conductivity
doped regions. Modeling of LECs has, counter intuitively, shown that the low‐conductivity
region is not similar in width as the recombination zone. Finally, the relatively large turn‐
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on time in LECs, typically in the order of seconds, was found to be unrelated to the low ion
mobility, but rather to be due to the binding energy between anions and cations.
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Chapter 6 Dynamic doping in planar
iTMC‐LECs

Using a planar electrode geometry, the operational mechanism of iridium(III) ionic
transition metal complex (iTMC)‐based light‐emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) is studied
by a combination of fluorescence microscopy and scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
(SKPM). Applying a bias to the LECs leads to the quenching of the photoluminescence (PL)
in between the electrodes and to a sharp drop of the electrostatic potential in the middle
of the device, far away from the contacts. The results shed light on the operational
mechanism of iTMC‐LECs and demonstrate that these devices work essentially the same as
LECs based on conjugated polymers do, i.e. according to an electrochemical doping
mechanism. Moreover, with proceeding operation time the potential drop shifts towards
the cathode coincident with the onset of light emission. During prolonged operation the
emission zone and the potential drop both migrate towards the anode. This event is
accompanied by a continuous quenching of the PL in two distinct regions separated by the
emission line.

*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. B. Meier, S. van
Reenen, B. Lefevre, D. Hartmann, H. J. Bolink, A. Winnacker, W. Sarfert, M. Kemerink, Adv.
Funct. Mater. 23 (2013) 3531.
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6.1 Introduction
Despite the broad variety of experimental evidence of electrochemical doping in polymer
LECs, the operational mechanism of iTMC‐LECs has so far remained unclear. Until now
planar iTMC‐LECs were only reported to operate according to the ED.1 Additionally, few
works exist describing experimental results in sandwiched configuration which support
the ECD.2‐6 Hence, there still remains doubt concerning the operational mechanism of
iTMC‐LECs which is hindering its further progress.
Here, we report the results of transient experiments carried out on planar iTMC‐LECs
using as active material the ionic iridium(III) complex bis(2‐phenylpyridine)(6‐phenyl‐2,2’‐
bipyridine)iridium(III) hexafluorophosphate [Ir(ppy)2(pbpy)][PF6] admixed with the ionic
liquid 1‐butyl‐3‐methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate [BMIM][PF6]. A combination of
fluorescence and optical microscopy was used to probe the photoluminescent behavior of
the iTMC in between the planar electrodes during operation and after switch‐off and to
identify the location of the emission zone. SKPM was performed to record the evolution of
the electrostatic potential. The outcomes of both studies, PL quenching during operation
and a sharp potential drop far away from the electrodes, are in line with each other and
confirm that iTMC‐based LEC devices, just as their polymer counterparts, work according
to an electrochemical doping mechanism.

6.2 Material and methods
Device preparation: bis(2‐phenylpyridine)(6‐phenyl‐2,2’‐bipyridine)iridium(III) hexafluoro‐
phosphate [Ir(ppy)2(pbpy)][PF6] was synthesized similarly according to methods described
in Ref. 7‐8. Acetonitrile (anhydrous, 99.8 %) and the ionic liquid (IL) 1‐butyl‐3‐
methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate [BMIM][PF6] (purum, ≥ 97.0 %) were obtained
from Sigma Aldrich and used as‐received. Indium tin oxide (ITO)‐coated glass substrates
(ShinAn SNP) were photolitographically structured to yield ITO interdigitated electrodes
(IDEs) with spacings of 5 µm and 10 µm. The ITO electrodes had a height of 100 nm and
were contacted via evaporated chromium supplies. Before use the substrates were
extensively cleaned using sonication in detergent bath and distilled water as well as
subsequent oxygen plasma treatment. The latter improved the wettability of the emitter
solution on the substrate and additionally resulted in an increase of the ITO work function9
giving rise to better alignment to the HOMO level of the iridium complex. A stock solution
was prepared, dissolving five percent by weight of the iridium complex and the IL in a
molar ratio of 3:1 in acetonitrile. IL was used to decrease the turn‐on time of the devices.10
The stock solution was filtered using a 0.1 µm PTFE‐filter and spin‐coated on top of the IDE
substrates (750 rpm, 60 s) under ambient conditions. Afterwards the substrate was
transferred to an argon‐filled glovebox ([O2] and [H2O] < 1 ppm) and annealed on a
hotplate at 100 °C for 1 h to give a final active layer thickness of 100 nm as determined by
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a KLA Tencor P–15 profilometer. To test the devices under ambient conditions they were
encapsulated under inert atmosphere by a cavity glass capping (Shanghai Amerina
Optoelectronic) equipped with a silica getter to protect the active layer against
penetrating oxygen and water. The capping was directly glued to the substrate without
prior removal of the organic layers using a self‐made, two‐component, Bisphenol A‐based,
UV‐curable epoxy adhesive which was coated locally onto the margin of the capping. To
test the functionality of the encapsulation, control devices were processed using a calcium
layer as a sensor. As the calcium sensor stayed metallic during the long‐term study of
several hundreds of hours, a possible reaction with water and oxygen to CaO or Ca(OH)2
which would have changed the optical appearance and the resistivity of the transparent
film, could be excluded.
Fluorescence microscopy: Images of the optically excited photoluminescence of the iTMC‐
LECs were recorded with an Olympus BX61 microscope equipped with a fluorescence unit
which consists of a high pressure mercury vapor arc discharge lamp and a super wide band
mirror (SWBM). The SWBM comprises an excitation filter, a dichromatic mirror and an
emission filter. Emitted light from the mercury lamp is reduced to the spectral range in
between 380 nm and 400 nm via the excitation filter and is then reflected by the
dichromatic mirror to impinge on the planar LEC device. The photoexcited light of the LEC
passes through the dichromatic mirror and the emission filter and is collected by the
microscopy optics. To decrease the intensity of the incident light on the sample in order to
avoid photoinduced degradation and to be able to observe the weak electroluminescence,
two additional neutral density filters were used. Images of the device without
photoexcitation were taken as well to identify the location of the emission zone.
Interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) with a gap size of 10 µm were used and a voltage of 210 V
was applied to the device to study the transient evolution of the photoluminescence and
electroluminescence during a period of roughly 18 hours. Images were recorded every
60 seconds with an exposure time of 7 seconds. In parallel with the optical probing, the
current was measured with a computer‐controlled sourcemeasure unit (Keithley 2400).
The measurements were performed at room temperature.
Image processing: To calculate the proportions of the p‐ and n‐type doped region as well
as of the emission zone of the entire interelectrode area, image processing was performed
on every single picture recorded during the fluorescence microscopy study. As the
emission line served as the border for the determination of both regions the first
calculations could not be run before the onset of clearly visible light emission. In brief, the
images were initially converted to grayscale and then transferred to binary values (bright
regions = 1 and dark regions = 0). The bright (emissive) and two dark (doped) regions are
purged from background noise and finally the proportions of each region are calculated by
relating the number of pixels in each region to the total amount of pixels in the image.
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Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP): The FRAP experiment was carried out
by using the emitted and spectrally reduced light of the mercury lamp of the Olympus
BX61 microscope (see fluorescence microscopy paragraph). To allow for maximum near‐
UV light intensity on the LEC in order to effectively photobleach the iTMCs no grey filters
were used. Bleaching was performed for 24 hours with a subsequent recovery period of
39 hours. Images were recorded every 60 seconds with an exposure time of 7 seconds.
The measurements were performed at room temperature.
Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM): SKPM images were recorded in a glove box
under N2 atmosphere ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) with a Veeco Instruments
MultiMode AFM with Nanoscope IV controller, operating in lift mode with a lift height of
50 nm. Ti‐Pt coated silicon tips (MikroMasch NSC36/Ti‐Pt, k  1.75 N m‐1) were employed.
IDEs with a gap size of 5 µm were used and a voltage of 100 V was applied to the device to
study the transient evolution of the electrostatic potential during a period of roughly
4.5 hours. The measurements were carried out at room temperature.
Computational details: For the numerical simulations, the 2‐dimensional model was used
which is described in detail in Appendix A. To model the SKPM experiments a lateral
device with buried contacts was simulated. The grid‐point spacing was not constant but
varied between 20 and 40 nm to reduce the calculation time. The carrier mobility was
chosen to be field and doping independent and set to µp/n = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The anion
and cation mobility was chosen to be µion = 5∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The ion mobility at the
interface layer at the contacts was set to zero to prevent accumulation at the electrodes:
If not, a large amount of ions piles up next to the electrodes and is resultantly being
screened. This is a crude way of introducing a maximum doping density due to finite ion
size effects. The temperature is set at 300 K, the dielectric constant at 4.5 and the initial
homogeneous salt density at 5∙1025 nm‐3. The simulations were allowed to reach a quasi
steady‐state indicated by a constant electronic current and an ionic current approaching
zero. Injection barriers were set at 0.7 eV for both electron and hole injection and the
bandgap of the semiconductor at 2.2 eV to model a symmetric device. The size of the
bandgap only determines the voltage needed to start injection. For the rest it has no
effects on the final result. The applied bias voltage was 100 V.

6.3 Results and discussion
The chemical structures of the compounds used and a sketch of the investigated planar
device architecture are depicted in Figure 6.1a. Two sets of indium tin oxide (ITO)
interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) with different electrode spacings of 5 µm and 10 µm were
used. A section of a bright field optical microscopy picture of the 10 µm gap electrode
structure is depicted in Figure 6.1b. The energy level diagram of the device is shown in
Figure 6.1c.
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Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic device layout and structural formulae of the organic constituents. (b)
Optical microscopy image of a 10 µm interdigitated electrode structure. The white frame reflects
the picture section of the images in Figure 6.2. (c) Energy level diagram of the planar LEC device.

6.3.1 Fluorescence microscopy
First analyses were performed using an IDE device with an interelectrode spacing of
10 µm. Even though ionic liquid (IL) was admixed to the iTMC to accelerate the device
response,10 a high voltage of 210 V was used to operate the LEC. This will be commented
on in the second section of this chapter but we note that also without additional IL added
the iTMC‐LEC does work at 210 V. As expected the time scales are, however, dramatically
slowed down by roughly two orders of magnitude. To study the photoluminescent
behavior of iTMC‐LECs during device operation, fluorescence microscopy was carried out
under near‐UV illumination of the active layer. Additionally images of the plain
electroluminescence without photo‐excitation were recorded to be able to identify the
location of the emission zone within the interelectrode spacing. Microscopy images were
taken of a section of the cell, highlighted in Figure 6.1b, at different time intervals during
operation of the LEC both with and without UV illumination (Figure 6.2). To facilitate the
evaluation we superimposed the fluorescence image with the plain EL image so that both
the fluorescence and the electroluminescence can be observed. As pre‐patterned IDE
substrates were used, the active layer covered also the finger‐like electrodes, referred to
as bottom or buried electrode configuration, for which reason the whole device area
revealed UV excited PL. Moreover, the dark spots that appear in the image of the pristine
(undriven) device (Figure 6.2a) are due to particles in the UV light source. With a new
lamp the spots did not appear any longer (Figure 6.2f).
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Figure 6.2 Fluorescence microscopy investigation of a planar iTMC‐LEC with an interelectrode
spacing of 10 µm at various points in time during operation. A driving voltage of 210 V was
applied. (a) UV image of the pristine device. (b)‐(e) Superimposed UV illuminated and optical
images at various points in time during operation. (f) UV image of a driven device after relaxation
for 1000 h.

The current flowing through the entire interdigitated electrode device was also monitored
during the operation of the LEC. From the logarithmic presentation (Figure 6.3) three
different regimes can be easily identified. Initially, during the first 15 minutes of operation,
the current increases linearly which is associated with quenching of the PL in the
interelectrode gap (Figure 6.2a and b). Intuitively one would relate this decrease in PL to
the degradation of the iTMC. However, as we will demonstrate below, this is not what is
predominantly happening during device operation. After 15 minutes of driving a positive
change in the current slope is observed. This change coincides with the onset of weak light
emission, visible as the white line in Figure 6.2c. For clarity, the image in Figure 6.2c does
not exactly correspond to the beginning of the light emission but to a marginally later
point in time (18 minutes). This is due to the fact that the light intensity immediately after
the onset of emission is very weak and cannot be distinguished in the recorded image.
However, by using image processing software to adjust the brightness and contrast
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settings of the image, light emission can be visualized and identified to be located very
close to the cathode interface after 15 minutes of operation. Moreover, the emission line
clearly separates two distinct regions within the interelectrode spacing of which the major
region adjacent to the anode shows more pronounced PL quenching compared to the
thinner region adjacent to the cathode. During the second regime, up to 100 minutes, the
emission line moves towards the middle of the interelectrode gap and becomes brighter
(Figure 6.2c and d). Furthermore, the PL quenching in the two regions next to the emission
line becomes more intense, still being more pronounced in the region adjacent to the
anode. In the third regime, after 100 minutes of operation, the current density reaches a
plateau until the end of the measurement after 1000 minutes. During this time interval
the emission line migrates slowly further towards the anode and the light intensity
decreases (Figure 6.2d and e). The PL quenching in both the anodic and cathodic region is
strong and is approximately equal in magnitude. The fact that quenching is also observed
on top of the cathode (Figure 6.2c and e) will be discussed later on. After turning off the
bias and allowing the device to relax for nearly 1000 hours it was studied again under UV
illumination (Figure 6.2f). Compared to the condition immediately before switch‐off
(Figure 6.2e) an almost entire recovery of the PL intensity in between the electrodes and
atop the cathode is observed. This relaxation process occurred slowly over the duration of
several hours.

Figure 6.3 Transient current and evolution of the dimensions of the p‐type doped region, the n‐
type doped region and the emission zone of a planar iTMC‐LEC with an interelectrode spacing of
10 µm at a driving voltage of 210 V. The percentaged fractions of the doped regions and the
emission zone refer to the total interelectrode area.

In view of the previous observations, planar iTMC‐LECs possess clear features in
accordance with the ECD.11‐15 As both p‐ and n‐type doping quench the photo‐excited PL,
doped regions appear darker than undoped regions.14‐18 The quenching of the PL during
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operation can therefore be attributed to electrochemical doping of the iTMC layer in
between the electrodes, p‐type at the anode and n‐type at the cathode, which finally gives
rise to a light emitting p‐i‐n junction. The p‐type doping process can be envisioned as the
trapping of injected holes on the iridium iTMC cation stabilized by uncompensated PF6‐
anions. In case of n‐type doping the iTMC cation itself acts as the counter charge for the
injected electrons. The quenching almost entirely disappears after turning off the bias
which may be related to either dedoping of the iTMCs or to diffusion of electrochemically
damaged iTMC cations out of the imaging zone. The latter might be possible as the active
material was not only restricted to the interelectrode spacing but instead covered the
whole device area.

Figure 6.4 (a) Planar iTMC‐LEC after 24 hours of local photobleaching with near‐UV light. (b) Same
device as in (a) after a recovery period of 39 hours after the photobleaching was stopped. (c)
Planar iTMC‐LEC after 24 hours of operation at 210 V. (d) Same device as in (c) after a recovery
period of 39 hours after bias switch‐off.

To probe a possible diffusivity of the bulky iridium cations we performed a fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiment. The outcomes of the study are
illustrated in Figure 6.4. Figure 6.4a and b reveal a pristine iTMC‐LEC photobleached for
24 hours and the same device 39 hours after the bleaching was stopped, respectively.
During the chosen recovery period neither significant changes in the dimensions of the
bleaching spot nor differences in its coloring could be observed. In contrast, as depicted in
Figure 6.4c and d, respectively, an LEC electrically driven for 24 hours at 210 V shows a
clearly diminished quenching intensity in the interelectrode area after a recovery period of
39 hours, in conjunction with the results demonstrated before (Figure 6.2e and f). From
the experiment we can conclude that on the one hand the iTMC cation is not or only
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marginally mobile and on the other hand that the PL recovery of the electrically operated
LEC is due to the dedoping of the iTMCs. The PL quenching is nearly completely reversible
after an extended recovery period (Figure 6.2f) indicating that virtually no permanent
degradation occurred during the time frame of these analyses.
As the position of the narrow electroluminescent zone within the interelectrode spacing is
related to the dimensions of the p‐ and n‐type doped regions, their fractions with respect
to the total interelectrode area were calculated as a function of operation time by means
of image processing and the results are included in Figure 6.3. Note that the first
calculations could not be run before the onset of clearly visible light emission after
18 minutes, as the emission line served as the border for the determination of the doped
regions. Moreover, due to its jagged shape, the emission line captures a quite large
fraction of the interelectrode spacing of 5‐10 %. The outcomes of the calculations in Figure
6.3 clearly demonstrate a large extent of p‐type doping (> 70 %) during the early stages of
operation and only a small fraction of n‐type doping (< 20 %). During the subsequent
operation the p‐type doped region is gradually consumed by the n‐type doped region. A
description of this process can be found in the literature.19 N‐type doping becomes
dominant after around 400 minutes and covers more than 55 % of the entire
interelectrode area in the end of operation after 1000 minutes. The results are in accord
with the emission line forming at the cathode and moving towards the anode and
highlight the prerequisite for a migration of the emission zone in LECs: the consumption of
one kind of doping by the other.
6.3.2 Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
In addition to the PL experiments we performed scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM)
to study the transient behavior of the electrostatic potential in the planar iTMC‐LEC. The
outcomes are plotted in Figure 6.5. Due to restrictions in the measurement setup the
maximum voltage that could be applied to the LEC was limited to 100 V. As this voltage
was not sufficient to observe light emission in a device with 10 µm interelectrode spacing,
we used IDEs with a smaller gap size of 5 µm for these investigations. This electrode
spacing can also be clearly deduced from the height profile which is depicted in Figure
6.5a. For clarity the anode and cathode edges are labeled correspondingly. The height
scan was recorded along the horizontal dashed blue line denoted in the AFM topography
image which is displayed as the top inset in Figure 6.5a. This line also corresponds to the
scan direction for the measurement of the potential profiles during operation which are
also included in Figure 6.5a. The arrow denotes the temporal evolution of the electrostatic
potential within a time interval of roughly 4.5 hours. The reason not to use a 5 µm device
as well for the fluorescence microscopy investigations in the previous section is that this
would have led to substantial losses in the image resolution due to the smaller dimensions
of the device structure.
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Figure 6.5 (a) Height and transient potential profiles during operation of an iTMC‐LEC. The inset
shows AFM images of the topography (top) and the potential map (bottom). The dashed lines
indicate the orientation of the profiles with respect to the electrodes and the arrow denotes the
temporal evolution of the potential. (b) Complete potential profile across the LEC biased at 52 V.
The arrows indicate the measurement window of the profiles shown in (a).

The first SKPM measurement was performed immediately after applying a bias of 100 V to
the iTMC‐LEC at which a sharp potential drop is registered in the middle of the
interelectrode gap. During the subsequent 30 minutes of operation the potential drop
shifts towards the cathodic interface whereas with prolonged operation it moves in the
opposite direction and is displaced towards the anode by the end of the device operation.
For visualization purposes a topography and potential map recorded during the later
stages of operation are shown in the bottom part of the inset in Figure 6.5a. The present
findings are in full agreement with the ECD11‐15 especially with regard to recent SKPM
studies on planar pLECs13, 20‐21 and provide clear evidence for the formation of a p‐i‐n
junction in iTMC‐LECs. The ED which predicts potential drops to occur only at the
electrode interfaces,1, 22‐24 can be ruled out. Our results demonstrate that during the entire
SKPM analysis the potential drop occurs within the interelectrode gap far away from the
contacts. This implies the existence of a high‐ohmic intrinsic region where the large
electric field has to compensate for the low conductivity. Moreover, the intrinsic area is
not fixed to a specific position in between the electrodes but migrates with time as
visualized by the shift of the potential drop.
Even though devices with two different interelectrode spacings have been used, the
results of the SKPM and fluorescence microscopy study are in excellent agreement. The
initially centered drop of the electrostatic potential implies that p‐ and n‐type doping set
in immediately. Note that in the fluorescence microscopy experiments no EL could be
detected in the first 15 minutes. This is probably related to a relatively low doping density.
As the doping density continuously increases, the EL increases until at some moment it is
large enough to be observed. The shift of the potential drop in the SKPM experiments is in
accordance with the fluorescence investigations. Such shifts may be related to imbalances
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in carrier injection, conductivity, doping speed or a combination of these. We note that
even though a voltage of 100 V has been applied to operate the planar iTMC‐LEC, a large
portion of the potential is screened from the interelectrode spacing and drops on top of
the electrodes (see Figure 6.5a). This screening as well as the PL quenching observed on
top of the cathode (see Figure 6.2d and e) indicates that doping also takes place atop the
electrodes. The absence of quenching on top of the anode may be due to a difference in
quenching cross‐sections or doping density.
As the length of the previous potential scans was limited and did not involve the entire
electrodes’ width, we performed a larger‐area scan in a separate SKPM measurement to
record the complete potential profile across the LEC. To allow for a stable SKPM
measurement with reliable results, the maximum voltage that could be applied to the LEC
was limited to below 60 V and we chose a voltage of 52 V. The outcome of the experiment
is illustrated in Figure 6.5b which, for comparison, also shows the measurement window
for the recording of the potential profiles in the initial study. Again a large drop of the
electrostatic potential is observed in the interelectrode gap and also atop both electrodes.
Moreover, the full applied potential is visible which separates into 28 V in the anodic
region and ‐24 V in the cathodic region. A rough estimate of the potential drop in the
interelectrode gap yields a value of 25 V which implicates large potential drops of more
than 10 V atop each electrode. The large potential screening from the gap may be related
to the presence of EDLs that consume more potential than one would expect from the size
of the injection barriers: 0.3 and 2.3 eV (see Figure 6.1c).
To check this, numerical simulations were performed of a 2D representation of the LEC
with buried contacts as shown in Figure 6.6a. The potential map of the simulation in
steady‐state is shown in Figure 6.6b. In Figure 6.6c a side view of Figure 6.6b is shown for
clarity. A clear p‐i‐n junction is visible in between the electrodes, where the slope of the
potential is steepest. Similar to the experiments shown in Figure 6.5 a large part of the
potential drops over the doped regions. Also electric double layers are observed in the
channel and on top of the electrodes, indicated by the large potential drop surrounding
the contacts (see black line in Figure 6.6c). The potential drop over the EDLs is much larger
than the injection barriers of 0.7 eV. In the simulations, the enhanced carrier injection on
top of the electrodes also results in electrochemical doping. Experimentally this is
observed as quenching of the PL on top of the cathode (see Figure 6.2d and e). This
indicates that the geometry of the device may play a role in carrier transport and, related
to this, in the positions of the doped regions as well as of the p‐i‐n junction. The dashed
line in Figure 6.6c represents the potential profile at the interface between the vacuum
and the iTMC layer. This is the interface that would be probed by SKPM. Here the
potential drop over the EDLs (black line) is not observed which is in agreement with Figure
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6.5 where buried electrodes were used. Using top electrodes instead, the existence of
EDLs has already been experimentally confirmed in pLECs.20‐21
To summarize the numerical modeling, we prove that it is possible to have a p‐i‐n junction
in combination with large, i.e. exceeding the bandgap, EDLs, provided injection is partially
frustrated. The resultant operation can be viewed as a combination of the ED and ECD
model. This means that in this specific device, device operation is not independent on
electrode material. We should stress that non‐frustrated injection gives rise to purely ECD
behavior.20
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Figure 6.6 (a) Schematic of the simulated planar LEC device. (b,c) Steady state result of the
simulation of a planar iTMC‐LEC. The dashed line in (c) is taken at the vacuum‐iTMC interface
shown in (a) and the thick line in (c) is taken at x = 0, i.e. at the bottom of (a).

A remaining issue is the extremely large bias voltage of  100 V needed to operate the
iTMC‐LECs. Similar bias voltages have been used in pLECs with millimeter‐sized gaps.14
Later the voltage was reduced by operation above the melting temperature of the
electrolyte25 or by a different choice of electrolyte.26 The device physics was, however, not
affected. In all cases a thin recombination zone positioned in between two oppositely
doped regions was observed. Here, the use of relatively large bias voltages was necessary
to reduce the turn‐on time as well as to obtain detectable light emission. The generally
low turn‐on time of iTMC‐LECs in comparison to pLECs seems to be related to pronounced
differences in the ionic conductivities, a topic which is addressed in a very recent
publication.27
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Finally, based on the present findings and the literature results, a few differences can be
distinguished between planar polymer and iTMC‐LECs. First of all relatively large potential
drops over the EDLs seem to be present in the Ir‐iTMC LEC in contrast to pLECs where
these drops equal the injection barriers.20‐21 This may be related to the sensitivity of LEC
operation on the electrode contacts as previously addressed. For example injection
limitation was demonstrated to result in a device behavior according to the ED whereas
the ECD holds when charge injection is non‐limited.20 In general the electrode work
function was shown to affect charge carrier injection and doping in LECs.16, 28 Moreover, in
the doped regions of iTMC‐LECs large potential drops are identified (Figure 6.5), whereas
in pLECs based on MDMO‐PPV this is typically not the case.20 However, in LECs based on
MEH‐PPV relatively large electric fields are detected in the n‐doped region.13, 17 This
indicates a compensation of dissimilarities between the carrier conductivity in the doped
and undoped regions by the electric field distribution. A similarly large field seems to be
needed in both doped regions in the iTMC‐LEC (Figure 6.4a), which spans a gap of 5 µm.
Hence, these devices still deviate from the idealized LEC in that they are still sensitive to
the interelectrode distance and, related to that, are too resistive to be operated at
relatively low bias voltages. The operational mechanism, however, remains the same:
electrochemical doping enables enhanced carrier injection and transport, while the
applied field redistributes to maximize the overall current passing through.

6.4 Conclusions
By a combination of fluorescence and scanning Kelvin probe microscopy insight is gained
in the operational mechanism of planar ionic transition metal complex‐based light‐
emitting electrochemical cells. Quenching of the photoluminescence in the interelectrode
gap and a sharp drop in the electrostatic potential far away from the electrodes confirm
an electrochemical doping mechanism which results in the formation of a light‐emitting p‐
i‐n junction. The intrinsic region, where light emission occurs, is not fixed but migrates
with time which might be related to a change in the conductivity of electrons and holes.
The results provide a fundamental basis for a better understanding of iTMC‐based LEC
devices and additionally demonstrate an important challenge: an emission zone centered
and fixated in the middle of the interelectrode spacing immediately at the beginning of
operation to allow for stable and efficient light‐emission.
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Chapter 7 Universal transients in
polymer‐ and iTMC‐LECs

Two types of light‐emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) are commonly distinguished, the
polymer‐based LEC (pLEC) and the ionic transition metal complex‐based LEC (iTMC‐LEC).
Apart from marked differences in the active layer constituents these LEC types typically
show operational time scales that can differ by many orders of magnitude at room
temperature. Here, we demonstrate that despite these differences pLECs and iTMC‐LECs
show current, light output and efficacy transients that follow a universal shape. Moreover,
we conclude that the turn‐on time of both LEC types is dominated by the ion conductivity
since the turn‐on time exhibits the same activation energy as the ion conductivity in the
off‐state. These results demonstrate that both types of LECs are really two extremes of one
class of electroluminescent devices. They also implicate that no fundamental difference
exists between charge transport in small molecular weight or polymeric mixed ionic and
electronic conductive materials. Additionally, it follows that the ionic conductivity is
responsible for the dynamic properties of devices and systems using them. This likely
extends to mixed ionic and electronic conductive materials used in organic solar cells and
in a variety of biological systems.
*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. van Reenen, T.
Akatsuka, D. Tordera, M. Kemerink, H. J. Bolink, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 135 (2013) 886.
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7.1 Introduction
Despite the similarity in steady‐state operation between polymer‐ and iTMC‐LECs as
shown in the previous chapters,1‐9 large differences exist in key properties such as lifetime,
turn‐on time, brightness and efficiency. For comparison, state‐of‐the‐art pLECs exhibit
lifetimes of 5600 h at a brightness of >100 cd m‐2.10‐14 iTMC‐LECs have similar lifetimes at
higher brightness (>600 cd m‐2).15‐16 Furthermore iTMC‐LECs consist of triplet emitters that
intrinsically allow for higher quantum efficiencies. Of all the key properties the turn‐on
time shows the largest difference between both types of devices. Biased at 3‐4 V at room
temperature, pLECs typically turn‐on within a second, whereas iridium‐based iTMC‐LECs
frequently need hours.2, 17‐21 These dynamic differences are the main reason that these
two type of LECs are considered as different classes.
Here we report on a comparative study on the transient behavior of stacked LECs based
on either the polymer MDMO‐PPV or the ionic iridium complex bis(2‐phenylpyridine)(2,2‐
bipyridine)iridium(III) hexafluorophosphate, [Ir(ppy)2(bpy)]+ [PF6]‐. These were studied by
determining the current and luminance transients at different cell temperatures. The
shape of the transients is found to be independent of operating temperature and more
importantly independent of the type of semiconductor used. The turn‐on time however
varied over several orders of magnitude with temperature and could be described by an
Arrhenius‐type activation energy. The same activation energy was found in the thermal
activation of the ion conductivity in the unbiased state: the turn‐on time is inversely
proportional to the ion conductivity. Together these results prove that next to the steady‐
state operation, also the transient behavior of iTMC and polymer LECs are qualitatively the
same. Hence, pLECs and iTMC‐LECs are really one class of electroluminescent devices.
These results also demonstrate that the ionic conductivity is responsible for the dynamic
properties of devices and systems using mixed electronic and ionic materials.

7.2 Material and methods
Device preparation: For the conjugated polymer in the active layer of our sandwich LECs
poly[2‐methoxy‐5‐(3’,7’‐dimethyloctyloxy)‐p‐phenylene vinylene] (MDMO‐PPV, Mw > 106 g
mol‐1, American Dye Source) was used. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, Mw = 5∙105 g mol‐1,
Aldrich) was used as received. The salt potassium trifluoromethanesulfonate (KCF3SO3, 98
%, Aldrich) was dried at a temperature T = 473 K under vacuum before use. MDMO‐PPV
(10 mg ml‐1) was dissolved in chloroform (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich). PEO and KCF3SO3
were dissolved separately (10 mg ml‐1) in cyclohexanone (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich).
These solutions were mixed together in a weight ratio of PPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 = 1:1.35:0.25.
This stock solution was thereafter stirred on a magnetic hot plate at T = 323 K for 5 h.
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Cleaned glass/ITO substrates were spin‐coated with the stock solution (at 800 RPM for 60
s, followed by 1000 RPM for 10 s) after which they were dried at T = 323 K for at least 1 h
on a hot plate. The thickness of the active layer was 230 nm as determined by
profilometry. Al electrodes were deposited by thermal evaporation under high vacuum (p
 10‐6 mbar) on top of the spin‐coated films. All of the above mentioned procedures, save
for the cleaning of the substrates, were done in a glove box under N2 atmosphere ([O2] < 1
ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) or in an integrated thermal evaporator.
For the iTMCs‐LECs the devices were made as follows. The emitting complex, [Ir(ppy)2
(bpy)]+ [PF6]‐, was synthesized according to methods described previously.22 Indium tin
oxide ITO‐coated glass plates were patterned by conventional photolithography
(www.narajosubstrates.com). The substrates were cleaned by sonication in successively
water‐soap, water, and 2‐propanol baths. After drying, the substrates were placed in an
UV‐ozone cleaner (Jelight 42‐220) for 20 min. An 80 nm layer of PEDOT:PSS (CLEVIOS P VP
AI 4083, aqueous dispersion, 1.3–1.7 % solid content, Heraeus) was spin‐coated on the ITO
glass substrate to improve the reproducibility of the devices and to prevent the formation
of pinholes. Then a 100 nm transparent film of the emitting complex [Ir(ppy)2 (bpy)]+ [PF6]‐
was spin‐coated from 30 mg mL–1 acetonitrile solution at 1000 RPM for 20 s. Unless stated
otherwise, the ionic liquid (IL) 1‐butyl‐3‐methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate,
[BMIM]+ [PF6]‐, (> 98.5%, Sigma‐Aldrich) was added in a 4 to 1 molar ratio (iTMC:IL). The
thickness of the films was determined with an Ambios XP‐1 profilometer. After coating the
films the substrates were transferred to an inert atmosphere glovebox (< 1 ppm [O2] and
[H2O], M. Braun). The Al electrode (70 nm) was thermally vacuum‐evaporated using a
shadow mask (< 3∙10–6 mbar) with an Edwards Auto500 evaporator integrated in the
glovebox. The area of the device was 6.5 mm2. The devices were characterized inside the
glovebox.
Electrical characterization: For characterization of the pLECs a Keithley 2636a sourcemeter
was used to drive the devices and measure the current. The brightness was measured
with a luminance meter (LS‐110 Konica‐Minolta). A Solartron 1260 was used to perform
complex admittance measurements on the LECs in the glovebox. Each point (from 10 MHz
to 1 Hz) was measured during an integration time of 1 s. The rms‐value of the AC voltage
was 0.01 V. The temperature of the device was controlled by use of a Peltier element and
the temperature was measured by a thermocouple.
For characterization of the iTMC‐LECs, transients were measured by applying constant
voltages and monitoring the current and luminance by a True Colour Sensor MAZeT
(MTCSiCT Sensor) using a Botest OLT OLED Lifetime‐Test System. The conductance
spectrum was determined by using a fast Fourier transform of the derivative of the
transient current after setting a small step in the voltage (from 0 V to ‐0.5 V to prevent
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carrier injection) by monitoring the current flow using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter via a
Labview controlled custom‐made protocol. The temperature of the device was controlled
by use of a Peltier element and the temperature was measured by a thermocouple.

7.3 Results and discussion
The layouts of the iTMC‐ and polymer‐based LECs as well as the structural formulae of the
active layer constituents are shown in Figure 7.1a and b. Figure 7.2 shows the typical
transient behaviors of the luminance, current and efficacy in pristine iTMC‐LECs and pLECs
after application of 3.5 V at two different temperatures. In all measurements the

Figure 7.1 Device layout and the structural formulae of the active layer constituents of (a) the
iTMC‐LEC and (b) the polymer LEC.

same is observed: current, luminance and efficacy start to increase after which first the
efficacy rolls off followed by the luminance. These typical transients can be rationalized by
electrochemical doping of the active layer assisted by the mobile ions. Initially, upon
application of a bias voltage, ions start moving and form EDLs at the electrode interfaces.
This initiates injection of electrons and holes. Consequently an electron‐hole current arises
that overtakes the ion current in magnitude. These electrons and holes recombine
radiatively before reaching the other electrode. This explains the initial increase of current
and luminance. The initial increase in efficacy results from the decreasing relative
contribution of the ionic current with respect to the electronic current. Additionally it may
be related to a transition from unipolar to bipolar current due to more balanced carrier
injection. After some time the efficacy is observed to reach a maximum. The following
decrease can be related to exciton quenching. This exciton quenching sets in after EDL
formation when the semiconductor is being electrochemically doped: the carrier density
in the doped regions increases and the n‐ and p‐type doped regions grow towards each
other. The high polaron density in the doped regions close to the recombination region
can cause significant exciton‐polaron quenching.23 Furthermore the enhanced
recombination leads to an enhanced triplet exciton density in the iTMC‐LEC. This is likely
accompanied by triplet‐triplet exciton annihilation.23 After extended operation times the
current density reaches a maximum (not shown) followed by a decrease attributed to
irreversible degeneration.10
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Figure 7.2 Current, luminance and efficacy transients of (a,c) pristine Ir‐iTMC‐LECs and (b,d)
pristine MDMO‐PPV pLECs biased at 3.5 V. The temperature during operation is shown at the top
of each graph.

For comparison the transients in Figure 7.2a‐d were all normalized and plotted in one
graph, shown in Figure 7.3. Normalization of the transients was performed by division of
the efficacy and luminance with their respective peak values. The time and current at
which the luminance peaked was used to normalize these quantities respectively. The
good overlap of the transients in Figure 7.3 indicates that all four devices behave
qualitatively the same, despite differences in semiconductor, ion‐type, operational
temperature, turn‐on time and magnitude of current, luminance and efficacy. The
invariance of the shape by temperature in particular indicates that a single process or
property determines the turn‐on behavior of these cells in this temperature range: most
likely thermal activation of the ‘slow’ ions. The fact that the use of different
semiconductors and ions only leads to minor qualitative differences in the transients
further proves that both types of devices operate according to the same operational
model.1‐2, 7, 9 Processes such as ion dissociation and transport, exciton quenching and
electrochemical doping are (anticipated to be) active in both types of LECs. The large
differences in the magnitude of the current, luminance and efficacy can be related to
differences in the type of emitting material and salt used as well as to the ratio in which
they are mixed. For example, the Ir‐iTMC is a phosphorescent emitter, whereas the PPV is
a fluorescent emitter. Furthermore, the doping dependence of the carrier mobility is likely
different which may lead to differences in the thicknesses of the doped and intrinsic
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regions and as a consequence in the current density. The maximum efficacy of both types
of LECs was however found to be independent of the operating temperature (see e.g.
supporting information Figures A.2 and A.3 of Ref. 24).
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Figure 7.3 Normalized current, luminance and efficacy transients of polymer and iTMC‐LECs at two
temperatures each and biased at 3.5 V.

Comparison of Figure 7.2a and b with respectively Figure 7.2c and d shows a strong
temperature dependence of the turn‐on time in both types of LECs: for the iTMC‐LEC the
turn‐on time changes from hours to tens of seconds by an increase of the temperature
from 27 to 60 oC (see Figure 7.2a and c). For the pLEC similar turn‐on times are obtained in
a different temperature range, namely ‐10 to 30 oC (see Figure 7.2b and d).
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Figure 7.4 (a) current, luminance and efficacy transients of a Super Yellow/tetrahexylammonium
hexafluorophosphate (1:0.1 in weight) LEC biased at 5 V. The normalized characteristics are
plotted together with the results from Figure 7.3 in (b).

Similarly shaped turn‐on transients were reported in other LECs. For example in iTMC‐LECs
based on ruthenium with25 and without26 the addition of PEO. Literature on polymer LECs
without PEO is also available. However, no constant voltage turn‐on transients were
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reported.17‐18 Therefore we prepared similar LECs comprising Super Yellow PPV admixed
with the salt tetrahexylammonium hexafluorophosphate in a 10% weight ratio. The
(normalized) characteristics are shown in Figure 7.4 and can be identified in Figure 7.4b by
the lighter tone. Again similarly shaped turn‐on transients are observed despite a
relatively large turn‐on time in the order of hours, supporting our claim that the
qualitative operation of semiconductor‐electrolyte systems is universal despite potentially
large differences in performance and response times.
4
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Figure 7.5 Arrhenius plots of the inverse maximum efficacy time iTMC‐LECs with and without the
ionic liquid BMIM PF6 and an MDMO‐PPV based LEC. The activation energy determined from the
fits is 1.03 and 0.78‐0.85 eV for the pLECs and iTMC‐LECs respectively.

The transients shown in Figure 7.2 originate from four different cells, which do show a
variation in performance that is typical for LECs. To study the temperature dependence
more carefully, more measurements were done on a single pLEC and iTMC‐LEC. Again the
temperature had no effect on the shape of the current, luminance and efficacy transients.
When normalized the transients at different temperatures collapse on top of each other.
Therefore the turn‐on time can be quantified by an arbitrary point on the transients. Here
we take the time at which the efficacy reaches a maximum value. The invariance of the
shape of the transients, the temperature independent peak efficacy as well as additional
PL quantum yield experiments on iTMC‐LECs24 indicate that the EL efficacy is roughly
temperature independent. In Figure 7.5 the natural logarithm of the inverse turn‐on time
was plotted against 1000/T. A linear decrease could be observed in both types of devices
hinting at an Arrhenius type activation in this temperature range. The activation energy
was determined to be 0.8 eV for the iTMC‐LEC and 1.0 eV for the pLEC. Arrhenius plots
for iTMC‐LECs without ionic liquid gave similar values for the activation energy (0.8 eV)
despite an order‐of‐magnitude slower response.
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The transient behavior during turn‐on is determined by the slowest charge carriers in the
LECs: the ions. A way to study the transport of the ions is by looking at the ion conductivity
at sub‐bandgap voltages. For the pLECs the temperature dependence of the ion
conductivity was measured by impedance spectroscopy.9 For the iTMC‐LECs step response
experiments were performed because of the relatively slow ionic response.27 Here the
voltage was stepped from 0.0 V to ‐0.5 V. The relatively large size of the step was
necessary to obtain a reasonable signal‐to‐noise ratio. The negative polarity of the voltage
prevents any carrier injection from the electrodes at the used sub‐bandgap voltages. The
Fourier transform of the time derivative of the step response of the conductance S equals
the complex admittance. The real part of the admittance gives the conductance as a
function of frequency.
Typical ion conductivity spectra at different temperatures of the iTMC‐ and pLEC are
shown in Figure 7.6a and b respectively. All spectra contain a conductivity plateau that
spans roughly 2 decades in the frequency range.9 At higher frequencies an increasing
conductivity is observed that can be related to the response of the dielectric. At lower
frequencies a decreasing conductivity is observed related to EDL formation that effectively
decreases the electric field in the bulk. The minimal value of the measured conductance is
10‐10 S m‐1 below which leakage current starts to dominate the experiment. From the
conductivity plateau an estimate of the ion conductivity could be extracted as indicated by
the arrows. These values are plotted in Figure 7.6c against 1000/T. The linear decrease of
the two semi‐log plots hints again at an Arrhenius type activation. Note that the ion
conductivity in the iTMC‐LEC (see Figure 7.6a) at room temperature or below could not be
determined because of the leakage current. Therefore this data point was ignored in the
fitting. The curves were fitted with the same activation energies as extracted from the
activation in turn‐on time in Figure 7.5. This shows that the ion conductivity and turn‐on
time have the same activation energy and thus are likely related. This strongly suggests
that the turn‐on time in both pLECs and iTMC‐LECs is determined by the ionic
conductivity, i.e. the product of ion density and mobility. This process can be accelerated
by e.g. i) increasing the temperature, ii) use of other (smaller) ions, iii) addition of ion‐
solvating materials like PEO17, 25, 28 or iv) increasing the applied bias voltage.
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Figure 7.6 Conductivity spectra for (a) an iTMC‐LEC as determined by step response measurements
from 0 V to ‐0.5 V and for (b) a pLEC as determined by impedance spectroscopy. (c) Fits of the ion
conductivity by σ(T) = σ0e‐E/kT where the activation energy, E, was chosen equal to the activation
energy determined in Figure 7.5. To fit the data the following values of σ0 were used: 1.6∙104 S m‐1
and 4.3∙1011 S m‐1 for the iTMC‐LEC and pLEC respectively.

So far the actual value of the determined activation energy has not been discussed. As ion
conductivity is the product of ion density and mobility, its activation may also be split up in
these two components. The activation in ion density is then related to salt dissociation
into ions, the activation in ion mobility can be regarded as activation of viscosity. In
polymer LECs the equilibrium between the ion density ni and salt density ns can be
described by the following expression:9, 29

.

(7.1)
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Here K is the mass action law constant. Es is the binding energy that is generally estimated
to lie between 0.2 to 0.6 eV.9, 29 For this range of binding energies at the used temperature
range, ns can be estimated to be much larger than ni. As the sum of associated and
dissociated salt is constant, the thermal activation of the ion density can be roughly
described by ni  exp(Es/2kT). So effectively 0.1 to 0.3 eV of the 1.0 eV obtained in Figure
7.5 arises from the activation in mobile ion density. That means that the ion mobility has
an activation energy of roughly 0.8 eV. The Arrhenius type activation indicates that the ion
conduction can be described by a simple ion hopping model. A barrier of 0.8 eV must be
overcome by the ion to reach an adjacent site. This hopping is then facilitated by the
motion of PEO chains.30 In literature activation energies of 0.9 eV are reported in high
molecular weight PEO admixed with LiCF3SO3.31 These values are comparable with the
energies found in this work. In the iTMC‐LECs the salts are of a different nature as they
consist of the large iTMC cation and a rather small anion. These ions are not very tightly
bound and therefore the dissociation energy is expected to be low. The activation energy
observed for the iTMC‐LECs may therefore be only related to the activation energy of the
ionic mobility. The addition of ionic liquid only decreased the turn‐on time as shown in
Figure 7.5, whereas the activation energy remained more or less the same. This effect
could originate from an increase in the prefactors of the mobility and carrier density.
These prefactors may also explain why a higher activation energy is found in the polymer
LEC, despite having a smaller turn‐on time.
Mixed electronic and ionic conductive materials are used in a variety of systems and
devices, such as organic photovoltaics,32‐33 electrochemical,34 biological and organic
bioelectronic,35‐36 systems and devices. Therefore, the results obtained here can be of use
to establish the dynamic operation of these devices.

7.4 Conclusions
Despite large quantitative differences, the transient behavior of iTMC‐LECs and pLECs
after switch‐on is shown to be qualitatively equal. This further confirms the identical
operational behavior in both types of LECs. The qualitative transients are independent on
semiconductor‐ and ion‐type and also on the temperature. The thermal activation of both
the turn‐on time and the ion conductivity in the unbiased state were found to be
proportional and could be described by Arrhenius‐type activation with an activation
energy of 0.8‐1.0 eV. These results clearly demonstrate that pLECs and iTMC‐LECs are
really behaving as one class of device.
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Chapter 8 Photoluminescence
quenching by electrochemical doping

An important loss mechanism in organic electroluminescent devices is exciton quenching
by polarons. Gradual electrochemical doping of various conjugated polymer films was
studied here to determine the doping density dependence of photoluminescence
quenching. Electrochemical doping was achieved by contacting the film with a solid
electrochemical gate and an injecting contact. A sharp reduction in photoluminescence
was observed for doping densities between 1∙1024 and 2∙1025 m‐3. The doping density
dependence is quantitatively modeled by exciton diffusion in a homogeneous density of
polarons followed by either Förster resonance energy transfer or charge transfer. Both
mechanisms need to be considered to describe polaron‐induced exciton quenching. Thus,
to reduce exciton‐polaron quenching in organic optoelectronic devices, both mechanisms
must be prevented by reducing the exciton diffusion, the spectral overlap, the doping
density, or a combination thereof.

*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. van Reenen, M. V.
Vitorino, S. C. J. Meskers, R. A. J. Janssen, M. Kemerink, Phys. Rev. B 89 (2014) 205206.
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8.1 Introduction
Optimization of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) for charge to emitted photon
conversion is presently one of the major challenges in improving organic light‐emitting
devices. At high luminance levels the efficiency typically rolls off due to exciton
quenching.1 Excitons are electron‐hole pairs with a luminescent lifetime dependent on the
type of semiconductor and spin state that can be either a singlet or triplet. They are either
formed by the absorption of a photon or by the meeting of injected electrons and holes.
Excitons can be quenched in the presence of sufficiently large electric fields,2 by other
excitons3 or by polarons4. Which of these is dominant depends on the device and the
emitter used.
Exciton quenching by polarons typically occurs in devices in which high carrier densities
are present close to the region where excitons are formed. Devices with such high carrier
densities are not only light‐emitting electrochemical cells (LECs),5 but also light‐emitting
field‐effect transistors (LEFETs)6 or organic electrochemical light‐emitting transistors
(OECTs).7 In organic light‐emitting diodes (OLEDs), exciton‐polaron quenching becomes
significant at high brightness, necessary for lighting and display applications.1 Also in
organic photovoltaic cells (OPV) exciton quenching is found to be an important loss
process.4 To address this loss process efficiently, it is necessary that the underlying
mechanism is known. In literature attention is mainly given to Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) as the main loss mechanism.4, 8‐10 This however does not exclude other
competing loss processes like charge transfer (CT).10‐11
Here we present an experimental study of quenching of optically induced excitons by
polarons introduced by controlled electrochemical doping.12‐13 The doping density was
determined by the integration of the current and confirmed by bleaching of the light‐
emitting polymer. By this method the doping dependence of exciton quenching was
determined for several prototypical conjugated polymers. The doping dependence was
then analytically described by two alternative processes: 1) exciton diffusion followed by
FRET to the polaron associated with the dopant or 2) exciton diffusion followed by CT
between the polaron and the exciton. As both models successfully fit the data, both
processes can account for the observed exciton‐polaron quenching. Doping densities at
which quenching occurs range between 1∙1024 and 2∙1025 m‐3, setting an upper limit for
the doping, or charge density at or near the recombination zone in organic optoelectronic
devices.

8.2 Materials and methods
Device preparation: The devices in this study consist of a bilayer of a conjugated polymer
and an electrolyte sandwiched between an indium tin oxide (ITO) and a Au electrode. A
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schematic of the device is shown in Figure 8.1a. The conjugated polymers are either i)
phenyl‐substituted poly(p‐phenylene vinylene) copolymer (SY‐PPV, Merck, catalogue
number PDY‐132), commonly termed “Super Yellow”, ii) poly[2‐methoxy‐5‐(3',7'‐
dimethyloctyloxy)‐1,4‐phenylenevinylene] (MDMO‐PPV, Mw > 1106 g mol‐1, American
Dye Source) or iii) poly(3‐hexylthiophene) (P3HT, > 98% head to tail, Mn = 54,000–75,000 g
mol−1, Plextronics, purchased from Aldrich). The PPV variants and P3HT were deposited by
first dissolving them in chloroform or chlorobenzene, respectively, to obtain 10 mg ml‐1
solutions, followed by spin coating to yield 100 nm films on top of cleaned ITO
substrates. The electrolyte is a mixture of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, Mw = 5x105 g mol‐1,
Aldrich) and potassium triflate (KCF3SO3, 98 %, Aldrich) at a weight ratio of 5:1. The
electrolyte was drop coated from acetone on top of the polymer film, which was placed
on a hotplate at T = 45 oC. The thickness of the solid electrolyte droplet was 2‐3 µm. Gold
electrodes were subsequently thermally deposited in a deposition chamber in a glovebox
under a vacuum of 10‐6 mbar. The thickness of the gold layer was 100 nm. Alternatively,
to enable absorption measurements by transmission, a 30 nm semi‐transparent gold
electrode was used. The active area of the device, defined by a shadow mask, was 0.161
cm2. All device manufacturing was done under nitrogen atmosphere.
Electrical characterization: Current‐voltage characteristics were measured by a Keithley
2400 sourcemeter. For the detection of photoluminescence during electrochemical doping
an Edinburgh time‐resolved fluorescence spectrometer FLS920 was used. For these
measurements the device was put in a closed nitrogen‐filled box with a glass window. For
the detection of the absorption during electrochemical doping, a Shimadzu UV‐1601PC
UV/visible scanning spectrophotometer was used. For these measurements the device
was put in a closed nitrogen‐filled box with two windows to allow for measurements in
transmission. Absorption measurements were also performed by measurement of the
reflection. In this case, a device with a 100 nm gold top electrode was used.

8.3 Experimental results
To investigate the polaron density dependence of luminescence quenching in conjugated
polymers, a solid‐state electrochemical cell was fabricated as described above. A
schematic of the device layout is shown in Figure 8.1a. The device contains a 100 nm film
of conjugated polymer. On the bottom side this film is contacted by a transparent ITO
electrode to allow for electronic charge carrier injection. The top side of the film is
electrochemically gated to allow ionic charge carrier injection. Dependent on the sign of
the applied bias voltage, the cell was electrochemically n‐type or p‐type doped. Schematic
illustrations of both types of doping are drawn in Figure 8.1b and c. This doping can be
viewed as electrostatic stabilization of injected electronic charges in the conjugated
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polymer by injected anions or cations. Note, in this context, the strong similarity to the
dynamic doping process occurring in LECs. 14‐15
pristine
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Figure 8.1 (a) Schematic device layout for electrochemical doping of light‐emitting polymers (LEP).
The same schematic after p‐type and n‐type electrochemical doping is shown in (b) and (c)
respectively. Dark gray, light gray, white, and black dots represent anions, cations, holes, and
electrons, respectively.
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To determine the doping density dependence of the exciton quenching in the conjugated
polymer films, two experiments were performed simultaneously: i) the change in the
photoluminescence of the illuminated film was measured and ii) the polymer film was
gradually, electrochemically doped. To confirm that doping of the conjugated polymer
indeed took place, the optical absorption was monitored in an additional experiment.

800

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8.2 PL‐excitation and PL‐emission spectra of SY‐PPV, MDMO‐PPV, and P3HT. For the PL
excitation measurements a detection wavelength of 550 nm was used. For the PL emission
measurements an excitation wavelength of 440 nm was used.

Prior to the experiment photoluminescence (PL) excitation and emission spectra were
determined for the different polymer films (Figure 8.2). The wavelengths at which the
spectra show a peak were used as the excitation and emission wavelength during the
transient quenching experiment. To compensate for the background emission an ITO‐
electrolyte‐Au device was prepared and characterized at the same emission and excitation
wavelengths. During the doping experiments, that are explained below, the normalized
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change in PL was determined as well. In Figure 8.3, it is indicated by the solid line. As the
doping progresses in time, the PL is found to decrease.
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Figure 8.3 PL (solid line), applied bias voltage (dashed line), and current (dotted line) transients
during p‐type doping of SY‐PPV. The device was excited at λ = 440 nm. PL was detected at λ = 550
nm.

Regarding the doping experiments, a stepwise increasing bias voltage was applied to the
contacts as shown by the dashed line in Figure 8.3. Each bias level was maintained for
approximately 300 s to allow doping to saturate. A typical trace of the current passing
through the cell is indicated on a logarithmic scale by the dotted line in Figure 8.3. After
each bias voltage step, the current is observed to quickly increase, followed by a slow
decrease towards a constant value. This constant value is attributed to leakage and cannot
be related to ongoing electrochemical doping: ions are blocked by the ITO electrode, and
electronic carriers are blocked by the electrolyte, so the electronic current should
ultimately vanish when maintaining a constant bias voltage. This interpretation is
substantiated by the stabilization of the PL quenching signal (light gray line) after each
voltage step on the same time scale as on which the current stabilizes. The fact that the PL
signal does not completely stabilize indicates either a slow redistribution of doping or
ongoing, slow injection of ions into the semiconductor. Leakage currents may be related
to Au diffused into the electrolyte, forming conducting pathways. However, for example in
Ref. 16 we have observed a penetration of Cs into a soft polymer layer by only 15 nm.
The much lower reactivity of Au may, however, increase the penetration depth. By
subtracting the leakage current from the overall current at each bias voltage, the doping
current is determined. Integration of this current with respect to time then gives the
amount of doping put into the 100 nm film. By dividing by the volume of the film the
doping density is obtained. As the leakage current can only be estimated, an error in the
doping density arises which may approximately be a factor 2, as deduced from repetitive
measurements (see supplemental Figure 8.9a in paragraph 8.6).
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During doping of the conjugated polymer, the same amount of ions, oppositely charged, is
transported towards the electrolyte‐electrode interface and must be electrostatically
compensated. We assume electric double layer formation of 1 nm at a completely flat
interface would give rise to a significant voltage drop of 3 V,17 which is equal to the
maximum applied potential. Clearly this assumption is not correct as a bias voltage of 3 V
is found to be sufficient to dope the organic semiconductor so that a significant bleaching
peak in the absorbance occurs, as is discussed below. The absence of large voltage drops
at the electrolyte‐electrode interface may be related to a large irregular surface area
induced by diffusion of Au into the electrolyte during deposition.16 Furthermore diffusion
of ions through Au during the experiment is also possible, and has been reported before
by Matyba et al.14
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Figure 8.4 PL quenching as a function of doping density for SY‐PPV, MDMO PPV, and P3HT.

Combination of the results in Figure 8.3 allowed characterization of the doping density
dependence of the PL quenching process. This was done similarly for n‐ and p‐type doping
of SY‐PPV as well as for p‐type doping of MDMO‐PPV and P3HT. The results are shown in
Figure 8.4. The vertical error bars are related to the PL signal not being stable yet. In each
case a relatively strong decrease in PL emission occurs at doping densities between 1∙1024
and 2∙1025 m‐3, which corresponds to doping levels of approximately 0.1 % and 1.0 % when
assuming a density of states of 1027 m‐3.18 The doping density is determined by integrating
the current after correction for the leakage current. The magnitude of the leakage current
is however uncertain. Therefore the doping density was also calculated without
accounting for the leakage current. The relative contribution of leakage and doping
current (as shown in supplemental Figure 8.9b in paragraph 8.6) shows that the doping
and leakage current increase roughly in parallel. This limits the relative error in the
extracted doping concentration, which is the important quantity in the present discussion.
To quantify the effects of the leakage current, we added corresponding error margins in
Figure 8.4. The indicated upper limit is given by the absolute maximum of possible doping
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density in case we correct for no or an underestimated (for P3HT) leakage current. The
data point itself is based on the (over)estimated leakage current and forms therefore a
lower limit. A reference measurement on a cell without organic semiconductor is included
in supplemental Figure 8.10. Neither indications of side‐reactions were observed in the
measured current nor any change in color. More importantly, the leakage currents found
here are approximately an order of magnitude below the currents observed in the full
device, i.e. with the semiconductor present, indicating that the latter is dominated by
doping and not by leakage, in line with our arguments above. In more detail, in
supplemental Figure 8.10 we calculated the associated charge densities by integration of
the leakage currents. The integrated carrier density in the devices with organic
semiconductor is at least larger by an order of magnitude than without the
semiconductor, demonstrating that the extracted doping densities are maximally
overestimated by 10 %.
For accurate determination of the doping density a homogeneous doping distribution is
required. The incomplete stabilization of the PL signal observed in Figure 8.3 indicates that
doping redistributes. Likely, ions are injected in the film in a filamentary or otherwise
inhomogeneous manner, causing strong quenching in those regions. However, the
corresponding density gradients are unstable and a redistribution of ions will follow,
lowering the maximum concentrations and reducing the quenching. The tendency of ions
to redistribute is related to drift and diffusion, both in favor of a homogeneous
distribution. Another, indirect, indication that the doping is relatively homogeneous is the
abrupt reduction of PL versus doping density as shown in Figure 8.4 for SY‐PPV.
Inhomogeneity, i.e. the formation of doped and undoped domains would correspond to a
more gradual reduction of the PL signal. The absence of substantial inhomogeneity is
finally substantiated by optical inspection of the device darkening during doping, which
was found to be homogeneous within the experimental resolution of 102 µm.
Comparison between p‐ and n‐type doping in SY‐PPV demonstrates that p‐type doping
quenches at lower carrier densities. This is in line with observations in planar LECs. In such
cells both types of doping are present simultaneously. The n‐type doped regions of PPV
are typically observed to quench less than the p‐type doping regions.15 Here, we show that
this behavior can at least partially be explained by stronger PL quenching by p‐type
doping. A comparison between P3HT and MDMO‐PPV shows only small differences in
shape and critical doping density of PL quenching by p‐type doping. N‐type doping in
MDMO‐PPV and P3HT occurred at relatively large bias voltages at which electrochemical
reactions with the electrolyte distort the measurements. Therefore, these measurements
were not included. The functional shape of the quenching curve of P3HT and MDMO‐PPV
seems to be different from that of SY‐PPV. We return to this at the end of the discussion
section.
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Figure 8.5 Absorbance of (a) p‐ and (b) n‐type doping in SY‐PPV at different doping levels. The
absorbance by doping is determined by subtracting the absorbance at any bias voltage by the
absorbance of the unbiased cell: Adoping = A(Vbias) – A(Vbias = 0). A semi‐transparent Au top
electrode was used with a thickness of 30 nm. The black arrows indicate the change in absorbance
for larger doping densities, starting at zero doping. The insets show the normalized PL (gray
dashed) and the absorbance (black solid) by doping as a function of applied bias.

Next to the effect of PL quenching induced by doping, the absorption spectrum of the
dopants was also measured in SY‐PPV. The change in absorbance by doping of SY‐PPV is
plotted in Figure 8.5(a) and (b) for p‐ and n‐type doping, respectively. The negative
differential absorbance at λ = 460 nm is at the same position as the absorption spectrum
of SY‐PPV (dotted light gray line in Figure 8.2). The effect is therefore related to bleaching:
doping fills the density of states, reducing the number of sites available for the formation
of excitons.12 This bleaching is an important observation as it indicates filling of the density
of states of the light‐emitting polymer. The enhanced transmission due to ground state
bleaching of ΔT/T  2.1 (see Figure 8.5(a); the trace where a bleaching peak at λ = 460 nm
is observed of A = ‐0.5, where ΔT/T = 10‐A‐1) was measured at an electrically determined
charge density between 5∙1026 and 3∙1027 m‐3. To estimate whether these values are
reasonable, we made a comparison with values obtained from Ref. 19‐20, where a relative
enhancement in transmission by 6∙10‐4 was observed at a (photoexcited) charge density of
1∙1024 m‐3. Making the reasonable assumption that bleaching is linear in density, densities
of 5∙1026 and 3∙1027 m‐3 would then lead to ΔT/T between 0.3 and 1.8, respectively. This
value is in more than reasonable agreement with the ΔT/T  2.1 we measure, especially
since we ignore differences, for example in site density, between the materials. This
confirms that electrochemical doping of the conjugated polymer indeed takes place and
that the calculated doping density by the integration of the current is reliable.
To determine whether the PL quenching in Figure 8.4 originates from the reduced optical
density as observed in Figure 8.5, the relative absorbance and the normalized PL are
plotted in the same graph in the insets in Figure 8.5a and b. For both p‐ and n‐type doping
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of SY‐PPV, bleaching sets in clearly after the majority of PL has already been quenched.
Hence PL quenching and absorption bleaching are independent processes in this respect.
At larger wavelengths in Figure 8.5a and b absorption bands appear for both n‐ and p‐type
doping. These bands sit partially at the same wavelength as the PL spectrum of SY‐PPV
(solid light gray line in Figure 8.2) and are attributed to polaron absorption.12

8.4 Discussion
To interpret the results shown in Figure 8.4, first the effect of applying a bias voltage to
the device (see Figure 8.1a) needs to be understood. Initially, the PEO is filled with ions
whereas the PPV is considered empty. The difference in chemical potential of the ions in
both layers is expected to be strongly in favor of the PEO film due to its chemical
structure. This difference forms an ion injection barrier which impedes ion injection into
the PPV film. This difference across the PEO‐PPV interface is however opposed by i) a
difference in ion density resulting in an ion diffusion current and ii) a difference in
electrostatic potential due to the bias voltage applied to the contacts. Increasing the
applied bias voltage results in an increased ion density at the interface, enlarging both the
potential drop and the density gradient at the interface. This, in turn, drives ions into the
semiconductor. In the experiment the bias voltage is increased stepwise and ion injection
is observed at sufficiently large voltages. K+ or CF3SO3‐ injection in SY‐PPV are observed to
start at |Vbias|  1.6 V and 1.2 V for n‐ and p‐type doping, respectively, see insets in Figure
8.5a and b.
The exciton quenching process in Figure 8.4 is the result of an interaction between a
polaron, stabilized by an ionic dopant, and an exciton. No significant external electric field,
which could also contribute to exciton quenching, is expected within the SY‐PPV layer: the
boundary conditions induced by the electrode and the electrolyte result in a
homogeneous pile‐up of ionic and electronic carriers in the SY‐PPV film. Once injected by,
respectively, the electrolyte or the electrode, the carrier cannot leave the film through the
other contact. This means that ultimately the net electronic and ionic current must be
zero. The net current is determined by drift and diffusion, which should thus cancel or
both be equal to zero. As the doping mechanism leads to electronic and ionic carriers
having the same density profile, diffusion is in the same direction for both types of
carriers. Drift, however, is in opposite directions for both types of carriers due to the
difference in charge. Hence, to obtain a zero net electronic and ionic current the drift and
diffusion components of the ionic dopants and the polarons must both be zero. The zero
diffusion current implies that constant concentrations for electronic and ionic carriers are
present. These qualitative arguments are confirmed by numerical drift‐diffusion
simulations shown in supplemental Figure 8.11.
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Regarding exciton quenching by polarons, two alternative processes shall be considered:
Förster resonance energy transfer and charge transfer. Other alternatives like multipolar
interactions21 were not considered. Diffusion of the exciton through the film prior to
quenching must, however, be accounted for. Polaron diffusion was found to be negligible
compared to exciton diffusion, as will be justified below in section C. In Figure 8.6 a
schematic representation is given of both models. In the next two paragraphs these
models are discussed in detail and will be related to our experimental findings.
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Figure 8.6 Schematic representation of the considered exciton quenching mechanisms in a random
distribution of doping sites: (a,c) Förster resonance energy transfer and (b,d) charge transfer. Both
mechanisms are preceded by exciton diffusion.

8.4.1 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)
Resonance energy transfer is an energy transfer between a donor and an acceptor.22 In
our case the acceptor is an electron‐ or hole‐polaron that is excited to a higher state, as
illustrated in Figure 8.6a. Since the donor loses its excitation by to the acceptor by the
coupling of transition dipoles it is a non‐radiative loss process. Spectral overlap, however,
is required between the emission spectrum of the donor and the excitation spectrum of
the acceptor to make the process efficient. The spectra in, respectively, Figure 8.2 and
Figure 8.5 show that this is indeed the case in SY‐PPV for exciton emission and polaron
excitation. In the next subsections two possible scenarios for FRET are explained.
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8.4.1.1 Single pair of fixed dipoles
The most basic description of FRET is between a donor and an acceptor that are two
dipoles, fixed in their relative orientation and position. The transfer rate constant derived
by Förster is expressed as
(8.1)

,

where
is the lifetime of the donor in absence of energy transfer, r is the distance
is the critical distance at which the probability of
between donor and acceptor, and
can be determined
transfer and decay of the donor is equal. The Förster radius
experimentally and is expressed as

,

(8.2)

where
is the orientational factor, Φ is the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor
is the normalized
without transfer, n is the average refractive index of the medium,
is the molar absorption coefficient of the
fluorescence spectrum of the donor, and
acceptor.
In our case, this description of FRET does not apply as the formed exciton is likely to be
mobile and is excited in a film filled with multiple acceptors. Therefore, exciton diffusion
and multiple acceptors need to be taken into account for a correct description.
8.4.1.2 Exciton diffusion with multiple acceptors
The exciton quenching process can be described by diffusion with a sink term,
⁄ , with the correct distance dependence between the donor and acceptor, r.22‐23 The
donor and acceptor are approximated as point dipoles, i.e. excluding delocalization of the
polaron and exciton. For excitons a delocalization over several monomer subunits may be
expected (e.g. 1 nm24). Polarons compensated by ions at relatively low doping levels of
1% are more localized due to the ionic Coulomb trap (i.e. < 1 nm).13 The diffusion
equation then becomes
,

,

, ,

(8.3)

where CE is the exciton density and Dexc the exciton diffusion coefficient. Gösele et al.
found the following approximate solution to this problem:23
4

1

/

,

(8.4)
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where
/

0.676

(8.5)

.

The fluorescence decay after excitation can then be described by

0
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1

exp
4

1

(8.6)

2

2∙4

√ ,

where CA is the density of the absorbing species. The ratio in fluorescence quantum yield
with (Φ ) and without (Φ ) the presence of a quencher then becomes:
∙

(8.7)

√

.

To fit Eq. (8.7) to the experimental data, the following values were taken from literature:
kdecay = 1/
= 1.54 ns‐1 found in SY‐PPV and Dexc = 3∙10‐8 m2 s‐1 found in the related NRS‐
PPV.25‐26 These fits are shown in Figure 8.7a (solid black lines) for different values of R0
ranging from 1 to 4 nm. The dashed gray lines indicate similar fits with the only difference
that Dexc = 0 m2s‐1 to illustrate the effect of resonance energy transfer quenching of
immobile excitons excited in a semiconductor that is homogeneously filled with polarons.
As expected, diffusion significantly enhances the likelihood of quenching. As quenching
occurs at distances (2.5 nm) larger than the size of an exciton delocalized over several
monomer subunits (1 nm), the point dipole approximation gives a valid estimation of the
polaron‐induced exciton quenching with an error margin of 1 nm.
8.4.2 Charge transfer (CT)
To derive an expression of the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor as a function of
the doping density, the following simple model was used. An exciton diffuses step‐wise
through the semiconductor. After each step the exciton has a probability to decay
radiatively, Pdecay, or a probability, Pquench, to arrive next to a polaron, which results in
quenching of the exciton when the polaron recombines with the charge of opposite
polarity in the exciton, as illustrated in Figure 8.6b and d. Here we assume that polarons
and excitons can only occupy one site and that quenching always takes place when the
exciton is next to a polaron as CT is a relatively fast process.27 By comparison of these
probabilities, the probability of exciton quenching can be determined as a function of
doping density.
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The exciton quenching probability after one diffusion step can be related to the ratio of
doped site density ndoping and the density of states nDOS:
(8.8)

,

where A is the average number of new neighboring sites that can quench the exciton. The
value of A depends on the coordination of the excitons and polarons. In the first instance,
a one‐dimensional system is assumed for the polymer system. To determine the
quenching probability as a function of doping density, nDOS = 6∙1026 m‐3 and A = 2 were
taken.18 Furthermore we assumed ‘physical’ contact between exciton and charge is
required for quenching and nDOS‐1 equals the mean volume of a site –we assume excitons
and polarons sit on sites of equal volume. Clearly, this is a gross simplification as some
tunneling is likely to be relevant to quenching, implying the presence of a spatial gap and
thus a reduced site volume. Here, nDOS‐1 is thus a coarse upper limit to the ‘real’ exciton
and polaron volumes. The used value for nDOS, 6∙1026 m‐3, puts an upper limit just above 1
nm3, consistent with the length scales of a delocalized exciton.24
The radiative decay rate of a single exciton was set to a fixed rate krad,decay. For an
ensemble of excitons this gives rise to an exponential radiative decay with a radiative
decay rate krad,decay when exciton‐exciton interactions are ignored. The time of a single
diffusion step is set equal to the time needed to overcome the distance of one
⁄

neighboring site

by diffusion. The diffusion length r is, in turn, related to the
2

exciton diffusion constant Dexc as

. The radiative decay probability during

this single diffusion step can then be described by

,

,

1

∙

/

.

(8.9)

To determine the radiative decay probability, the following values were taken from
literature: krad,decay = 1.54 ns‐1 and Dexc = 3∙10‐8 m2 s‐1.25‐26
Under the assumption that initial and final sites are independent the
fluorescence quantum yield can then be determined by:
,
,

,

(8.10)

A fit of this function for the given parameters is shown in Figure 8.7b by the solid black
lines for A = 6, 4, 3, 2 neighbors. The dashed gray lines indicate similar fits with the only
difference that Dexc = 0 m2 s‐1 to illustrate the effect of CT quenching of immobile excitons
excited in a semiconductor that is homogeneously filled with polarons. An alternative
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approach to determine the effect of CT on the fluorescence quantum yield is by using Eq.
⁄ ,10, 28 which must be solved numerically. An
(8.3) with a sink term ~ exp
analytical expression can however be found when solving Eq. 3 for k = 0 and the boundary
condition that the probability of exciton quenching equals 1 when the exciton is inside a
⁄

sphere with radius Rc around the acceptor.22 A fit based on this model for
‐1

‐8

,

2 ‐1

krad,decay = 1.54 ns and Dexc = 3∙10 m s gives fits qualitatively similar to the fits based on
Eq. (8.10).25‐26
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Figure 8.7 Fits (lines) of the PL quenching data (symbols + shaded region) of n‐type doping of SY‐
PPV (down triangles) and p‐type doping of SY‐PPV (up triangles), MDMO‐PPV (squares) and P3HT
(dots). (a) Fits following the resonance energy transfer model without diffusion are dashed gray
(see Eq. (8.7); Dexc = 0 m2 s‐1; R0 = 4, 2.5, 1.5, 1.0 nm from left to right) and with diffusion solid
‐8
2 ‐1
black (see Eq. (8.7); Dexc = 3∙10 m s ; R0 = 4, 2.5, 1.5, 1.0 nm from left to right). (b) Fits following
the charge transfer model without diffusion dashed gray (see Eq. (8.10); Dexc = 0 m2 s‐1; A = 2, 3, 4,
6 neighbors from left to right) and with diffusion solid black (see Eq. (8.10); Dexc = 3∙10‐8 m2 s‐1; A =
2, 3, 4, 6 neighbors from left to right).

8.4.3 Comparison of FRET and CT
Comparison between the fits related to FRET and CT in Figure 8.7 shows that there is little
qualitative difference in the doping dependence between the two quenching mechanisms.
This demonstrates that instead of the actual quenching model, FRET or CT, the
homogeneous density of quenchers determines the qualitative doping density
dependence of the exciton quenching. In fact it is not at all unlikely that both processes,
CT and FRET, take place simultaneously. Given the fact that the doping density
dependence is slightly different for both models, the relative contributions of both
processes would also be dependent on the doping density. Regarding diffusion, also
polaron diffusion may play a role in exciton quenching. This is however only the case for
high mobility semiconductors like P3HT. The exciton diffusion itself can also be expected
to be doping density dependent. An indication for this is discussed below.
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The data that is qualitatively fit by both models is that of the p‐type doping in MDMO‐PPV
and P3HT. The shift towards a lower doping density observed for P3HT can be related to
the larger exciton diffusion coefficient in P3HT:29 1.8∙10‐7 m2 s‐1 compared to 3.2∙10‐8 m2 s‐1
in MDMO‐PPV.30 The exciton lifetime in both materials is similar.31‐32 It should be noted
that given the exciton lifetime and the exciton diffusion coefficients of P3HT and MDMO‐
PPV, a relatively small value of R0 of 1‐1.5 nm is needed to quantitatively fit FRET in
Figure 8.7a. The error in experimentally determined doping density of roughly a factor 2
results in an uncertainty in R0 of 0.5 nm. By measurement of the absorption spectrum in
reflectance of p‐type doping in MDMO‐PPV (see supplemental Figure 8.12a), R0 could be
calculated from Eq. (8.2). To this purpose the emission spectrum as shown in Figure 8.2
was used. The orientation factor κ2 was taken to be 0.65533 and the refractive index n is
estimated to be 2.34 Note that κ2 can possibly range between 0 and 4. In case the donor
and emitter dipole lie in a plane κ2 equals 0.655.22, 33 A fluorescence quantum yield of 8%
was taken from Ref. 35. The resultant R0 for p‐type doping in MDMO‐PPV was found to be
approximately 3.0±0.3 nm. This value is larger than the fitted value of 1.5 nm in Figure
8.7b. However, the factor 2 difference is well within the margins induced by the
uncertainties in the assumed exciton lifetime and diffusion coefficient, in the orientation
factor and in the measured doping density.
The data for SY‐PPV are, on the other hand, not nicely fit by either of the two models, see
Figure 8.7: the PL declines steeply at relatively large doping densities. The onset of PL
quenching at these large doping densities can only be reconciled with the models when
exciton diffusion is excluded (see Figure 8.7a and b for Dexc = 0). Regarding FRET, a R0 of
maximally 2.5 and 1.5 nm would then be required for exciton quenching by p‐ and n‐
type doping, respectively. To address the consistency of this hypothesis, R0 was calculated
from Eq. (8.2), using the emission spectrum of SY‐PPV in Figure 8.2. The molar absorption
coefficients of the n‐ and p‐type polarons were determined by either the absorption
spectra in Figure 8.5 or the absorption spectra measured in reflectance in supplemental
Figure 8.12a. These absorption spectra were taken at known doping densities. The
orientation factor κ2 was again taken to be 0.65533 and the refractive index n to be 2.34 A
fluorescence quantum yield of 17% was taken from Ref. 25. The resultant values of R0 for
p‐ and n‐type doping were 2.8±0.6 nm and 2.3±0.4, respectively. This means that the
rather large p‐type doping density threshold at which PL in SY‐PPV is quenched can indeed
be explained by both the FRET and the CT modeling in case exciton diffusion is somehow
blocked. For n‐type doping an R0 value of 2.3±0.4 nm would suggest a stronger quenching
by FRET than observed in Figure 8.7a, even when diffusion is excluded. However, the
sources of possible errors discussed above for MDMO‐PPV can also in this case very well
lead to this discrepancy.
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Figure 8.8 (a) Schematic device layout of the electrochemical transistor. (b) Electronic carrier
mobility as a function of doping density. Lines were added that serve as guides to the eye to
visualize the density threshold after which the mobility is observed to increase significantly.

The sudden drop in PL intensity beyond the onset of quenching may then be related to an
enhancement of the exciton diffusion: in case exciton diffusion in SY‐PPV rapidly increases
around a p‐type doping density of 2∙1024 m‐3, a rapid transition between the dashed gray
line and the solid black line for, as an example, R0 = 2.5 nm is expected in Figure 8.7a. This
would then be in line with the experimentally obtained PL quenching profile for p‐type
doping in SY‐PPV. To substantiate the suggestion of an abrupt increase in exciton diffusion
and to provide a possible physical reason, mobility measurements in n‐ and p‐type doped
SY‐PPV in an electrochemical transistor structure (see Figure 8.8a) were performed. The
results show a threshold for the doping density dependence of the mobility, as plotted in
Fig. 8b. Interestingly, the thresholds for n‐ and p‐type doping in Figure 8.8b coincide quite
well with the densities at which the sudden transitions in Figure 8.7 occur. Note that the
error in experimentally determined doping density is relatively small at these low doping
densities. Also note the coincidence of doping density at which PL quenching is initiated
and at which the mobility is enhanced. This suggests a direct connection between on the
one hand charge mobility and trapping, and on the other hand exciton diffusion.36 Within
the lifetime of the exciton, diffusion by polarons is, however, not significant in SY‐PPV.
From the mobilities in Figure 8.8b and the Einstein relation, a polaron diffusion constant
Dpol between 10‐14 m2 s‐1 and 10‐11 m2 s‐1 can be estimated. These numbers are small
compared to the exciton diffusion constant that is in the range 10‐8 m2 s‐1. Nevertheless,
the relatively weak quenching in SY PPV found here (again) confirms the finding that
electroluminescence from copolymers is relatively strong compared to their homopolymer
counterparts, e.g. MDMO‐PPV.37‐38
In principle the abrupt PL quenching in SY‐PPV could also be related to an erroneous
determination of the doping density. Due to the chemical potential difference at the
PEO:LEP interface, an electric double layer (EDL) is formed by a small (fraction of the)
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charging current before actual doping sets in. A difference in chemical potential for the
ions in SY‐PPV, MDMO‐PPV and P3HT might then result in the different quenching profiles
as shown in Figure 8.4. A 1 nm sheet electric double layer with a potential drop of 1 V
would then correspond to a surface charge density of 3∙1021 m‐2. Such a charge density
residing in a 1 nm sheet at the interface would correspond to a doping concentration in
the entire film (100 nm) of a factor 100/1 = 100 times lower. Since the biases used in the
experiment are in the 0 V to 3 V range, the amount of doping lost to EDL formation is
negligible in comparison to the total doping concentration. Hence, the anomalous
behavior in SY‐PPV compared to MDMO‐PPV or P3HT cannot be attributed to a difference
in chemical potentials between these materials.
The qualitative behavior of the doping dependence of PL quenching in the experiment and
the models (see Figure 8.7) confirms on hindsight that the experiment is characterized by
homogeneous doping. Successive doping of phase separated regions would lead to a two‐
step reduction of the PL. In case such an effect is more gradual, then quenching would still
be expected to be distributed over a larger total injected charge density (horizontal axis of
Figure 8.7) than in the case of homogeneous doping. The models assume a homogeneous
doping density and are able to model the qualitative behavior relatively well (for P3HT and
MDMO‐PPV). It is in this context important that, for both models, changes in parameter
values have little or no effect on the steepness of the slope; hence, an inhomogeneity‐
induced broadening cannot easily be mapped on (a change in) any of the fitting
parameters. A steeper doping density dependence (for SY‐PPV) is furthermore not in line
with the doping over phase‐separated regions as indicated above. Therefore, combined
with the discussion in the Experimental results section, we do not see any indication that
significant inhomogeneous doping of the conjugated polymer takes place.
The doping densities at which polaron‐induced exciton quenching occurs are relevant
densities for various types of devices. In efficient polymer LECs, salt densities of 6∙1025 m‐
3
are present in the active layer.39 In case all salt dissociates into ions, such salt densities
lead to highly doped regions that can quench all excitons in case they sit close to the
recombination zone. Organic light‐emitting diodes operating in the space charge limited
regime on the other hand generally do not reach the carrier densities found here for
exciton quenching. Only when relatively large bias voltages are used to obtain high
brightness may the polaron density result in significant exciton quenching.1 In light‐
emitting field effect transistors carrier densities in the range 1024‐1026 m‐3 pile up near the
recombination zone. As a result exciton‐polaron quenching may significantly reduce the
efficiency if not prevented by, for example, the introduction of multiple layers to separate
carrier transport from carrier recombination.40 In bulk heterojunction solar cells, polaron
densities around 1022 m‐3 are typically reached under illumination.41 Therefore, in these
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cells, polaron‐induced exciton quenching is unlikely to lead to a significant reduction in
efficiency.

8.5 Conclusions
The effect of polaron‐induced exciton quenching in conjugated polymers has been studied
in a solid‐state polymer film. By controlled electrochemical doping the polaron density
dependence of the exciton quenching could be determined in several polymers. The
density was furthermore confirmed by the occurrence of a bleaching peak in the optical
absorption. The critical doping density at which exciton quenching occurs ranges between
1∙1024‐2∙1025 m‐3 , including the experimental uncertainty, setting an upper limit for the
carrier density near and at the recombination zone of efficient emissive devices. The
density dependence itself could be modeled by considering exciton diffusion followed by
either charge transfer or Förster resonance energy transfer in a homogeneous density of
polarons. Both FRET and CT qualitatively fit the data. Fitting with parameters obtained
from literature resulted in reasonable quantitative fits with PL quenching occurring at
similar polaron densities. It shows that for interpreting experimental data related to
polaron‐induced exciton quenching, i) exciton diffusion, ii) charge transfer and iii)
resonance energy transfer should be considered. Thus, to reduce exciton quenching in
devices which convert electrical current in light, the exciton diffusion, the spectral overlap
between the emitting exciton and the absorbing polaron, and/or the polaron density need
to be reduced.
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Figure 8.9 (a) PL quenching as a function of doping density for SY‐PPV. (b) Integrated leakage and
doping current, c.f. Figure 8.3. To calculate the integrated leakage and doping current in (b) the
last current value at each voltage‐step in Figure 8.3 was assumed to be equal to the leakage
current during the whole voltage‐step. As this is likely an overestimation, the plotted integrated
leakage current should be regarded as an absolute upper limit. The error margins indicated in
Figure 8.4 are based on these upper limits.
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Figure 8.10 (a) Doping experiment without an organic semiconductor (see Figure 8.1(a)). The
observed current presumably originates from leakage and ion migration through the electrolyte.
The bias voltage of the top electrode was stepped from 0 to ±3.9 V in steps of ±0.3 V. No color
changes or other indications of side reactions related to the electrolyte or the ITO were observed.
Note also that the leakage currents here are approximately an order of magnitude below the
currents observed in the full device, i.e. with an organic semiconductor contacting the electrolyte,
indicating that the latter is dominated by doping and not by leakage. (b) The integrated carrier
density for negatively biased top contact for the device without conjugated polymer (CP) (see
Figure 8.10(a)) and with CP, i.e. SY‐PPV (see Figure 8.9(b)). Integrated leakage and doping current
of both series were included as well. To enable comparison, we assumed that the integrated
current (charge) in the device without CP is distributed over the same volume as for the device
‐5
‐3
with CP, i.e. SY‐PPV: 10 ∙0.091 cm , being the volume of the CP film. The integrated current
density related to doping is plotted versus bias voltage in (c) for comparison. Importantly the
carrier density in the device with CP is at least one order of magnitude above the integrated
carrier density in the reference cell without CP.
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Figure 8.12 Relative measurement of the absorption, measured in reflectance at various doping
densities for a) p‐type doped MDMO‐PPV, b) p‐type doped SY‐PPV and c) n‐type doped SY‐PPV.
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Chapter 9 Understanding the efficiency
in LECs

The admixed ions in LECs cause a trade‐off between electrical transport and luminescent
efficiency. Experiments and numerical modeling on thin film LECs prove that on the one
hand carrier injection and transport benefit from electrochemical doping by mobile ions,
whereas on the other hand the electroluminescent efficiency is reduced by exciton
quenching by polarons involved in the doping. As a consequence the quasi‐steady‐state
luminescent efficiency is found to decrease with increasing ion concentration. The transient
of the luminescent efficiency furthermore shows a characteristic roll‐off while the current
still increases, attributed to ongoing electrochemical doping and the associated quenching.
Both effects can be modeled by exciton polaron‐quenching described by diffusion‐assisted
Förster resonance energy transfer. These results indicate that the tradeoff between
efficiency and charge transport is fundamental in nature, suggesting that the application
realm of future LECs should likely be sought in high‐brightness, low‐production cost
devices, rather than in high‐efficiency devices.
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9.1 Introduction
Despite significant efforts aimed at improving the performance and the understanding of
light‐emitting electrochemical cells (LECs), their efficiency has remained low (20 lm W‐1 for
best reported white LEC1‐2) compared to multilayer organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs)
(114 lm W‐1 for best reported white OLED3). To determine the origin of the seemingly
limited performance of LECs, the conversion from electrical current into radiatively
decaying excitons must be fully understood. This conversion occurs through multiple
steps, starting from recombination of carriers into excitons followed by exciton decay and
the outcoupling of the generated light. As light outcoupling in LECs is expected to be
similar to that in OLEDs, the relatively low performance of LECs seems related to the
recombination and/or radiative efficiency.
The recombination efficiency of electrical carriers into excitons depends on the balance
between the injected electron and hole currents. In case of imbalanced currents part of
the injected charges do not recombine but leave the device via the oppositely charged
electrode.4 In well‐functioning LECs the high density of n‐ and p‐type doping (see e.g.
Figure 2.3a) make transport of free carriers through oppositely doped regions without
recombination unlikely.5 Therefore the conversion of electrical carriers into excitons is
regarded to be extremely efficient in LECs.6 Consequently no blocking layers, as typically
encountered in multilayer OLEDs, are required in LECs.7
Radiative decay of excitons into photons depends on several processes. First of all,
depending on the type of emitter only part of the formed excitons can decay radiatively.
Most polymers for example are singlet emitters, leaving only a quarter of the formed
excitons available for immediate radiative decay, assuming that singlet and triplet excitons
are formed with equal probability. Like in OLEDs, triplets can be harvested in LECs by the
use of triplet emitters8 or the addition of dyes.9 Despite the fine PL efficiency of the
materials used in LECs, e.g. polymers10 or ionic transition metal complexes (iTMCs)6, the
radiative efficiency of the operational device remains relatively low. To explain this, non‐
radiative decay processes should be considered. Quenching of excitons may be induced by
the large density of polarons in the doped regions, which was investigated for
homogeneous layers in Chapter 8. Additionally, exciton‐exciton interactions may also be
expected as excitons are predominantly formed in the relatively narrow intrinsic zone in
the dynamic p‐i‐n junction. Also impurities in the active layer related to the inclusion of an
electrolyte, may give rise to further reduction of the radiative exciton fraction.
A strong indication that excitons are quenched by polarons in LECs is the typical roll‐off in
efficiency that was described for polymer‐based LECs and iTMC‐LECs in Chapter 7. This
roll‐off occurs while the current density continues to increase, which indicates continuous
electrochemical doping. In Chapter 5 this slow doping process was attributed to slow
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dissociation of salt into mobile ions that subsequently can be used in doping. In fact, in a
number of recent papers doping‐related quenching was proposed as cause for the
efficiency roll‐off.11‐14 A formal justification of this assignment is however lacking.
Here we investigated the difference in efficiency in LECs compared to OLEDs based on the
same organic semiconductor. The origin of the efficiency roll‐off in LECs was studied in
detail as well as the influence of the admixed salt concentration c0 in the active layer on
the quasi‐steady‐state electroluminescent efficiency. To this purpose different series of
polymer LECs were prepared with varying active layer constituents to determine the effect
of the doping concentration on electrical transport and light emission. Experiments on
LECs with varying salt densities showed a strong reduction in quasi‐steady‐state efficiency
for increasing c0. Additionally, transient characterization of these devices displayed the
typical roll‐off in efficiency during electrochemical doping. The data was reproduced by
numerical modeling to constitute that, compared to OLEDs, the efficiency in LECs is limited
by doping‐induced exciton quenching. These results point towards a fundamental tradeoff
between charge transport and radiative decay by electrochemical doping in LECs.

9.2 Materials and methods
Device preparation: The conjugated polymer used in the active layer of the sandwich LECs
is a phenyl‐substituted poly(p‐phenylene vinylene) copolymer (SY‐PPV, Merck, catalogue
number PDY‐132), commonly termed “Super Yellow”. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, Mw =
5∙105 g mol‐1, Aldrich) was used as received. The salt potassium trifluoromethanesulfonate
(KCF3SO3, 98 %, Aldrich) was dried at a temperature T = 373 K under vacuum before use.
SY‐PPV (5 mg ml‐1), PEO (10 mg ml‐1), and KCF3SO3 (20 mg ml‐1) were dissolved in
cyclohexanone (> 99 %, anhydrous, Aldrich). These solutions were mixed together in
varying weight ratios. The resultant stock solutions were thereafter stirred on a magnetic
hot plate at T = 323 K for at least 5 h.
Cleaned glass/ITO substrates were optionally first spin‐coated with poly(3,4‐
ethylenedioxythiophene)‐poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS, Clevios P VP AI 4083) from
Heraeus (at 2000 RPM for 60 s) and subsequently transferred to a glove box under N2
atmosphere ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) where the substrates were annealed for 10
minutes at 120 oC. All the next steps were done in a glove box. Subsequently the stock
solution was spin coated (in general at 1000 RPM for 60 s) after which the samples were
dried at T = 323 K for at least 2 h on a hot plate. Then the substrates were transferred to a
thermal evaporator where LiF/Al or Al electrodes were deposited by thermal evaporation
under high vacuum (p  10‐6 mbar) on top of the spin‐coated films. The active areas of the
devices, defined by a shadow mask, were either 0.091 or 0.161 cm2. The thickness of the
active layers was measured after complete electrical characterization by profilometry in
air.
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Electrical characterization: Current‐luminance‐voltage characteristics were measured by a
Keithley 2636a sourcemeter and a silicon photodiode. The brightness was calibrated with
a luminance meter (LS‐110 Konica‐Minolta). In general two types of measurements were
performed. Current and luminance were measured while sweeping the bias voltage Vbias.
To achieve reproducible I‐V curves, 3 subsequent voltage sweeps were performed
typically from 0 V to 8 V to 0 V in 20 s. In addition, the current and luminance were also
measured as a function of time at a constant bias voltage of 6 V.
Computational details: For the numerical simulations, the 2‐dimensional model was used
which is described in detail in Appendix A. Here follows a general description of the used
parameters. Deviating parameters are mentioned in the discussion. The model was used
to describe a 1D device with constant grid‐point spacing of 2 nm and a total active layer
thickness of 100 nm. The carrier mobility was chosen to be field and doping independent
and set to µp/n = 10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1 unless stated otherwise. The anion and cation mobilities
were chosen to be µion = 10‐12 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The ion mobility at the interface layer at the
contacts was set to zero to prevent accumulation at the electrodes. If not, an unphysically
large amount of ions would pile up next to the electrodes and is completely screened by
the metal electrode. This is a crude but sufficient way of introducing a limit to doping
density due to finite ion size effects. The temperature is set at 300 K and the relative
dielectric constant at 4. A semiconductor band gap of 2.4 eV was chosen and ohmic and
non‐ohmic injection was modeled by setting the electron and hole injection barriers to 0.1
and 1.2 eV, respectively. Carrier injection was described by the ‘modified Boltzmann’
method as described by Eq. A.21 in appendix A.2. The applied bias voltage is 3.5 V. The
initial homogeneous salt density was set at varying values ranging from 1022 to 3∙1026 nm‐
3
. Optionally a binding energy between the ions was introduced as explained in Appendix
(m3 s‐1).
A.4 with varying values for the binding energy Es and the capture coefficient
Optionally a doping dependent mobility described by A.23 in Appendix A.3 was used with
the parameters A = ‐1∙10‐11, B = 7.2∙10‐10 and C = 0.167 which were obtained by fitting the
doping dependent mobility measured in SY‐PPV shown in Figure 8.8b.
Exciton quenching by polarons is described in the model by diffusion‐mediated Förster
resonance energy transfer (see Chapter 8.4.1.2). Implementation of this model is as
follows. For each time step an exciton quenching rate is calculated at each grid‐point for a
given polaron density on the same grid‐point. Diffusion of excitons between grid points is
included. Diffusion within a grid‐point is taken into account via the implemented exciton
quenching rate. The polaron density dependent singlet exciton quenching rate kPQ (m‐3 s‐1)
is based on Eq. 8.5 and Eq. 8.6:
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where Reff is an effective quenching radius based on the Förster critical radius for
quenching and exciton diffusion with diffusion constant Dexc as described by Eq. 8.5. CA is
the acceptor concentration, which is set equal to the sum of the electron and hole
densities, and t0 is the time step taken in the simulation. Note that polarons on
neighboring grid‐points do not contribute to exciton quenching, which will give rise to
some error in the quenching rate.
The computational time to reach quasi‐steady‐state depends on the number of time steps
taken. In simulating LEC transients, the transient length is determined by the slowest
process, ion redistribution, whereas the maximum time step is determined by the fastest
process, related to exciton diffusion and decay. To obtain a reasonable computational
time, which is proportional to the ratio of the transient length and the time step, we
, and
needed to slow down the fastest processes. The inverse lifetime of the excitons,
Dexc were reduced by a factor 10‐5. The resultant delay can, however, give errors in the
simulation of the transient behavior of the exciton decay processes. To minimize this
effect for transients which are limited by the movement of ions, care is taken that the ion
diffusion coefficient Dion = µionkT/q remains smaller than Dexc by at least a factor 10.

9.3 Results and discussion
The luminescent efficiency of polymer LECs is experimentally investigated by
measurement of the transient luminescent efficiency and quasi‐steady‐state luminescent
efficiency in devices with varying doping concentrations. The doping concentration is
altered by variation of the admixed salt density c0. Simulations to complement the
experiments were performed by the numerical model.
9.3.1 Steady‐state operation
To avoid studying injection limited devices, LECs were prepared with low work function
cathodes, LiF‐Al, and high work function anodes, ITO‐PEDOT:PSS, to enable ohmic
injection in the semiconductor, SY‐PPV. The active layer consisted of PPV:PEO in a fixed
weight ratio of 5:1 and a variable amount of salt, KCF3SO3, resulting in an average salt
density between 1024 and 1027 m‐3. Several series of LECs were studied with varying
active layer thickness L of 100±10, 250±25 and 600±40 nm. The latter two series of LECs
were prepared by spin‐coating subsequent layers on top of each other. Before spin‐
coating, care was taken that the previous layers on the substrate were dry. These devices
were electrically characterized by subsequent voltage sweeps up to 8 V. During these
sweeps, the current density was found to converge to a single quasi‐steady‐state value at
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8 V. The current density and luminance at 8 V are plotted for all three series in Figure 9.1a
and b.
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Figure 9.1 (a,b) Experimentally (Vbias = 8 V) and (c,d) numerically (Vbias = 3.5 V) determined quasi‐
steady‐state current density and luminance of LECs. In (a,b) the active layer thicknesses of the ITO‐
PEDOT‐PPV:PEO:Salt=5:1:x‐LiF‐Al devices is indicated. No luminance measurements were
performed on the 250 nm cells. The thickness of the modeled LEC was 100 nm. Heavy lines guide
the eye.

To enable qualitative comparison with the experiments, the results of simulations are
shown in Figure 9.1c and d of the steady‐state current density and luminance of an LEC
biased at 3.5 V. Here L is 100 nm and a constant electronic carrier mobility is assumed.
Due to long calculation times, only a single device thickness (L) was used in the modeling.
Given the constant electronic carrier mobility, variation of L between 100 and 600 nm
would mainly result in enlargement of the doped regions. Consequently, the supply of
carriers towards the recombination zone would remain similar. Therefore, when varying L,
only minor quantitative differences are expected. A diffusion‐assisted polaron‐induced
exciton‐quenching model was implemented in the model as described in the methods
section. The following parameters related to the excitons were set to values obtained
from literature: the radiative decay rate kdecay = 1/ = 1.54 ns‐1 found in SY‐PPV and the
exciton diffusion coefficient Dexc = 3∙10‐8 m2 s‐1 found in the related NRS‐PPV.15‐16 The
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Förster critical radius R0 was set at 3 nm. This value is similar to the values obtained in
Chapter 8 for p‐ and n‐type doping of SY‐PPV of 2.8±0.6 and 2.3±0.4 nm, respectively.
These were determined from the polaron absorption and excitation spectra.
The modeling results show that an enhancement of the salt density results in an
enhancement of the current density. This is related to the ability of the device to prevent
space charge formation while accumulating a larger density of mobile charge carriers in
the active layer through electrochemical doping.17 The luminance increases accordingly.
Comparison between the simulations and the experiments reveals that especially for the
thicker LECs (L = 250 and 600 nm) an enhancement of the current density is observed for
increasing salt density. For the 600 nm device the luminance is also observed to be
enhanced. No luminance measurements were performed for the 250 nm devices. For the
series with L = 100 nm, surprisingly a current density is observed that is nearly
independent of the admixed salt density. Apparently carrier transport cannot be further
enhanced in these 100 nm thick LECs, probably due to a cancelation of various factors. The
luminance is however reduced, which is rationalized below.
The efficiency of the experimental and simulated LECs (see Figure 9.1) is plotted in Figure
9.2. The dashed lines indicate the experimentally determined efficiency of OLEDs with
layer stacks ITO‐PEDOT‐PPV‐LiF‐Al and ITO‐PEDOT‐PPV:PEO (5:1 in w%)‐LiF‐Al. The
efficiency of these OLEDs is highly similar compared to each other, indicating that the
inclusion of PEO hardly affects the efficiency. Additionally it is also similar to the
efficiencies measured in the LECs at low c0. The efficiency of the 100 and 600 nm thick
LECs in Figure 9.2 (symbols) is reduced by an order of magnitude by increasing the salt
density from 1024 to 1027 m‐3.
In the numerical modeling, excitons can either decay radiatively or be quenched by
electrons or holes. The efficiency of the modeled LEC is plotted in Figure 9.2 for varying
exciton diffusion coefficients (note that Dexc = 3∙10‐8 m2 s‐1 was experimentally determined
in NRS‐PPV, which is structurally and electro‐optically comparable to SY‐PPV).16 The
modeled results lie more or less in between the experimentally obtained efficiency values
(symbols in Figure 9.2). The maximal efficiency of the model (0.25 photon/electron) is set
at the same position on the vertical axis as the experimentally determined efficiency of
the salt‐free OLEDs (dashed lines). This procedure is used to effectively account for the
absence of other non‐radiative loss channels in our simulations. Importantly, the same y‐
axis scale on left and right assures that relative salt‐induced changes can be one‐on‐one
compared.
The qualitative and quantitative agreement between model and experiment strongly
suggests that polaron‐induced exciton quenching indeed causes the efficiency reduction in
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Figure 9.2 Experimentally (squares) and numerically (red lines + small symbols) determined
efficiency in LECs for varying admixed salt densities. The dashed lines indicate the efficiency in
absence of salt. The legend indicates the active layer composition for the experiments, which is
sandwiched between ITO‐PEDOT and LiF‐Al electrodes. The exciton diffusion coefficients in m2 s‐1
are indicated for each numerical simulation.

9.3.2 Transient operation
Another route to determine the origin of the reduced luminescent efficiency in LECs is by
study of its transient behavior. As already shown in Chapter 7 for different types of LECs,
after application of a constant, above‐band gap bias voltage the transient of LECs shows a
characteristic roll‐off of the efficiency while the current density continues to increase. In
the LECs studied here this characteristic is also observed as shown in Figure 9.3. The
current, luminance and efficiency were characterized in three subsequent measurements
on different timescales as shown in Figure 9.3b. Due to the disabling of the bias voltage in
between, the transients do not connect perfectly, but they do show the general behavior
of the LEC over eight orders in time. Transients below 100 seconds were observed to be
qualitatively reproducible with the same LEC, as deduced from repetitive measurements.
Quantitatively minor differences occur nevertheless as visible in Figure 9.3b. Prolonged
operation for t > 101 s however typically changes the LECs irreversibly, presumably due to
remnant doping which does not relax within at least several hours.
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Figure 9.3 Experimentally determined transients of the current density (solid line), luminance
(dashed lines) and efficiency (dotted lines) in an ITO‐PEDOT‐PPV:PEO:KTf(=100:20:1)‐LiF‐Al LEC
with L = 230 nm and Vbias = 5 V. (a) and (b) show the same results on linear and logarithmic scales
respectively.

Also in transient experiments, enhancement of c0 results in enhanced quenching as shown
in Figure 9.4. For increasing c0 the current density is observed to be increased, at the cost
of efficiency. Roll‐off in the efficiency transients is observed to appear for c0 > 1025 m‐3,
towards lower efficiency values for larger c0. The relatively low efficiency reached in case
c0 is relatively low, i.e < 3∙1024 m‐3, may be related to imbalanced transport or to the
insufficient bias voltage of 6 V, c.f. 8 V used in the steady‐state experiments shown in
Figure 9.2.
To complement the experiments, the numerical model was used to calculate current,
luminance and efficiency transients in LECs. In case only free ions are considered in the
model the transients represented by the dashed lines in Figure 9.5b,d and f are obtained.
Neither a large enhancement in current density nor a roll‐off in efficiency is observed.
Clearly a key ingredient is missing in this description of the LECs. This transient however
does resemble the transients typically observed in planar LECs as shown in Figure 2.6 in
Chapter 2.
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Figure 9.4 Experimentally determined transients of (a) the current density and (b) the efficiency of
a ITO‐PEDOT‐PPV:PEO(5:1)+KTf‐LiF‐Al LEC with L ≈ 600 nm and Vbias = 6 V. The admixed salt density
c0 is indicated at each graph.

In Chapter 5 we found that the inclusion of anion‐cation pairs, i.e. salt, with a binding
energy Es enables a good description of the transient behavior of the electronic current
of
density in thin film LECs. Next to the binding energy, also the capture coefficient
anions and cations is a free parameter as described in Appendix A.4. Introduction of
bound anion‐cation pairs in the model used here significantly changes the transients as
demonstrated in Figure 9.5 for varying Es and . The transients in Figure 9.5 are from LECs
which at t = 0 are in equilibrium regarding salt association and dissociation. Es therefore
determines the initial fraction of mobile ions of the total salt density c0. The turn‐on
transients of LECs with varied Es ( was changed so as to keep the salt dissociation
= ∙exp (Es/kT) constant) is shown in Figure 9.5a,c, and e. They show, as
coefficient
expected, that for a large initial mobile ion fraction, the initial current at t  10‐4 s is
relatively large. Turn‐on of light emission is observed around t  10‐4 s which indicates that
the first electrons and holes have traversed the device towards each other. This time is
related to the carrier mobility and the externally applied electric field. Simultaneously
electrochemical doping takes place by association of free charges with mobile ions.
Dissociation of bound anion‐cation pairs takes place as well, enabling further
electrochemical doping. As salt dissociation is the slowest process, it limits the evolution
of the turn‐on transient. Simulations for different capture coefficients and a fixed Es =
0.54 eV are shown in Figure 9.5b,d, and f. Reduction of mainly slows down the doping
process and enhances the time needed to reach steady‐state accordingly. Due to long
calculation times steady‐state was not reached in these simulations, but the transients
should converge to the same final state. The reason is that at steady‐state all ions are
completely separated from each other and have a fixed density profile due to the contacts
which block ion transport. As a consequence not the mobility, the binding energy or the
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capture coefficient, but only the density of the ions is of importance for steady‐state
operation of the modeled LEC.5
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Figure 9.5 Calculated current density, luminance and efficiency transients for varying salt binding
( was varied in such a way to maintain a constant salt
parameters (a), (c), (e) Es and
dissociation coefficient,
=
∙exp(Es/kT), which essentially results in the majority of salt
dissociation to occur between 10‐3 < t < 10‐1) and (b), (d), (f)
as indicated in the legend. The
dashed lines represent a simulation where no associated salt complex can be formed. The salt
density is 3∙1025 m‐3 and the applied bias voltage 3.5 V.

Looking at the transient efficiency of the calculated LECs in Figure 9.5e and f, a slow roll‐
off is observed on the same timescale as the current increase –both result from the slow
ion dissociation enabling the ongoing doping process. In Figure 9.6 the simulation for Es =
0.42 eV and = 3∙10‐17 m3 s‐1 is plotted on a linear and logarithmic scale. Qualitatively the
experimental and calculated transients in Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.6 display the same
features. In the modeling (experimental) results, an initial onset of luminance is observed
at 10‐4 s (10‐3 s) followed by a relatively constant current density until 10‐3 s (101 s).
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Current density and luminance subsequently continue to increase, whereas the efficiency
reaches its peak‐value and rolls off.
In the experiment several additional steps in the efficiency (and luminance) are observed
between 10‐3 s < t < 103 s before the maximal efficiency is reached, which is not
reproduced by the numerical model. The first step at 10‐1 s may be related to initial
imbalanced charge transport due to a difference in electron and hole mobility, resulting in
recombination near one of the contacts followed by exciton quenching due to the contact.
In the model equal carrier mobilities were chosen. Note that after significant
electrochemical doping the recombination efficiency is expected to be 100 % and
recombination is expected to take place further away from the contacts. The increase in
efficiency at 102 s is possibly related to a reduced importance of non‐radiative trap‐
assisted recombination.18 At relatively high current densities, these traps are saturated so
their relative effect on recombination is reduced. Consequently the efficiency is raised at
higher current densities, similar as is observed in the transient experiments reported here
in Figure 9.3. This may also explain why the efficiency is reduced for the lowest ion
densities in Figure 9.4b. Such non‐radiative exciton decay processes were not taken into
account by the model to not obscure the calculated trends due to polaron‐induced exciton
quenching.
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Figure 9.6 Calculated transients of the current density (solid), luminance (dashed) and efficiency
(dotted) in a modeled LEC with ohmic contacts, L = 100 nm, c0 = 3∙1025 m‐3, Vbias = 3.5 V, µion = 10‐12
m2V‐1s‐1, µp/n = 10‐11 m2V‐1s‐1, Es = 0.42 eV and
= 3∙10‐17 m3 s‐1. (a) and (b) show the same results
on linear and logarithmic scales respectively.

The transients in Figure 9.6 are qualitatively similar to the transients in Figure 9.3. For a
better quantitative fit some additional parameters can be modified which only slightly
influence the qualitative shape of the simulation. The mobility of the electrons and holes
in absence of electrochemical doping is linearly related to the time at which
electrochemical doping and luminance is initiated (at t = 10‐4 s in Figure 9.6). In the
previous chapter (see Figure 8.8b) it was shown that this mobility is roughly 10‐12 m2 V‐1 s‐1.
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Here, such a mobility would result in an initiation of luminance at t = 10‐3 s, which is in line
with the experimental data shown in Figure 9.3. Then, to achieve the correct steady‐state
current density (see Figure 9.3), a doping dependent mobility needs to be included, as well
as a salt density of 5∙1025 m‐3, similar as was used in the experiments in Figure 9.3. Finally
the parameters affecting the ions should be altered to move the transient doping process
from 10‐3 < t(s) < 100, i.e. from start to finish, in Figure 9.6 to 101 < t(s) < 104 in Figure 9.3.
To do so the ion mobility and the ion capture coefficient ( ) need to be reduced. Now
assume that anion‐cation recombination is similar to electron‐hole recombination and can
be described by a Langevin process with a recombination coefficient equal to
⁄
. Then the time at which electrochemical doping takes place is linearly
2
related to µion for µion < 10 µp/n. In Chapter 4 we showed that for µion > 10 µp/n, the
electrochemical doping process is constrained by the less mobile electronic charge carriers
(see Figure 4.5b). An ion mobility of 10‐16 m2 V‐1 s‐1 and a corresponding = 9∙10‐25 m3 s‐1
likely result in the best fit of the data shown in Figure 9.3. This mobility value is lower than
found in previous chapters by impedance spectroscopy (10‐13 m2 V‐1 s‐1 in Chapter 4) or
modeling of transient operation of LECs in planar device configuration at T = 323 K (5∙10‐11
m2 V‐1 s‐1). In these experiments a PPV:PEO ratio of 1:1.35 was used as opposed to the
1:0.2 used in the experiments in this chapter. This reduction in PEO concentration is likely
to result in a strong reduction of the ion mobility, possibly to 10‐16 m2 V‐1 s‐1 which is
needed here to fit the experimental data.
Due to extremely long calculation times a simulation with these low ion mobilities could
not be performed. However, for µion = 10‐12 m2 V‐1 s‐1 and the discussed parameters, a
simulation was carried out, shown in Figure 9.7 (narrow lines). Also the experimental
results from Figure 9.3 are included (see Figure 9.7 wide lines). The vertical axes of Figure
9.7 correspond to the calculated data; the experimental data was scaled to these axes by
the factors included in the caption. Determination of these factors is based on the relative
positions of the vertical axes in the steady‐state results shown in Figure 9.2. To enable
comparison of the transients during electrochemical doping in model and experiment, the
horizontal axis was shifted to compensate for the enhanced ion mobility used in the
model. Electrochemical doping in Figure 9.7 takes place at 10‐2 < t < 101. During this time,
the current, luminance and efficiency transients show quantitative agreement between
model and experiment within an order of magnitude.
The qualitative and (partially) quantitative agreement between modeled and experimental
transients of current, luminance and efficiency suggests that the main processes
governing charge transport and radiative decay in LECs are included in the model. This
furthermore confirms that the efficiency in LECs is reduced by polaron‐induced exciton
quenching. Note again that all relevant parameters in the model have been independently
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determined or were taken from literature, so that the agreement does not rely on any
fitting.
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Figure 9.7 Calculated (narrow lines) and experimental (wide lines) transients of current (black),
luminance (orange), and efficiency (blue) of 200 and 230 nm thick LECs biased at 5 V. The axis
labels correspond to the calculated data. For the experimentally determined data, texp / tmodel =
2∙103, ηexp / ηmodel = 16 (cd/A)/(photon/electron), Lexp / Lmodel = 3.9∙1017 (cd)/(photon/s), and Jexp /
Jmodel = 1.

9.4 Conclusions
The efficiency reduction in LECs due to electrochemical doping has been studied
systematically in experiments by investigation of the transient and quasi‐steady‐state
performances. Enhancement of the salt density in LECs is found to reduce the efficiency
for admixed salt densities >1025 m‐3. This reduction in efficiency was successfully
reproduced by numerical modeling of LECs in which the only non‐radiative loss channel of
excitons was quenching by doping. Also the transient efficiency roll‐off, typical for many
types of LECs, was reproduced by the model. The roll‐off is caused by ongoing doping that
is facilitated by the slow dissociation of salt into mobile ions that subsequently are used to
further dope the semiconductor. Hence, the current continues to increase while the
efficiency rolls off.
The results show that the ions which enable electrochemical doping therefore improve
electrical transport in LECs at the cost of the luminescent efficiency. This tradeoff seems
fundamental in nature, suggesting that the application realm of future LECs should likely
be sought in high‐brightness, low‐production cost devices, rather than in high‐efficiency
devices.
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Given the complexity of the device and the fact that all relevant parameters in the model
have been independently determined or were taken from literature, the qualitative and
even quasi‐quantitative agreement between the model and the experiments may be
considered as quite good. This strongly suggests that all major processes in operational
PPV‐based LECs are known and taken into account in the model, highlighting the current
understanding of LEC operation.
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Chapter 10 Large magnetic field effects in
electrochemically doped polymer LECs

Magnetic field effects in conductance and electroluminescence give insight in spin‐
dependent processes. Besides other effects a large negative magneto‐conductance (MC) of
12 % is observed in electrochemically doped LECs at sub‐bandgap bias voltages. These
effects indicate processes like delayed fluorescence from triplet‐triplet annihilation and
spin‐mixing prior to exciton formation. The latter is found to result in a reduction in triplet
exciton density which is argued to reduce detrapping of polarons in the recombination
zone at low bias voltages, explaining the observed negative MC. Regarding organic
magneto‐resistance this study provides novel experimental data to verify existing models
describing magnetic field effects in organic semiconductors which contribute to better
understanding hereof. Furthermore we present indications of strong magnetic field effects
related to interactions between trapped carriers and excitons, which can be specifically
studied in electrochemically doped OLEDs. Regarding LECs, this work shows that delayed
fluorescence from triplet‐triplet annihilation substantially contributes to the
electroluminescence and the device efficiency.

*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. van Reenen, S. P.
Kersten, S. H. W. Wouters, M. Cox, P. Janssen, B. Koopmans, P. A. Bobbert, M. Kemerink,
Phys. Rev. B 88 (2013) 125203.
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10.1 Introduction
In the field of organic magnetoresistance (OMAR), LECs have only scarcely been studied as
opposed to OLEDs. In OLEDs transport typically takes place by hops through a percolating
pathway. Typically this pathway is the optimal transport channel, which as a result is least
influenced by charge traps. In LECs on the other hand, charge trapping is dominant in the
form of electrochemical doping. Ions electrostatically compensate electrons or holes,
resulting in effective Coulomb traps. In this chapter this charge trapping is shown to be
especially dominant at low bias voltages equal to or smaller than the bandgap of the
semiconductor. Therefore LECs can be regarded as an ideal test bed to study OMAR
effects on trapped charges.
OMAR in LECs biased above the semiconductor bandgap has been reported by Vardeny et
al.1 They observed a positive magneto‐conductance (MC) of 0.4 % and magneto‐
electroluminescence (MEL) of 5 %. The results were explained by the polaron pair
model.2 The difference in MC and MEL was attributed to imbalanced device characteristics
regarding carrier injection and/or transport. As a result, a relatively large part of the
current does not contribute to electroluminescence, leading to MC being smaller than
MEL.
Here we report on OMAR in Poly[2‐methoxy‐5‐(3’,7’‐dimethyloctyloxy)‐1,4‐
phenylenevinylene (MDMO‐PPV) LECs. Large negative MC effects (‐12 %) are observed at
Vbias < Egap after prolonged biasing at Vbias = 4.0 V. Simultaneously, a positive effect in the
magneto‐efficiency (Mη), determined by MEL – MC, is observed when
electroluminescence (EL) is detectable. Both effects are low magnetic field effects (LFE)
that are best described by a “non‐Lorentzian”3 lineshape with a width of B0 = 2.2 mT. The
magnetic field effect (MFE) in efficiency is described by the two‐site model previously
reported by Kersten et al.4, which models the competition between hyperfine field
induced spin mixing and exciton formation. The MFE in current is rationalized as an
indirect effect of the enhanced singlet:triplet ratio: long‐living triplet excitons can detrap
carriers from doping sites and hence indirectly enhance the current. Especially after
conditioning and in the low voltage regime the number of trapped polarons is expected to
be large. Next to both low field effects, also a negative high field effect (HFE) in the EL was
observed at relatively large bias voltages. This effect is attributed to field dependent
triplet‐triplet annihilation that is found to have a significant contribution to the
electroluminescence in LECs.

10.2 Materials and methods
Device preparation: The LECs in this study consist of an active layer of 200 nm
sandwiched between an indium tin oxide (ITO) and an aluminum electrode. The active
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layer is a blend of materials spin‐coated from solution. This blend was prepared by mixing
of the following 10 mg ml‐1 stock solutions in a mass ratio of 1 : 1.35 : 0.25: poly[2‐
methoxy‐5‐(3′,7′‐dimethyloctyloxy)‐1,4‐phenylenevinylene] (MDMO‐PPV) in chloroform,
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) in cyclohexanone and potassium triflate (KCF3SO3) in
cyclohexanon. The aluminum electrodes were thermally deposited in a deposition
chamber in a glovebox under a vacuum of 10‐6 mbar. All device manufacturing and
characterization was done under nitrogen atmosphere. The active area of the device,
defined by a shadow mask, was 0.091 cm2.
Device characterization: The current‐voltage characteristics were measured by a Keithley
2400 sourcemeter. For MC and MEL measurements a magnetic field perpendicular to the
device was used. Current and electroluminescence (EL) were simultaneously measured at
a constant bias voltage ranging between 0 and 4 V while the magnetic field was swept
from 0 to 500 mT. The MC and MEL were determined by the relative change in current
⁄
⁄EL . Mη was determined
and MEL
EL
EL
and EL: MC
⁄
≡ MEL MC. Three
by the difference between MEL and MC: Mη
magnetic field sweeps were performed at each bias voltage to account for temporal drift
in the current and electroluminescence. Electroluminescence was measured by a
Hamamatsu Si photodiode S1337‐33BQ connected to a Keithley 6430 sub‐Femtoamp
remote sourcemeter.
Computational details: The 1D numerical LEC model as described in Appendix A was used.
A grid of 52 points was chosen with a gridpoint spacing of 2 nm. The first and last grid
points were the contacts with equal work functions of 4.6 eV. HOMO and LUMO levels of
the semiconductor in between the contacts were 5.1 and 2.9 eV, respectively. A dielectric
constant of 3.4 was chosen and a temperature of 300 K. The carrier mobility was chosen
to be field and doping independent and set to µp/n = 1∙10‐10 m2 V‐1 s‐1. The anion and cation
mobilities were chosen to be µion = 1∙10‐11 m2 V‐1 s‐1 and could be set to 0 to mimic trapped
ions. The ion mobility at the interface layer at the contacts was set to zero to prevent
accumulation at the electrodes: If not, all ions pile up next to the electrodes and are
consequently being screened by the contacts. This is a crude way of introducing a
maximum doping density due to finite ion size effects. An initial homogeneous cation and
anion density of 5∙1025 nm‐3 was chosen. The simulations were allowed to reach a quasi
steady‐state indicated by a constant electronic current and an ionic current approaching
zero. The applied bias voltage ranged from 0 to 4 V.
Magnetic field effects in the device operation were modeled by changing the summed
carrier mobility in Eq. A.24 by introduction of a prefactor Rpre in the recombination rate. To
model the MC each time two simulations were performed for Rpre = 1 and Rpre ≠ 1. MC
then equals (IRpre≠1‐IRpre=1)/IRpre=1.
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10.3 Experimental results
Initially pristine LECs were studied by measurement of current‐voltage and luminance‐
voltage characteristics (IVL) in combination with MC‐voltage measurements at magnetic
field strengths B = 0 and 83 mT.5 The results are displayed in Figure 10.1a and b (open
symbols) and show typical LEC behavior: turn‐on of electroluminescence for Vbias ≈ Egap (i.e.
2.4 eV for MDMO‐PPV). No MC effects were observed in the studied voltage range. As
doping in LECs is typically a slow process, the device was then operated for 20 minutes at
Vbias = 4 V. After this so‐called conditioning,6 the device was set back to Vbias = 0 V followed
by another measurement of an IVL characteristic shown in Figure 10.1a (closed symbols).
An enhancement of the current is mainly observed at bias voltages at and below Eg.
Furthermore, electroluminescence was observed already at voltages lower than 2.4 V: for
2.1 V < Vbias < 2.4 V. The current is also observed to change sign at Vbias ≈ 0.3 V instead of
0.0 V. This can be related to slow discharging of the LEC after conditioning.
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Figure 10.1 (a) Current‐voltage and luminance‐voltage characteristics of a PPV‐based LEC (layer
stack shown in inset of (b)) before and after conditioning at Vbias = 4 V in the absence of a
magnetic field. (b) Magneto‐conductance of the LEC at a magnetic field of 83 mT. (c) Effect of
conditioning time and relaxation time at open circuit on the magneto‐conductance in a similar
device. (d) Magneto‐conductance in a similar device measured in the following sequence:
(squares) conditioning and measurement at T = 293 K; (dots) conditioning started at T = 293 K
while cooling until T = 235 K and measurement at T = 235 K; (triangles) conditioning and
measurement at T = 235 K.
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An MC measurement on the conditioned device is shown in Figure 10.1b (closed symbols).
A negative MC has appeared for bias voltages below the semiconductor band gap with a
minimum value of roughly ‐10 %. The strongest effect observed was ‐12 % when
replicating the measurements on similar devices. This large effect is by itself quite a
spectacular observation. First of all, in ordinary OLEDs OMAR is typically relatively small
when biased below the bandgap. Furthermore the LEC is not optimized with respect to
OMAR. In addition, the here reported value is among the largest MC reported in OLEDs.
The appearance of negative MC after conditioning is a temporal effect that persists for at
least 1 hour after conditioning. After leaving the device unbiased for 12 hours the effect
has vanished. Conditioning again at 4.0 V for 30 minutes makes it reappear. The effect of
conditioning can therefore be considered reversible (see Figure 10.1c). To freeze the
dopants the temperature of a fresh, similar sample was reduced during conditioning at 4
V. The MC was observed to increase slightly in magnitude and move towards higher bias
voltages as shown in Figure 10.1d.
MC and MEL measurements as a function of magnetic field strength are shown in Figure
10.2a and b respectively. The MC curves were fitted using the modified Lorentzian
~ ⁄ | |
with a linewidth B0 = 2.2 mT. The MEL curves were
,
expression3
fitted with two modified Lorentzians with linewidths of B0 = 2.3 and 220 mT, accounting
for a low‐ and high‐field effect, respectively. By subtracting the MC from the MEL, Mη was
determined and plotted in Figure 10.2c. In Figure 10.2d values of MC, MEL and Mη in the
limit of B  ∞ are plo ed together as a func on of voltage. Additional experiments on
LECs based on another type of PPV (Super Yellow) gave qualitatively similar results.
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Figure 10.2 (a) MC(B) and (b) MEL(B) measurements on a conditioned PPV‐based LEC at different
bias voltages (symbols). (a) The MC(B) was fitted (lines) with one non‐Lorentzian (B0 = 2.2 mT). (b)
The MEL(B) was fitted (lines) with two non‐Lorentzians accounting for a low field effect (B0 = 2.3
mT) and a high field effect (B0 = 220 mT). (c) Mη(B) as derived from the ratio of the fits shown in
(b) and (a). (d) Values of the fitted MC(B), MEL(B) and Mη(B) curves in the limit of B  ∞ vs.
applied bias voltage. The amplitude of the low (LFE) and high (HFE) field effects in the MEL are
split up in two graphs.

10.4 Discussion
10.4.1 Device physics
To facilitate discussion of the observed magnetic field effects we will first briefly review
the device operation of an LEC.7‐10 In Figure 10.3 schematics are shown of the carrier
distributions and potential profiles in the LEC before, during and after conditioning at Vbias
= 4 V.7 In a pristine device only ionic charges related to the salt are present as shown in
Figure 10.3a. The binding energy of this salt is a few tenths of an eV,7 resulting in a fraction
of the salt that is thermally dissociated and thus susceptible to external fields. At the
contacts the ions form thin electric double‐layers (EDLs) to compensate for the built in‐
voltage induced by the difference in electrode work functions.
If now a bias voltage is applied that exceeds the polymer bandgap, larger EDLs are formed
resulting in the formation of Ohmic contacts. Consequently carriers are injected and form
space charge in the bulk. This space charge attracts mobile ions of opposite charge,
leading to the formation of doped regions as is shown in Figure 10.3b. In between the
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doped regions the electrons and holes recombine, forming an intrinsic region. In the
intrinsic region the carrier density and mobility are low compared to the doped regions.
Therefore a relatively large fraction of the applied potential drops over the intrinsic region
to maintain current conservation as is shown in Figure 10.3b. The corresponding relatively
large field results in depletion of mobile ions from this junction region.8 This initial doping
due to carrier injection is a fast process that occurs within a second, and is determined by
the mobility and density of mobile ions.7 Part of the salt, however, remains undissociated.
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Figure 10.3 Schematic of carrier distribution and potential profile in an LEC (a) before, (b, c) during
and (d) after operation. The carrier distributions for relatively short and long times of operation
are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The different types of carriers are indicated with their
initials: a (anion), c (cation), e (electron) and h (hole).

If the bias voltage is switched off at this point, the device returns to more or less the
pristine state: the injected charges either recombine or move back towards the electrodes
whereas the ions redistribute to compensate each other electrostatically. If, alternatively,
the bias is maintained, the remaining salt complexes have time to dissociate into mobile
anions and cations. These are then as well separated from each other by moving into the
p‐ and n‐type doped regions, respectively, as shown in Figure 10.3c. This slow doping
process is dominated by the dissociation of salt complexes into ions rather than by the ion
mobility. As a result the doping process saturates in the order of minutes instead of within
a second.7 Experimentally this slow saturation is demonstrated by a continuous increase
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of current while the efficiency decreases. The efficiency decrease is related to exciton
quenching at doping sites.9 This quenching is an interaction between singlet excitons and
trapped charges. It is typically a strong effect in LECs, as p‐i‐n junction formation allows for
relatively large numbers of carriers close to a narrow recombination zone. As triplet
excitons typically live longer than singlet excitons, interactions between triplet excitons
and trapped charges are likely present as well, although they cannot be directly observed
in the efficiency. Such interactions will, however, prove to be important for the OMAR
effects described later in this chapter.
When removing the bias voltage after such a long transient, again the excess electronic
carriers will recombine or be collected by the electrodes. However, as the doping density
is maximized in this case, a larger amount of doping is expected to remain trapped inside
the device as illustrated in Figure 10.3d. The difference in quasi‐Fermi levels of the p‐ and
n‐type doped regions then leads to a compensating electric field in the junction region. In
planar cells it has been observed that the sign of the electric field in the junction region
changes after removal of the bias voltage.10 This is drawn in Figure 10.3d. During
operation the electrons and holes cause uncompensated space charge in the junction
region. After switch‐off the electrons and holes recombine, leaving anions and cations to
form space charge in this region. The anions and cations in the junction region either
originate from ions that were already trapped in this region or ions that entered the
junction region by drift and/or diffusion. In either case, the removal of the bias voltage
leads to a switch in sign of the polarity of the electric field in the p‐i‐n junction. In this
state the electronic transport is strongly influenced by the Coulomb traps formed by the
ions in the p‐i‐n junction. This is an interesting case for studying OMAR as charge traps are
known to enhance the magnitude of OMAR in general.11
The magnetic field effects reported in this chapter are rationalized in the next sections in
the light of the device physics explained above. In short, conditioning changes the device
operation in the voltage regime at and below the semiconductor bandgap. In a
conditioned device the active layer contains ions that trap electronic charges as well as
uncompensated ions acting as Coulomb traps.
10.4.2 Magnetic field effects
The magnetic field effects observed in Figure 10.1b and Figure 10.2 can be separated by
their respective linewidths: an MC and MEL effect with B0 ≈ 2.2 mT and an MEL effect with
B0 ≈ 220 mT. The low‐field effects arise at magnetic fields that are similar in size as that of
the hyperfine fields, which are mainly caused by the surrounding hydrogen nuclei. In the
absence of an external magnetic field, these hyperfine fields are randomly oriented,
enabling spin mixing of nearby carriers. Sufficiently large external fields on the other hand
reduce spin mixing. In literature, several models have been proposed in which hyperfine
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interactions are relevant for electron‐hole interactions4, 12‐13 or electron‐electron and hole‐
hole interactions.14‐15
To first give an overview of all for this case relevant processes regarding electronic charge
transport and recombination, a schematic was drawn in Figure 10.4. The schematic starts
from free electrons and holes. When a free charge comes in the vicinity of another charge
of equal polarity, a polaron pair is formed with either singlet or triplet character. As both
carriers are on different sites, hopping through the semiconductor can lead to spin mixing,
which is induced by the presence of random hyperfine fields. Both charges can, however,
only arrive at the same site if the polaron pair has a singlet spin‐state. In that case a
bipolaron is formed. Polaron pairs and bipolarons also dissociate, leading again to free
electrons or holes.
Free electrons and holes can also meet each other and form electron‐hole pairs with
either singlet or triplet character. This process is favored by Coulomb attraction, which is
rather strong in organic semiconductors due to the relatively low dielectric constant. The
spin‐state of the electron‐hole pairs can again be mixed by hopping through the
semiconductor having random hyperfine fields. In case when the electron and hole arrive
on the same site an exciton is formed with a fixed spin‐state. In case when the exciton
does not interact with any surrounding particles, the exciton will ultimately decay to the
ground state.
In this work only the following interactions involving excitons are considered: triplet‐
triplet annihilation, which is not shown in Figure 10.4, and triplet‐polaron interaction. In
the latter case, the triplet exciton and polaron form a doublet or a quartet spin state. The
doublet and quartet manifold show a zero field splitting and these spin states can be
mixed. Ultimately, either the exciton‐polaron complex dissociates in a triplet exciton and a
polaron, or the complex decays by energy or charge transfer resulting in the loss of the
exciton, whereas the polaron remains. Singlet exciton quenching on polarons is not
considered in this work because of the orders of magnitude shorter singlet lifetime in PPV.
In Figure 10.4 gray arrows are drawn to indicate the magnetic field dependent transitions
between polaron pairs of equal and opposite charges and between a combination of a
triplet exciton and a trapped charge. In the next sections these interactions are discussed
in relation to the experimentally obtained magnetic field effects in conditioned LECs.
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10.4.3 Low‐field effects in efficiency
The non‐zero Mη shown in Figure 10.2c and d indicates that, by application of a magnetic
field, a change in singlet:triplet ratio has been established. Such a magnetic field effect
originates from magnetic‐field dependent singlet‐triplet interconversion within the
electron‐hole pair prior to exciton formation. To describe this effect we used the two‐site
model that was recently introduced by Kersten et al.4 This model describes the exciton
formation process by considering the final hop of an electron from the site where it
resides to a site where a hole is residing, or vice versa. As electron and hole are on
different sites, the spins of both carriers can change due to hyperfine mixing because the
exchange coupling is relatively small. The rate of spin mixing is proportional to the
hyperfine precession frequency: ωhf = gµBBhfħ‐1, where g is the g‐factor; g ≈ 2 is taken in
this case for both electrons and holes, µB is the Bohr magneton and Bhf is the strength of
the hyperfine field. The exciton formation itself can be described by the hopping rates kT
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and kS that are slightly different for triplet (T) and singlet (S) exciton formation due to a
difference in energy and wave function. Further details on this model can be found in Ref.
4.
The model is used to determine the parameters needed to obtain similar values of MC and
Mη as in the experiment. The maximal experimental value of MC, ‐0.09, was taken from
Figure 10.2 at Vbias = 1.25 V. The corresponding value for Mη at the same bias voltage
could not be determined, as the electroluminescence was below the detection limit in the
experiment. Therefore a value of Mη = 0.15 is assumed, which can be deduced by
extrapolation to Vbias = 1.25 V.16 The model was used to calculate the Mη for different
ratios i) of the singlet and triplet exciton formation rates, kS/kT, and ii) of the triplet exciton
formation rate and spin mixing rate, kT/ωhf. Mη is plotted in a contour plot in Figure 10.5a.
From the contour plot a set of parameters can be deduced for which Mη ≈ 0.15. This set is
indicated by the white dashed line in Figure 10.5a. As a check whether this set comprises
realistic values of these parameters, we compared the obtained results with parameters
reported earlier in pure MDMO‐PPV: kS/kT = 0.7 and kT/ωhf = 1.1.4 These parameters are
close to the parameters obtained in the modeling here (see white arrow in Figure 10.5a),
proving that the model description for the Mη effect is possible.

Figure 10.5 Contourplots of (a) Mη and (b) MC as a function of kS / kT and kT / ωhf for the two‐site
model. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the contours of the experimentally obtained values
of Mη and MC (see Figure 10.2d).

What is left to explain is the diminishing of the low‐field effect in the efficiency at higher
bias voltages as observed in Figure 10.2d: both the negative low‐field MFE in current and
the positive low‐field MFE in electroluminescence decrease, resulting in a lowering of the
low‐field MFE in efficiency. This can be explained by a shift in the contour plot towards
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larger values of kT/ωhf starting at 10log kT/ωhf = 0. In that case, Mη is observed to be
reduced. An increase of the parameter kT/ωhf is likely, as at low bias voltages the carrier
density is low in the LEC, favoring localization of polarons and increasing the contribution
of traps to transport. Especially at sub‐bandgap voltages, ions in the junction region are
expected to act as traps (see Figure 10.3d) as their space charge is dominant in the
junction region. This means that the mobility, which is related to the hopping rate kT, is
relatively low at sub‐bandgap bias voltages. When increasing the bias voltage, the trap
states fill up so that free polarons cannot relax into these states. This as well as the larger
carrier densities leads to an enhanced carrier mobility, hence a larger hopping rate.17‐18 As
the hopping rate of polarons is related to the exciton formation rate; also the latter is
enhanced by the larger bias voltage. Such an enhancement means a shift towards the
right‐hand side in the contour plot shown in Figure 10.5a, which implies a reduction in Mη
as well.
In summary, the two‐site model shows that the observed low‐field effect in Mη at bias
voltages around the bandgap originates from an interplay between i) a magnetic field
dependent spin mixing rate, ii) a singlet exciton formation rate and iii) a triplet exciton
formation rate of an electron‐hole pair. Suppression of spin mixing effectively favors
exciton formation with the lowest rate, i.e. the singlet exciton formation, leading to an
enhanced efficiency. The roll‐off of Mη at higher voltages is arguably due to an enhanced
hopping rate, leading to an enhancement of both the singlet and triplet exciton formation
rate whereas the spin mixing rate remains the same. As a consequence the effects of spin
mixing and the external magnetic field are reduced, leading to smaller values of Mη.
10.4.4 Low‐field effects in current
For the rationalization of the negative MC in conditioned LECs biased below the bandgap,
the following magnetic field dependent interactions were considered (see also Figure
10.4): polaron pair interactions between equal carrier types, polaron pair interactions
between unequal carrier types, the interaction between excitons and trapped charges and
the influence of the triplet exciton density on the dielectric constant.
10.4.4.1 Polaron pair with equal carriers
To determine whether magnetic field dependent polaron pair interactions between equal
carrier types in the doped regions play a role in the observed MC, an electrochemical
transistor as described in Figure 8.8 and similar to Ref. 19 was fabricated. In this transistor
either n‐ or p‐type doping is established, excluding any excitonic or recombination effects.
No MC effects were observed at any doping level. Also during and after de‐doping no MC
was observed. This strongly suggests that spin‐related interactions between electrons and
electrons or holes and holes in electrochemically doped and partially de‐doped MDMO‐
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PPV do not play a significant role in transport. Moreover, it excludes magnetic field
dependent interactions between electronic and ionic species.
10.4.4.2 Polaron pair with unequal carriers
Another option to explain the MC is polaron pair interaction between unequal carrier
types during exciton formation. This interaction can only occur if both electrons and holes
are injected. Despite biasing the LEC with a bias voltage below the bandgap, both types of
carriers can still be injected.20 A sign that this is indeed the case is the L‐V characteristic of
the conditioned device as opposed to the unconditioned device in Figure 10.1a. For 2.1 V
< Vbias < 2.4 V the appearance of electroluminescence is observed in the conditioned
device. For lower bias voltages electroluminescence may still be present but lies below the
detection limit of the diode. To further substantiate this statement the 1D numerical drift‐
diffusion model was used to calculate carrier density, recombination and potential profiles
in an LEC before (Vbias = 1 V), during (Vbias = 4 V) and after (Vbias = 1 V) conditioning. These
profiles are plotted in Figure 10.6a‐c. The trapping by dopants was simulated by first
biasing the device at 4 V, followed by a short relaxation at Vbias = 0 V after which the ions
were artificially immobilized in the model. The short time span at which the device has
been biased at 0 V determines the trapped doping density. The profiles in Figure 10.6a‐c
show that due to the fixed doping (Figure 10.6a) and the formation of Ohmic contacts by
p‐ or n‐type doping (Figure 10.6c), recombination still takes place even though the device
is biased (Vbias = 1 V) below the bandgap (Egap = 2.2 eV). In the case shown here, the
recombination has been lowered by a factor 106 compared to the case of Vbias = 4 V. This
is in line with the luminance being below the detection limit of the experimental setup.
The profiles in Figure 10.6a‐c furthermore show that the vast majority of the injected
carriers form excitons instead of being extracted by the contacts: electron and hole
densities only overlap in the central region of the device. This means that exciton
formation limits the current passing through the cell. This knowledge can be used to
determine the magneto‐conductance by considering the sum of singlet and triplet exciton
formation. Therefore it is possible to determine the magneto‐conductance related to spin
mixing and singlet/triplet exciton formation by using the two‐site model presented in the
previous section. As shown in Figure 10.5a, the absence of spin mixing induced by a
magnetic field enhances the singlet:triplet ratio, as evidenced by a positive Mη.
Reasonable values of Mη were found for ks/kT < 1, see Figure 10.5a. Hence, the total
exciton formation rate decreases with magnetic field. This decrease leads to a reduced
current, as the current is proportional to the exciton formation rate. In Figure 10.5b a
contour plot of the MC is shown. Here, the MC is calculated from the sum of the exciton
formation rates weighted by the calculated singlet:triplet ratio. The black, dashed lines
indicate the parameters at which MC = ‐0.09 is obtained. The gray dashed line is copied
from Figure 10.5a to indicate the parameters at which Mη = 0.15. The mismatch between
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effects.
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Figure 10.6 Calculated profiles of (a) electron and hole density, (b) recombination and (c) potential
in an unconditioned LEC at Vbias = 1 V (dotted lines), the same LEC at Vbias = 4 V (dashed lines) and
at Vbias = 1 V (solid lines) after conditioning. Conditioning is modeled by allowing the device to
reach steady‐state at Vbias = 4 V, followed by a short time relaxation to allow part of the doping to
deplete. After that the ion mobility was set to zero to artificially trap electronic charges with
immobile ions. (d, e) Calculated current density and MC(V) according to the numerical drift‐
diffusion model (d) with and (e) without zero ion mobility. In (d), leakage current is included:
(Jleakage = 10‐11∙Vbias).

10.4.4.3 Magnetic field dependent triplet density: effect on triplet exciton‐
polarons interactions
So far, polaron pair interactions were studied by means of an electrochemical transistor
and the two‐site model. The results of these studies prove that the negative MC in LECs is
not related to polaron pair interactions in the doped regions (electron‐electron, hole‐hole)
or in the junction region (electron‐hole). Therefore, excitonic interactions may need to be
included. To obtain an effect on the current density, the excitons need to interact with
polarons either in the doped regions or in the recombination zone. As excitons are only
formed in the recombination zone, the interaction is most likely to take place in or just
next to this region. Due to the relatively large lifetime of triplet excitons, most likely their
interaction with polarons is dominant.21‐24 The triplet exciton density itself is magnetic
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field dependent, which followed from the change in singlet:triplet ratio as calculated in
Figure 10.5a. Polarons in the intrinsic region are expectedly trapped in deep states
because of their relatively low density for Vbias < Egap (Figure 10.6a) and due to
uncompensated immobile ions that lead to the space charge in the junction region (Figure
10.6c). The interaction relevant here is then recombination of a trapped polaron and a
triplet exciton producing a molecule in the ground state and a polaron, as shown in the
bottom right in Figure 10.4. The recombination process can then lead to detrapping of the
polaron either due to energy or charge transfer from the triplet exciton. Hence the triplet
exciton density, which itself is magnetic field dependent, can effectively change the
mobility of polarons and concurrently the current passing through the cell. Note that this
effect would be absent in a non‐conditioned device, as then no excitons are formed for
Vbias < Egap, and because of the lesser importance of trapping, see paragraph 10.4.1. For
Vbias > Egap the trap states will be filled, resulting in trap‐free carrier transport. This reduces
the effect of detrapping on the total current density. Hence the MC rolls off at higher bias
voltages, which is indeed observed in Figure 10.1b. Note that OMAR experiments on LECs
by Vardeny et al.1 did not show the negative MC as observed here. They found that during
operation electron and hole transport was asymmetric, leading to pinning of the
recombination zone to one of the electrodes. Therefore, bipolar injection can in that work
argued to be absent for Vbias < Egap, as either one of the doped regions has not developed
properly during operation.
A remark is in place regarding a possible magnetic field dependence of triplet‐polaron (T‐
P) interactions (see Figure 10.4). If interactions between triplet excitons and trapped
polarons indeed play a role, a high‐field MFE is expected related to the zero‐field splitting
of the resultant doublet and quartet manifold.25 In anthracene, for example, the rate of
triplet quenching by polarons was found to be magnetic field dependent.26‐27 As MDMO‐
PPV is a singlet emitter, this effect cannot be observed in the electroluminescence. The
reason why no high‐field MFE in the current is observed is unknown to us.
To attempt to explain the absence of a high‐field MFE, the following processes need to be
considered: a triplet exciton can either decay to the ground state or form a triplet polaron
pair if a (trapped) polaron is near. The triplet‐polaron pair either dissociates again in a
triplet exciton and a polaron or the triplet exciton is quenched, leading to a molecule in
the ground state and an energetically excited polaron. The quenching process is likely
dependent on the spin state, which can be altered by spin mixing related to the zero‐field
splitting. In case quenching is not possible due to the spin configuration, the pair has to
dissociate. The resultant polaron then remains trapped, whereas the triplet exciton can
either decay or form a new triplet‐polaron pair. In case the decay rate of triplet excitons is
relatively small, it is most likely that triplet excitons sequentially form pairs with different
trapped polarons until the right spin‐configuration for quenching is obtained. In such a
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case no high‐field MFE in the current is expected. In the conditioned LEC discussed here
the latter seems to be the case. One argument is the fact that singlet exciton quenching is
already highly efficient in the doped regions, whereas the lifetime of singlets is typically a
factor 103 smaller in MDMO‐PPV than the lifetime of triplets. Furthermore, in a recent
paper, Friend et al. characterized both triplet‐triplet annihilation as well as triplet‐charge
quenching as the dominant triplet decay mechanisms in polymer LEDs.28 Therefore it is
most likely that in the conditioned LEC no high‐field MFE is observed. Another possible
explanation for the absence of a high‐field MFE is that the presence of ions favors spin
mixing, suppressing effectively any magnetic field dependence of the transition between
quartet and doublet states.
10.4.4.4 Magnetic field dependent triplet density: effect on dielectric constant
An alternative explanation of MC in OLEDs was given in terms of a magnetic field
dependent change in the dielectric constant ε.29 The recombination current is
proportional to ε via the Langevin factor

⁄ . A change of 10 % of ε would

then be necessary to explain the observed MC of ‐10 %. The change in ε can originate
from an altered triplet exciton density. The small dipoles formed by the triplet excitons are
then expected to enhance the dielectric constant. If this would be the case here, then, in a
hypothetical situation, a dramatic change of ε far beyond 10 % would be expected when
comparing an unbiased device and a device biased at e.g. 4 V. The difference in triplet
density would be significantly larger than at V < Eg with and without a magnetic field.
Large changes in the dielectric constant in similar LECs biased at 0 V and 4 V have,
however, not been observed in impedance measurements.7 Hence, we do not think that
this alternative explanation is applicable to our results. On the contrary, we suggest that
the effects observed in the air‐treated MEH‐PPV diodes in Ref. 29 can also be described by
a triplet exciton dependent detrapping of polarons.
10.4.4.5 Device simulations
To check whether the proposed mechanism of triplet exciton assisted detrapping of
polarons can explain the observed bias voltage dependence of the MC (see Figure 10.2d),
numerical drift‐diffusion simulations were performed (see paragraph 10.3 and appendix A
for more details). The model does not explicitly describe spin states or magnetic field
effects. Nonetheless, these effects can be mimicked by altering parameters that are
supposed to be magnetic field dependent.30 In paragraph 10.4.4.3, the MC was attributed
to an effective change in polaron mobility in the junction region. To model the effect of
such a mobility change on the device current, the modeling results of the conditioned LEC
shown in Figure 10.6a‐c (straight lines) were used as starting points. Changing the polaron
mobility in the complete device gives the trivial result of a proportional change in current.
It was argued above, however, that only the mobility in the junction region is affected by
interaction with triplet excitons. The carrier mobility in the junction region affects carrier
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transport as well as carrier recombination. Recombination is described by the Langevin
description in the model and is proportional to the sum of the electron and hole
⁄ . Here, n and p are
mobilities:
, where the Langevin factor is
the respective electron and hole densities, q is the elementary charge, µn and µp are the
electron and hole mobilities, respectively, and ε is the dielectric constant. To model the
effect of an altered recombination rate due to a reduced carrier mobility, a prefactor Rpre
. A
was introduced in the Langevin formula for the recombination rate:
prefactor of 0.9 was used, mimicking a reduction of 10 % of the carrier mobility in the
junction region. The magneto‐conductance was then determined by comparing the
current for simulations with Rpre = 0.9 and 1.0. Similar modeling results were obtained
when instead of changing Rpre, the electronic charge carrier mobility in the recombination
zone was altered by 10 %.31
In Figure 10.6d and e modeled J‐V and MC‐V characteristics are shown in, respectively, a
conditioned and a pristine device operating in steady‐state at different bias levels. In the
conditioned device the ions are artificially frozen at their positions after conditioning by
setting the ion mobility to zero; in the pristine device the ion mobility is nonzero, as this
corresponds to a non‐conditioned device. In the pristine device no MFE in current is
observed, whereas in the conditioned device the decrease of the carrier mobility with
magnetic field has resulted in a MFE in the current, denoted as MC = (IRpre=0.9‐IRpre=1)/IRpre=1
for Vbias < Egap. Here IRpe=0.9 and IRpre=1 represent the current for the cases when Rpre = 0.9 or
1.0. To make the modeling results resemble the experimental results at bias voltages
around 0 V (e.g. Figure 10.1b), a small, linear leakage current was added to the simulated
current density. The leakage current dominates the total current at these relatively small
bias voltages, leading to an effective reduction of MC. The small MC values around Vbias = 0
V may furthermore also be related to the relatively low generation rate of triplet excitons
due to the low current density here.
For Vbias > Egap a positive MC is observed in Figure 10.6d due to two artificial problems in
the modeling. First of all, in reality the high bias voltage would enable the ions to move.
The results in Figure 10.6e show what the effect of mobile ions on the MC would be: MC ≈
0. Secondly, polaron detrapping in the junction region becomes less dominant: trap states
are completely filled resulting in polarons to be in energetically higher‐lying states, leading
to a higher mobility. The current is therefore not dominated by traps anymore. As a result,
the T‐P effect is not likely to enhance the carrier mobility in this bias range: a change of 10
% in electronic carrier mobility is most likely an overestimate. Therefore, the part of the
modeling for Vbias > Egap can be ignored.
The modeling results can be summarized as follows: a reduction of the carrier mobility in
the recombination region can only reduce the total current through the device in the
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specific case that a fixed p‐i‐n junction structure is present. This was achieved in the model
by reducing the ion mobility to 0 during steady‐state operation at Vbias = 4 V. For this, the
applied bias voltage must be below the bandgap of the semiconductor. In case Vbias > Egap
the effect of the frozen p‐i‐n junction is reduced due to the formation of electronic space
charge. Experimentally, the negative MC is measured at the same conditions as described
here: A fixed p‐i‐n junction is present and electronic space charge is absent due to first
conditioning the device at Vbias = 4 V followed by operation at Vbias < Egap.
Considering all results together we attribute the negative MC in conditioned LECs to
polaron‐triplet exciton interactions that lead to an enhanced carrier mobility in the trap‐
dominated intrinsic region. This effect is unique in LECs as opposed to OLEDs. In OLEDs,
transport occurs by percolation through optimal pathways, which typically are not
dominated by traps. In conditioned LECs biased at low bias voltages, the trap density is
large relative to the carrier density so that transport occurs from trap to trap. Interaction
with triplet excitons can help to release carriers from these traps by transfer of energy
from the triplet exciton to the trapped polaron. The observed magnetic field dependence
itself does not originate from T‐P interactions, but from the change in triplet exciton
density. The triplet exciton density changes due to a change in singlet:triplet exciton
formation ratio discussed in the previous section.
10.4.5 High‐field MFE in efficiency
The last observed MFE that has not been discussed yet is the effect in the efficiency that
arises at B0 = 220 mT and Vbias > Egap as shown in Figure 10.2d. The relatively large size of
the characteristic magnetic field B0 indicates a mechanism related to zero‐field splitting.
Furthermore, the effect only changes the electroluminescence, whereas it has no effect on
the current. Species that may be involved because of their presence in the recombination
zone are polarons and singlet and triplet excitons. Singlet excitons can interact with
polarons leading to quenching. This quenching is, however, not magnetic field dependent.
A possible MFE in the electroluminescence can originate from delayed fluorescence (DF)
arising from triplet‐triplet annihilation (TTA).25, 32‐33
A pair of triplets can produce nine possible spin states with equal probability: a quintet, a
triplet and a singlet state. Due to spin conservation, only the latter can annihilate forming
an excited and a ground‐state singlet state. The excited singlet state can then relax by
emitting a photon. This process is called delayed fluorescence (DF) and was recently
shown to be of importance in OLEDs.34 Mixing between all nine spin states is possible
when the Zeeman splitting is equal to or smaller than the zero‐field splitting. If on the
other hand a relatively large magnetic field is applied, then the Zeeman splitting
suppresses spin mixing, leading to a reduced fluorescence. The high‐field effect shown in
Figure 10.2d is negative, which is in line with the previous discussion. The zero‐field
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splitting parameter of MDMO‐PPV is D ≈ 60 mT,35‐36 which corresponds with the
experimental results presented in Figure 10.2b and d: the high‐field effect appears roughly
at 50 mT. The observed voltage dependence can be explained by the enhancement of the
current, leading to a larger triplet exciton density. Accordingly, the probability of triplet‐
triplet encounters grows, leading to an enhanced contribution of DF from TTA to
fluorescence. Additionally, it is likely that the triplet‐triplet interactions are in competition
with the triplet‐polaron encounters, which were argued in the previous section to result in
a negative MC. The enhanced probability for TTA at larger bias voltages may therefore
result in an effective reduction of triplet‐polaron encounters leading to a reduced MC
effect as is experimentally observed in Figure 10.2d (for Vbias > 1.2V). These results indicate
that part of the luminance in LECs is comes from DF by TTA. The maximal contribution of
this process to the total electroluminescence can be determined under the following
assumptions: i) all triplets form pairs; ii) the singlet:triplet ratio is close to 25:75 and iii) the
magnetic field is large enough to prevent any spin mixing. In that case a fraction of 1/18 of
the triplets is converted in singlets, resulting in roughly 14 %37 of the total fluorescence
originating from DF. Removal of the magnetic field then enhances this contribution at Vbias
= 4 V to 17 %. This means that a significant fraction of the electroluminescence in PPV‐
based LECs originates from DF by TTA.

10.5 Conclusions
In summary, we have shown that light‐emitting electrochemical cells can show large
magnetic field effects because of trap‐dominated transport and recombination in a
relatively narrow region due to electrochemical doping. Large negative magneto‐
conductance values of around ‐12 % are observed in conditioned LECs simultaneously with
a positive magneto‐efficiency. Both effects originate from the competition between
magnetic field dependent spin mixing and the formation rates of singlet and triplet
excitons. The change in singlet:triplet ratio leads to the enhanced efficiency. The reduced
triplet exciton density is suggested to lead to a reduction in polaron detrapping in the
recombination zone, resulting in a reduced current density. At bias voltages that
significantly exceed the semiconductor bandgap, a negative magneto‐electroluminescence
effect is observed arising at relatively large magnetic fields of 220 mT. This effect is
attributed to delayed fluorescence which originates from magnetic field dependent
triplet‐triplet annihilation. The contribution of delayed fluorescence to the total light
output of the LEC is estimated to be at most 17 %.
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Chapter 11 Origin of work function
modification by electrolytes

An alternative use of electrolytes besides in the active layer of LECs is as thin injection
layers in organic electronics. The microscopic origin behind work function modification by
such polyelectrolytes and tertiary aliphatic amines used as interlayers is however unclear.
Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy is used to determine the work function modification by
thin layers of such materials on different substrates. Both reductions and increases in work
function were found to follow a general mechanism. Such modifications are found to only
take place when the work function modification layer (WML) is deposited on conductors or
semiconductors. On insulators no effect is observed. Additionally, the work function
modification is independent of the WML thickness or the substrate work function in the
range of 3 to 5 eV. This data supports work function modification by dipole formation at
the electrode interface, induced by interaction with its image dipole. Differences in size and
side groups of the ionic constituents lead to differences in approach distance towards the
surface. These differences determine magnitude and direction of the resulting dipole. This
understanding facilitates design and synthesis of new air‐stable and solution‐processable
WMLs for organic electronics.
*Part of the work presented in this chapter has been published: S. van Reenen, S. Kouijzer,
R. A. J. Janssen, M. M. Wienk, M. Kemerink, accepted for publication in Adv. Mater.
Interfaces (2014).
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11.1 Introduction
The remarkable efficiency leap from less than 5% to over 10% in the past 7 years makes it
plausible that organic solar cells can evolve into a successful thin film photovoltaic
technology. To this end, further improvements in the sunlight‐to‐electricity conversion
efficiency are still needed. To do so, not only the optoelectronic, active layer should be
considered, but also the connection between this layer and the electrodes. This
connection is facilitated by so‐called work function modification layers (WMLs) that serve
to align the transport levels in the organic semiconductor and the conductor by
modification of the work function. Materials that are often used are poly(3,4‐
ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) for improving hole
collection and injection in combination with an indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode and LiF for
the electron contact in combination with an Al metal electrode. A new generation of
WMLs first introduced by Cao et al. is based on polyelectrolytes or tertiary aliphatic
amines, such as poly[(9,9‐bis(3'‐(N,N‐dimethylamino)propyl)‐2,7‐fluorene)‐alt‐2,7‐(9,9‐
dioctylfluorene)] (PFN) and the corresponding ethyl ammonium bromide.1 Although these
materials improve carrier injection or extraction in different organic diode devices,1‐7 the
mechanism behind this improvement is not completely clear. This ambiguity hinders
synthesis, selection and optimization of new WMLs.
Mechanisms that are generally considered to result in electric fields and concomitant
work function shifts at metal‐organic interfaces are doping, charge transfer, and dipole
formation.8‐10 Regarding the work function modification of amine side‐groups, Lindell et
al.11 found by photoelectron spectroscopy and density functional calculations that the
electron donor para‐phenylenediamine chemisorbs onto atomically clean Ni in vacuum.12
Due to partial electron transfer from the amine unit, a work function reduction of 1.55 eV
is achieved, resulting in a less deep Fermi level. This explanation is not likely to hold for
the technologically more relevant procedure on which we shall focus, being the deposition
of WMLs from solution on a metal at atmospheric pressure: the metal is not atomically
clean, which likely inhibits chemisorption. In other work by Zhou et al.13 it is shown that
the work function reduction, at atmospheric pressure, by the amine groups in
poly(ethylenimine ethoxylated) (PEIE), is generally the same on different conductors. They
attributed the effect both to i) orientation of the internal molecular dipole, induced by the
lone pair of the nitrogen atom, and ii) an interfacial dipole due to partial charge transfer
from the amine group after the physisorption on the conductor. Important for
determining the origin of the effect is also the thickness dependence of the amine‐
containing layer.13‐17 In this respect different observations have been made. Xia et al.15
reported an optimum of the work function modification at 8 nm thickness and above,
while Zhou et al.13 and Zhang et al.16 did not observe any thickness dependence. Kim et
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al.17 reported a thickness dependence where thicker films resulted in a reduced work
function modification.
Next to PFN, also cationic polyelectrolytes can be used to lower the work function of the
electrode.1, 5‐6 A recent study on conjugated polymer zwitterions revealed a similar
lowering in work function, attributed to electrostatic realignment of the dipolar
zwitterionic side‐chains near the metal interface.18 The formation of interfacial dipoles
and electric field‐induced reorientation of molecules has also been reported.19 Other work
has shown that in the specific case that cationic polyelectrolytes are brought into contact
with fullerenes, doping of fullerenes is observed. 20 This however does not explain the
work function modification of conductors in absence of fullerenes.6
The anionic polyelectrolyte Nafion, which is also an acid, is found to give the opposite
effect compared to cationic polyelectrolytes. A thin film of Nafion on ITO is found to
increase the work function by 0.5 eV,21‐23 which indicates that Nafion can modify the metal
work function. Another anionic polyelectrolyte is poly(4‐styrenesulfonic acid) (H‐PSS), a
component of PEDOT:PSS formulations. In literature evidence exists that a thin layer of H‐
PSS forms on top of PEDOT:PSS.24 Processing of PEDOT:PSS from aqueous dispersions with
different amounts of added sorbitol was found to lead to a reduction in the work function,
which has been interpreted as being the result of removal of the H‐PSS top layer.25
In this chapter we present results which indicate that work function modification by
anionic or cationic (poly)electrolytes and by tertiary aliphatic amines originates from a
single mechanism: the formation of a dipole at the interface. This dipole formation is
driven by the energetic stabilization by its image charges in the contacting
(semi)conductor. On metals coated with a 10 nm thin insulator no dipole orientation or
formation is observed when an additional WML is applied: the work function is not
modified. Equal work function modification is observed by scanning Kelvin probe
microscopy for different thicknesses of PFN or H‐PSS deposited on conductors with
different work functions, ranging from Au to Ca. This excludes charge transfer or doping as
a possible origin of the work function modification. The net direction of the dipole is
furthermore determined by the ability of the positive and negative part of the dipole to
get in the proximity of the (semi‐)conductor. The ability to do so is found to depend on the
geometric properties of the positive and negative part. This behavior is confirmed by
series of tetrabutylammonium halides and H‐PSS, Li‐PSS, and Na‐PSS. The magnitude of
the net dipole can be related to both the ability to orient as well as the density of dipoles
at the interface.
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11.2 Materials and methods
Device preparation: Devices that were measured consisted of a substrate covered with an
electrode as shown schematically in Figure 11.1.
(a)

(b)

Electrode

WML
(Conductor/Semiconductor/Insulator)
Electrode

Glass

Glass

WML

Figure 11.1 Schematic of the general device layout. SKPM measurements were performed on (a)
metal electrodes with and without a work function modification layer (WML) on top and on (b)
metal electrodes covered with a 10 nm layer of conductor/semiconductor/insulator with and
without a work function modification layer on top.

The conductor was either sputtered, e.g. indium tin oxide (ITO), vacuum evaporated (Au,
Ag, Al, Ca) or spin coated (poly(3,4‐ethylenedioxythiophene)‐poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS, Clevios P VP AI 4083) from Heraeus). Deposition of V2O5 was performed
similarly as described in Ref. 26. Approximately 10 nm thick organic semiconductor or
insulator films were deposited on top by spin coating from solution: [6,6]‐phenyl C70‐
phenylbutyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM, Solenne BV), poly(3‐hexylthiophene) (P3HT,
Aldrich, Mn = 54000‐75000 g mol‐1) and a blend of PC70BM and poly[2,6‐(4,4‐bis‐(2‐
ethylhexyl)‐4H‐cyclopenta[2,1‐b;3,4‐b0]‐dithiophene)‐alt‐4,7‐(2,1,3‐benzothiadiazole)]
(PCPDTBT, Mw = 27700 g mol‐1) from o‐DCB, poly[(9,9‐dioctylfluorenyl‐2,7‐diyl) (PFO), and
a poly(p‐phenylene vinylene) copolymer (Super Yellow PPV, Merck, catalogue number
PDY‐132) from toluene, polystyrene (PS, Aldrich, Mw = 35000 g mol‐1), and
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA, Aldrich, Mw = 105 g mol‐1) from toluene. On top of
these conductors, organic semiconductors and insulators, a 10 nm thick film of poly[(9,9‐
bis(3’‐(N,N‐dimethylamino)propyl)‐2,7‐fluorene)‐alt‐2,7‐(9,9‐dioctylfluorene)] (PFN) was
deposited from either 2 mg ml‐1 methanol (MeOH) + acetic acid (AcOH) (200:1 volume
ratio) or 2 mg ml‐1 toluene. Synthesis of PFN is described elsewhere.[1] Alternatively,
poly(4‐styrenesulfonic acid) (H‐PSS, Aldrich, Mw = 75000 g mol‐1), poly(lithium 4‐
styrenesulfonate) (Li‐PSS, Aldrich, Mw = 75000 g mol‐1) and poly(sodium 4‐
styrenesulfonate) (Na‐PSS, Aldrich, Mw = 70000 g mol‐1) dissolved in ultrapure water (4 mg
ml‐1); tetrabutylammonium (TBA, Aldrich) tetramethylammonium (TMA, Aldrich), and
tetrahexylammonium (THA, Aldrich) salts dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (4 mg ml‐1), or
Nafion (Aldrich, perfluorinated ion exchange resin 5 wt% in mixture of lower aliphatic and
H2O, including 45% water) diluted in ethanol with a 1:200 volume ratio were deposited on
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top of the mentioned conductors, organic semiconductors, and insulators. Structural
formulae of the above‐mentioned materials are shown in Figure 11.2. The thickness of the
layers ranged between 5 and 10 nm. The thicknesses of the different layers were
measured by a Veeco Dektak profilometer. Device preparation was performed in a N2
filled glovebox in case air‐sensitive materials like Ca, Al or Ag were used.

(a)

(b)

PC70BM

(c)

PCPDTBT

(d)

PFO
(e)

Superyellow PPV

P3HT

(f)

(g)

PFN
(i)

THA‐Br

(h)

PSS‐R

(j)

(k)

TBA‐X

TMA‐I

Nafion
(l)

PMMA

(m)

PS

Figure 11.2 Structural formulae of the organic compounds.

Device characterization: SKPM images were recorded in a glove box under N2 atmosphere
([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) with a Veeco Instruments MultiMode AFM with
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Nanoscope IV controller, operating in lift mode with a lift height of 50 nm. Au‐coated
silicon tips from MikroMasch were employed. During surface potential measurements the
sample was grounded. An Au substrate was used as reference to monitor any tip wear
after multiple measurements. The measurements were carried out at room temperature.
As SKPM is based on nullification of the electric field between tip and sample, no driving
force for ion displacement during characterization exists. The discussed ion work function
shifts and ion displacements therefore have taken place upon or immediately after layer
deposition and not during SKPM probing.

11.3 Results and discussion
To study the mechanism behind the work function modification by several types of WMLs,
samples as depicted in Figure 11.1 were used. The parameter of interest is the work
function of a conducting, semiconducting, or insulating layer with and without coverage of
the WML. Insulators and intrinsic organic semiconductors, however, do not have a well‐
defined work function as the Fermi level resides in the bandgap. Therefore thin insulating
or semiconducting layers were deposited on top of a metal electrode as illustrated in
Figure 11.1b. The electrostatic potential at the surface is measured by scanning Kelvin
probe microscopy (SKPM) with respect to an Au‐coated tip. The structural formulae of the
materials used as WML or semiconducting/insulating substrate are shown in Figure 11.2.
11.3.1 Work function reduction by PFN
The effect of the WML PFN on substrates of conducting (also highly doped semiconductors
like p‐type Si, p‐type doped PEDOT:PSS and n‐type doped V2O5,27 prepared following the
procedure reported in Ref. 26), semiconducting (intrinsic), or insulating nature was
measured as shown in Figure 11.3 and Table 11.1. The qualitative criterium for the
classification of these substrate materials is based on the ability to provide charges which
is proportional to the dielectric response of the substrate material to the WML.
Conductors have a significant amount of mobile charges, which is why we share highly
doped semiconductors in this paper under the same denominator. Intrinsic
semiconductors only provide few charges which are relatively mobile. Insulators do not
contain mobile charges. In Figure 11.3, the horizontal axis represents the work function of
each sample without coverage of the WML: the work function of the substrate. The
vertical axis represents the work function shift of the sample after coverage with the
WML. A negative work function modification corresponds to a reduction of the work
function, i.e. improved electron injection from the substrate.
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Table 11.1 Work function modification by PFN.
Work function (eV)
Pristine
ITO
4.4
Au
4.6
Ag
4.3
Al
3.07
V2O5
5.0
PEDOT
4.92
p‐type Si
4.22
Ca
2.85
ITO‐PC70BM:PCPDTBT
4.5
ITO‐PPV
4.55
ITO‐P3HT
4.24
Au‐PFO
4.42
Au‐PC70BM
4.62
Au‐PS
4.44
Au‐PMMA
4.59
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With PFN
3.65
4.0
4.0
2.76
4.2
4.48
3.5
1.85
4.04
4.21
4.24
4.03
4.02
4.35
4.49

Figure 11.3 Work function as measured by SKPM for substrates covered by 10 nm PFN.
Substrates are categorized in clean conductors (black circles) and metals coated with a 5 – 10 nm
thick film of semiconductor (blue squares) or insulator (red triangles). The symbol filling indicates
the specific substrate material as shown in the legend. The horizontal lines indicate the average
change in work function for each substrate category. The data is also presented in Table 11.1.

In case PFN was used as WML the work function of the substrate is either reduced or
constant as shown in Figure 11.3. In case the substrate is a conductor (black dots), an
average work function reduction of 0.7 eV (gray line) is obtained. This value is
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independent of the substrate work function in the range measured here: from PEDOT with
Φ ≈ 5 eV to Ca with Φ ≈ 3 eV. Regarding Ca and Al, PFN was spin coated from dry toluene
rather than from methanol to prevent reaction of the solvent with the metal. The solvent
from which PFN was deposited, either methanol with acetic acid, or toluene, did not affect
the work function change by PFN for other metallic substrates. In case PFN is deposited on
top of an organic semiconductor (blue squares), the work function is reduced as well,
albeit slightly less compared to conductors: approximately 0.4 eV (blue line). The work
function modification by PFN was furthermore found to not depend on the thickness of
the intrinsic, organic semiconductor, as verified for SY‐PPV films with varying thickness
between 7±3 and 180±10 nm. On insulators (red triangles) PFN did not result in any
significant change in the work function (red line).
Another experiment to resolve the origin of the work function modification of conductors
by PFN is the determination of the layer thickness dependence of the work function
change. We deposited PFN with varying layer thickness on Au and on a thin film of SY‐PPV
on PEDOT:PSS and studied the thickness dependence of the work function by SKPM.
Different layer thicknesses were obtained by spin coating solutions with two different
concentrations at a series of spin speeds ranging from 1000 to 4000 RPM. The work
function modification of Au or SY‐PPV by PFN was found to be constant for all these layers
as shown in Figure 11.4: 0.7±0.1 eV and 0.22±0.1 eV, respectively. It was verified that spin
coating with solely the solvent did not modify the Au or PEDOT/SY‐PPV work function.

Potential difference (eV)

0.8
0.6

Au/PFN

0.4
0.2

PEDOT:PSS/SYPPV/PFN

0.0
0

5

10

15

20

Thickness PFN on Au (nm)

Figure 11.4 Potential difference as determined by SKPM between a Au tip and Au covered by PFN
(black symbols) and between a Au tip and SY‐PPV on PEDOT:PSS covered by PFN (gray symbols).
The dashed lines are to guide the eye.

In literature qualitatively different results have been reported regarding the dependence
of the work function modification on the thickness of interlayers like PFN. 13‐17, 28
Increasing15, constant13, 16 and decreasing17 work function shifts have all been reported.
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Part of these works comprises the characterization of complete devices, which
complicates the interpretation as charge transport is involved as well.14, 16‐17 Use of thicker
layers of insulating materials will reduce the performance due to additional series
resistance. Characterization of the open‐circuit voltage circumvents this issue, although
also the open‐circuit voltage depends on many factors. Characterization of WMLs by
inherently current‐less techniques like SKPM13, 15, 28 excludes these problems, but still one
must ensure that the substrate is completely covered. Incomplete coverage will result in
intermediate results.
11.3.2 Considered mechanisms
To determine the nature of the work function reduction by PFN several models proposed
in literature were considered first.13, 15, 20 For each model we inspected its ability to explain
the experimental findings reported here and in literature: the work function modification
is i) dependent on the nature of the substrate: metallic, (organic) semiconducting or
insulating; ii) independent on the work function of the substrate in the range 3.0 – 5.0 eV;
iii) independent of the PFN layer thickness; iv) possible in absence of any semiconductor
which can be electrochemically doped.13
Four models that can describe the work function reduction by the WML PFN are
schematically shown in Figure 11.5: formation of an electric double layer (EDL) after
doping of the WML (Figure 11.5a), charge transfer to or from the conductor (Figure
11.5b), spontaneous dipole orientation in the WML (Figure 11.5c) and the spontaneous
dipole orientation at the interface (Figure 11.5d). A detailed discussion follows in the next
paragraphs about these mechanisms and their ability to describe the observations from
Figure 11.3 and Figure 11.4. Each of these mechanisms is found to have difficulties in
explaining the complete series of findings described above. Therefore an alternative
model is presented later on.
The first model (Figure 11.5a) describes electric double layer formation between a
conductor and a doped material. In organics, doping can be achieved electrochemically by
ions stabilizing electronic charges. Such behavior is e.g. the basis of light‐emitting
electrochemical cells.29‐31 In the polyelectrolytes studied here, mobile ions are present
that can be used for electrochemical doping. Electrochemical doping is, however, not
evident in the semiconductor PFN. Oxidation of tertiary aliphatic amines has nonetheless
been reported and leads to the formation of a cationic compound.32 Such cationic
compounds can stabilize electrons on nearby semiconductors, i.e. electrochemical doping.
The EDL that is formed in case doping is indeed present or takes place would result in a
bias‐dependent depletion of carriers in the doped semiconductor at the interface. The
depletion width would range between 6 and 2 nm for (very high) doping densities of 1025
– 1026 m‐3, respectively, in case a change in built‐in potential of 1 V is assumed. In our
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measurements no thickness dependence of work function modification by PFN is
observed, which indicates that such a depletion layer is absent. Also the fact that PEIE,13
an insulating tertiary aliphatic amine, can change the work function without any form of
doping indicates that the work function change studied in this chapter is not due to doping
and the resulting EDL formation. This however does not exclude that doping takes place in
devices that contain polyelectrolytes.20 The relatively low ionic mobility can result in slow
transient behavior during device operation.5
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Figure 11.5 Schematics of possible mechanisms to explain the work function (WF) modification by
WMLs: (a) electric double layer formation, (b) charge transfer, (c) spontaneous dipole orientation
in the bulk and (d) spontaneous dipole orientation at the interface. The corresponding vacuum
levels are shown on top to indicate the spatial potential drop. A legend is shown below.

Modification of the work function can also occur due to dipole formation induced by
integer or partial charge transfer between the substrate and the WML (Figure 11.5b).
Charge transfer can take place in a large variety of circumstances as reviewed by Braun et
al. in Ref. 8. These can be divided in two classes: charge transfer after physisorption or
chemisorption. The latter can occur in case the metal surface of the substrate is atomically
clean, i.e. at pressures as low as 10‐9 mbar. In contrast, the deposition of PFN reported
here took place at atmospheric pressure. Nevertheless, in case a clean substrate surface is
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considered, specific interaction between the WML and the substrate can take place.
Specific interactions are, however, not likely to explain the work function modification by
PFN on conductors as it is shown to be a general effect for multiple, different substrate
materials in Figure 11.3. In case of physisorption, charge transfer can still take place.
Charge transfer is driven by filling empty, lower lying energy states in either the substrate
or the WML itself. The cost of charge transfer is the electrostatic energy due to the
formation of a dipole. In case of PFN deposited on a metal the sign of the work function
change could be explained by electron transfer into the metal. Figure 11.3 shows however
that PFN reduces the work function of low work function metals like Ca and Al as much as
e.g. Au. This implies that the electron‐donating energy level in PFN would have to lie
above the Fermi level of Ca and Al. Then PFN would not be air‐stable, which it in fact is.
Charge transfer therefore cannot explain the general behavior of PFN on conductors
shown in Figure 11.3. Significant work function modification by charge transfer already
occurs after deposition of a monolayers on e.g. a metallic substrate,33 which is in
agreement with the absence of a thickness dependence of the work function modification
by PFN.
A third mechanism to obtain a work function modification is the spontaneous orientation
of dipoles in the WML deposited on top of the substrate. This spontaneous orientation of
dipoles may either be throughout the complete layer (Figure 11.5c) or only at the
interface (Figure 11.5d). In case the complete layer is polarized, a linear dependence of
the work function on layer thickness is expected as observed in Ref. 15. Similar as in Ref.
16 we find no thickness dependence as illustrated by Figure 11.4. Another argument
against this model lies in the fact that we observe a work function reduction of organic
semiconductors by PFN as well. This means that the positive end of the dipole in the WML
is directed away from the organic semiconductor in absence of a top contact. This is
opposite to devices reported in literature1 and reproduced by us where PFN deposition on
the semiconductor is followed by deposition of Al. In these devices the dipole is directed
towards the organic semiconductor as electron injection from Al is improved. This means
that during or after deposition of Al the dipoles in the WML would have to be rotated by
180 degrees. Electric field‐induced reorientation of polyelectrolytes has been reported.19
Here, however, no external field was applied.
In case the dipole orientation occurs only at the interface of the WML, an abrupt change in
work function is expected as a function of the layer thickness. This is in line with our
experimental findings. Still this mechanism has difficulties in explaining the inversion in
dipole orientation between metal/organic semiconductor/PFN and metal/organic
semiconductor/PFN/metal, as discussed in the previous paragraph. Before deposition of
the top metal layer, the PFN molecules are randomly oriented. During evaporation,
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reorientation of those molecules should then occur to achieve a significant work function
reduction. This process seems unlikely.
11.3.3 Proposed mechanism
Based on our experimental findings in addition to the literature cited in this article, we
suggest the following mechanism for work function modification by PFN. Consider a
material with positively and negatively charged constituents contacted by a conductor as
shown in Figure 11.6. Image charges of the positive and negative constituents are present
in the conductor.34 As the image charges are oppositely charged, each image charge exerts
an attractive force on its respective, real charge. Consequently, both charged constituents
want to lie as close as possible near the conductor. The final position with respect to the
conductor, however, depends on the geometrical size and the ability of the charged
constituents to move. A large difference in size and ability to move of the charged
constituents then leads to a difference in final position relative to the electrode. In Figure
11.6 this is illustrated in case both constituent parts have a) an equal and b) an unequal
ability to move. The result of this difference (Figure 11.6b) is that a dipole is created in the
WML at the interface. This polarization follows a trade‐off between the energy gain by
approaching the metal surface and the energy loss of a net polarization. Note that the
dipole of the image charges is in the same direction as the dipole of the real charges,
enhancing the total dipole. This is due to the inverted sign of the charge of the image. In
addition, the image dipole can enhance the effective polarizability of molecules at the
interfaces of conductors.35‐36 Recently, similar behavior as described in this paragraph was
found in a zwitterionic polyelectrolyte18 and other polyelectrolytes19.
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Figure 11.6 Schematics of the formation of an interfacial dipole between a WML and the substrate
by image charge attraction. The gray line indicates the image potential (Vimage). (a) In case the
charges in the WML have similar ability to move no dipole is formed. (b) In case the charges in the
WML differ in movability, a dipole is formed as the more mobile charge has a smaller approach
distance towards the interface. The image charges form a dipole as well, equal in size and
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direction as the real dipole. The resulting work function modification is shown by the vacuum
level indicated as black line on top.

To understand the driving force of the work function modification, attraction by image
charges in the substrate, the electrostatics of the system, the substrate and the WML
should be taken into account.37 When the WML is physisorbed on an insulator, the only
electrostatic interaction is that between the charged constituents of the molecules of the
WML itself. The small difference between the relative dielectric constants of the WML and
the insulator results only in minor image force interaction. In this case a net polarization
would only cost energy and therefore does not occur: no work function modification takes
place as shown in Figure 11.7c. In case the WML is physisorbed13 on a conductor an
additional electrostatic interaction arises due to the formation of image charges. As
discussed above, the interaction with these image charge makes it energetically favorable
for (parts of) the physisorbed molecules to move closer to the metal (Figure 11.7a). This is
a very short range interaction, hence the virtual absence of a layer thickness dependence.
Furthermore, for this effect to take place no charge transfer from the WML to the metal or
vice versa is required to take place. Consequently, the effect is independent of the work
function of the conductor. For WMLs on semiconductors, the contrast in relative dielectric
constant is similar as for insulators, i.e. small. However, semiconductors can hold
compensation charges which can still stabilize a dipole. Hence energetically stable
interface dipoles can be formed for WMLs physisorbed on semiconductors as shown in
Figure 11.7b.
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Figure 11.7 Schematics of the proposed work function modification mechanism. Shown is the
formation of an interfacial dipole (δ) between a WML and (a) a conductor, (b) a semiconductor
and (c) an insulator. The full, partial, or absent stabilization by (image) charges in the substrate is
also shown. The corresponding vacuum levels are shown on top to indicate the spatial potential
drop. A legend is shown below.

Our suggested mechanism to explain the experimental findings for PFN used as WML is
based on the following facts. The independence of the work function reduction on the
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work function of the layer below, excludes that exchange of electrons with the metal is of
importance. The layer thickness independence of the work function modification
additionally indicates that the effect occurs close to the interface as expected (Figure
11.7). No work function shift is observed in case an insulating layer is inserted between a
conductor and the PFN. So, despite the absence of electron exchange between electrode
and WML, a (semi)conducting surface is needed to enable work function modification.
This is in line with the proposed mechanism that image charges in the (semi)conductor
contacting the WML drive the polarization at the interface.
The relevant, charged constituents in PFN are the nitrogen atom and its lone pair in a sp3
orbital. The relatively small s character of the orbital results in a relatively large separation
from the nucleus. The typical basicity of amines furthermore indicates that the lone pair of
electrons is not delocalized over the molecule.38 Therefore this lone pair can in principle
easily be attracted towards the interface by its image charge in the substrate.
11.3.4 Work function increase by H‐PSS and Nafion
The proposed mechanism for work function modification discussed in the previous
paragraph is based on the basic ingredients of having a (semi)conductive surface covered
by molecules with charged constituents that differ in size and ability to move. Next to PFN,
many other materials may possess these properties. Especially, polyelectrolytes can be
expected to show similar behavior as illustrated in Figure 11.6 and Figure 11.7. In
literature quaternized ammonium derivatives of PFN have already been shown to improve
electron injection similarly as PFN.1, 6 To determine whether other polyelectrolytes show
similar behavior as PFN in work function modification of conducting, semiconducting, and
insulating substrates, similar measurements were performed with H‐PSS and Nafion as
WML. The results are shown in Figure 11.8 and Table 11.2 and Table 11.3.
In case H‐PSS or Nafion are used as WML the work function is observed to be increased or
to remain constant. Similar to PFN, the strongest work function changes are observed on
conductors (black dots or pentagons for H‐PSS and Nafion, respectively, in Figure 11.8)
and are within experimental uncertainty independent of the work function of the
conductor itself. On organic semiconductors (blue squares or diamonds for H‐PSS and
Nafion, respectively) only a small increase in work function is observed, whereas on
insulators (red triangles for Nafion) a change in work function is absent. On
semiconductors, the anionic polyelectrolytes (blue symbols in Figure 11.8) seem to result
in a smaller work function modification as compared to PFN (blue symbols in Figure 11.3).
This difference may be explained by the lesser ability of the used p‐type semiconductors
to provide an electron as compensation charge. Similar effects are also observed for the
stabilization of ferroelectric polarization by organic semiconductors.39‐42 As the deposition
of a layer of H‐PSS or Nafion occurs from an acidic solution, it was checked whether spin
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coating instead with a 1 M H2SO4 solution on Au gave similar results. This step actually
results in washing the electrode with an acidic solution. No work function increase of the
Au (star in Figure 11.8) was observed.
Table 11.2 Work function modification by H‐PSS.
Work function (eV)
Pristine
ITO
4.4
Au
4.6
Ag
4.3
Al
3.07
ITO‐PPV
4.47
Au‐PC70BM:PCPDTBT
4.5
Au‐PMMA
4.6

With H‐PSS
5.0
5.49
4.7
4.1
4.64
4.7
4.6

Table 11.3 Work function modification by Nafion.
Work function (eV)
Pristine
ITO
4.4
Au
4.6
PEDOT
4.85
Au‐PFO
4.48
Au‐PS
4.9
Au‐PMMA
4.7

With Nafion
4.95
5.1
5.25
4.6
4.85
4.8
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Figure 11.8 Work function as measured by SKPM for substrates covered by 10 nm H‐PSS or
Nafion. Substrates are categorized in clean conductors (black circles or pentagons for H‐PSS and
Nafion, respectively) and metals coated with a 5 – 10 nm thick film of semiconductor (blue
squares or diamonds for H‐PSS and Nafion, respectively) or insulator (red triangles for Nafion). The
symbol filling indicates the specific substrate material as shown in the legend. The horizontal lines
indicate the average change in work function for each substrate category. The data is also
presented in Table 11.2 and Table 11.3.

The results regarding PFN, H‐PSS and Nafion shown in Figure 11.3 and Figure 11.8 show
that despite using different materials, the work function modification behaves the same,
dependent on the type of substrate used. Different is however the sign of the work
function modification as PFN reduces the substrate work function, whereas H‐PSS and
Nafion enhance it. According to the proposed mechanism for PFN, the direction of the
dipole in the WML at the interface is determined by the size of the constituent parts and
their ability to move. In the anionic polyelectrolytes studied here the charged constituent
parts are the ions within the SO3−H+ group. As the SO3− ion is covalently bound to a
polymer backbone, it has more difficulty in reaching the interface than the small, ionically
bound proton. Therefore mainly the proton approaches the interface, resulting in a dipole
oriented towards the interface. These results therefore demonstrate that the proposed
mechanism does not only apply to the work function modification by PFN, but also by
polyelectrolytes like Nafion or H‐PSS.
11.3.5 Ion size effects in WMLs
According to our proposed mechanism (Figure 11.6) the geometrical size of the charged
constituents should strongly affect the size and direction of the induced interfacial dipole.
To verify whether the ion size influences the magnitude of the work function modification,
the work function modification by X+PSS− with X+ = H+, Li+, Na+ was studied on Au. In
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addition the work function modification by quaternized ammonium salts was studied as
well: a series of tetrabutylammonium halides, (TBA+Y−) with Y− = F−, Cl−, Br−, I−; and salts
(TBA+Z−) with Z− = BH4−, BF4−, PF6−. Also the size of the alkyl group (methyl, butyl, or hexyl)
in the ammonium ion was varied. The work function modification of Au by deposition of
thin layers of approximately 10 nm is shown in Figure 11.9 as a function of the ion radius.
The ionic radii were taken from literature.43‐46 The radius of the ion with an underlined
name is connected to the horizontal axis. The general trend that is observed in all three
series (X+PSS−; TBA+Y−; TBA+Z−) is that an increase in ion size is accompanied by a reduction
in the magnitude of the work function modification. In H+PSS− a work function increase is
observed as the PSS‐ ion has a low movability due to its large relative size. Increasing the
size of the positive counterion reduces this difference and clearly results in a reduced
magnitude of the work function change. In the TBA+F− and TBA+BH4− salts, the TBA+ ion has
the lowest movability compared to the counterions due to the four relatively large butyl
chains. Consequently a work function reduction is expected and also observed in Figure
11.9. Increasing the size of the counterions again reduces the difference in movability. The
experiment is in agreement with this as the magnitude of the work function reduction is
reduced. That not only the ion‐size is important regarding work function modification is
illustrated by the stronger reduction in case the larger BH4‐ ion is used opposed to F‐, Cl‐,
or Br‐. Clustering and ordering of the salt molecules, which can strongly vary between the
different series, is likely to play a large role as well. This is in line with earlier observations
by Yang et al.,47 where polyelectrolytes with larger ions used as interlayer were found to
result in better in device performance. Furthermore, it should be noted that in devices,
the performance is not only determined by the work function change due to a WML, but
also by additional effects of the WML on electrical transport and injection. A change in
magnitude of the ammonium constituent itself leads however to an oppositely expected
effect: c.f. TMA+I− vs. TBA+I− and TBA+Br− vs. THA+Br− (see Figure 11.2i‐k for the structural
formulae). This may tentatively be explained by a change in salt density at the interface or
the ability to block the counter ions from reaching the surface. Regarding the sign of the
work function modification by the ammonium series, it is found to be opposite to the PSS−
series. This corresponds to a dipole orientation such that the largest ion, PSS− and TBA+, is
the furthest away from the interface and the smaller counter ion is closest.
The dashed purple line in Figure 11.9 illustrates the work function modification by PFN to
enable comparison with the polyelectrolytes. The work function reduction by PFN is
similar in case TBA+F− is used. If however TBA+PF6− is used, no work function reduction is
observed. The latter was also observed in Ref. 13, where the work function modification
by PEIE was measured as a function of the acidity of the solution from which it was
deposited. The largest work function modification was obtained from a basic solution
when PEIE with neutral amine groups was present. When using an acidic solution, by
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addition of H+PF6−, part of the amines is protonated and electrostatically compensated by
a PF6‐ counterion. In that case the magnitude of the work function modification was
observed to decrease. This is in line with our measurement of TBA+PF6− on Au shown in
Figure 11.9 where no work function modification is observed.
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Figure 11.9 Work function of an Au substrate covered by a thin layer (5‐10 nm) of salt as measured
by SKPM. The labels show the type of ion and the ion radius of the underlined ion corresponds to
the horizontal axis. The dashed lines indicate the work function of a clean Au substrate and an Au
substrate covered with PFN.

11.4 General considerations
The general behavior of the interlayers described in the previous paragraphs allows a
consistent description of the work function changes, but we note that these can be
accompanied with effects which are specific for the materials used. For example, work
function reduction by PFN on P3HT is expected but not observed experimentally. We
tentatively attribute this to material specific effects that may be superimposed on, or
interfere with the interface dipole formation as discussed in this chapter. It is known for
example that PFN in combination with fullerenes results in doping of the fullerenes.20
Another example is found in a recent paper by Wetzelaer et al.,48 where an anionic
electrolyte, stearate, with a relatively large counter ion, Cs+, was shown to improve
electron injection from Al to a comparable level as Ba. This result may be explained by the
relatively large size of the Cs+ ion which might make image charge screening of the
negatively charged polymer more favorable. Alternatively, n‐type doping by Cs+ may
explain the observed results as well in this specific case.49
In actual devices, where WMLs are typically sandwiched between an organic
semiconductor and a metallic electrode, the situation is more complicated than the one
studied here. In lowest order, oppositely directed dipoles are expected at both interfaces
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of the WML. Typically, the metal‐WML interface dipole will be largest and improved
injection may still be expected. However, the presence of substantial space charge in the
semiconductor may destabilize the interfacial dipoles. Injection of electrons (holes) and
the consequent formation of negative (positive) space charge in the organic
semiconductor can destabilize a dipole pointed away from (towards) the semiconductor.
This would be an interesting topic for further study.

11.5 Conclusion
In summary we have shown that WMLs based on tertiary aliphatic amines and
polyelectrolytes, e.g. sulfonic acid based polymers or aliphatic quaternized ammonium
salts, show similar behavior in work function modification. Work function modification
occurs only on (semi‐)conducting substrates and is independent of the substrate work
function in the range of 3 to 5 eV. Additionally the work function modification does not
depend on the WML thickness, but does depend on the relative size of the anion and
cation and their respective ability to move.
The data supports a single mechanism for both work function reduction and enhancement
by prompted formation of an interfacial dipole. This process is driven by the attraction of
the positive and negative part of the dipole towards the interface by the image charge
interaction in case the substrate is a (semi‐)conductor. The geometrical size and
movability of the positive and negative parts of the dipole determine which (partial)
charge can get closest to the substrate, resulting in a net dipole orientation away from or
towards the interface which modifies the work function. The large data set proves that the
general work function modification by the WMLs studied here cannot be described by any
doping mechanism, charge transfer, or spontaneous dipole orientation in the solid film
after deposition. Although other mechanisms are not excluded for specific interlayer‐
substrate combinations, the prompted dipole formation mechanism is found to be
universal for a large variety of interlayer materials deposited on a large variety of
substrates and provides a guideline for developing new materials.
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12.1 Current view on operational mechanism of LECs
Great effort has been put in understanding, development and improvement of LECs by
researchers dating back until the first report on LECs by Pei et al. in 1995.1 As a result
relatively high efficiencies2‐5 have already been reached from single layer devices which
are ideal for large‐scale, cheap processing methods.6 Nevertheless, incomplete
understanding of LEC device operation has obscured the possibilities and limits of LECs as
well as the best routes to proceed for making the technology successful. The objective of
this thesis was to remove this obscurity by endeavoring to conceptually and quantitatively
understand the dominant processes in LEC operation. Operation starting from carrier
injection, doping/ion dynamics, charge transport, charge recombination until the radiative
exciton decay processes has been investigated by experiments and numerical modeling in
polymer and iTMC based semiconductors.
First we identified that the electrical transport mechanism in polymer LECs is based on
electrochemical doping of the organic semiconductor. A dynamic p‐i‐n junction structure
is formed where light emission originates from the intrinsic region. A prerequisite for the
formation of such a p‐i‐n junction is non‐limited carrier injection, achieved by piling up
ions at the contacts to form electric double layers. N‐type and p‐type doping then results
from redistribution of cations and anions to opposite sides of the active layer to
electrostatically compensate injected electrons and holes. The response time of LECs is
related to this relatively slow ionic redistribution. The latter is however not limited by the
relatively slow mobile ion transport, but rather to the (even) slower process of salt
dissociation into free, mobile ions. The consequences of electrochemical doping on the
electronic transport are the following:
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

Large electronic carrier densities are created in the active layer without the
need to provide large electric fields, effectively improving the conductivity of
the semiconductor;
The electronic carrier mobility is improved significantly by the large doping
density, improving the conductivity in the doped regions even more;
The significantly improved conductivity enables low‐voltage operation of
devices with relatively thick active layers (>>10‐7 m);
The doped regions result in near unity recombination efficiency by
recombination of all carriers at the intrinsic region.

These effects are found to scale with the admixed salt density in the active layer of the
LEC. So to optimize LECs for charge transport, while ignoring the effects of doping on the
radiative efficiency, an as high as possible ion density is preferred, provided electronic
carrier injection can follow the enhanced bulk conductivity. These effects were found to
hold for LECs with relatively small (100 nm) and large (100 µm) active layer thicknesses.
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In LECs based on ionic transition metal complexes highly similar electrical transport was
observed despite the large difference in active layer components. N‐type and p‐type
doped regions are also formed during operation, leaving an intrinsic region in between
where the majority of the applied potential drops and where recombination takes place.
To further test the similarity between polymer and iTMC‐LECs the thermal activation of
the turn‐on of both types of devices was studied. The related thermal activation energy
was found to be similar to the thermal activation energy of the ion conduction in the same
device. This further confirms that ion redistribution is linked to the turn‐on of polymer and
iTMC‐LECs, being in line with electrochemical doping during operation.
The tradeoff of the improved charge transport in LECs is a reduction of the luminescent
efficiency by electrochemical doping, which was identified by two separate observations.
Firstly, after switch‐on of polymer and iTMC‐LECs, the luminescent efficiency was found to
roll off. Simultaneously the active layer was electrochemically doped, evidenced by a
continuous enhancement of the current density and brightness of the LECs. Secondly, for
polymer LECs in steady‐state operation, an enhanced doping density was found to reduce
the luminescent efficiency. The doping density was enhanced by admixing additional salt
in the active layer. To explore the origin of the reduced luminescent efficiency, polaron‐
induced photoluminescence quenching was studied in conjugated polymers for varying
doping density. Both Förster resonance energy transfer and charge transfer were
determined as quenching mechanisms. The found quenching model was inserted in a
numerical device model which reproduced qualitatively and quasi‐quantitatively the
reduction in luminescent efficiency in transient and steady‐state operation. This proves
that unlike the electrical transport, the luminescent efficiency is negatively affected by
electrochemical doping which quenches the formed excitons. The optimal (polymer) LEC
will therefore necessarily require a compromise between transport and recombination
optimization.
Investigation of magnetic field effects on electrical transport and luminance in LECs
showed that triplet excitons can improve both charge transport and luminescent
efficiency. A large magneto‐resistance of 12 % in fully doped LECs is explained by triplet
excitons detrapping electrical charge carriers. Furthermore a reduction in magneto‐
efficiency is related to triplet‐triplet annihilation, which is an additional source of singlet
excitons. The contribution of delayed fluorescence to the total light output of the LEC is
estimated to be roughly 10‐20 %.
Besides electrochemical doping, thin films of electrolytes were furthermore observed to
be able to enhance or reduce electrode work functions. This work function modification
was found to be independent of the electrolyte layer thickness and work function of the
electrode and dependent on the dielectric properties of the substrate on which it is
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deposited. This excludes possible mechanisms like charge transfer, electric double layer
formation or spontaneous dipole orientation. The work function modification can,
however, be described by dipole orientation at the interface induced by image charges of
the electrolyte itself in the substrate. A requirement for this process to occur is asymmetry
in size or side‐groups of the oppositely charged constituents of the electrolyte.
The charge transport, recombination and radiative decay characteristics in LECs were
successfully modeled by our numerical device model. Quasi‐quantitative and qualitative
agreement between experiments and simulations based on experimentally determined
input parameters, proves that the basic processes for LEC operation are known and
relatively well understood. Therefore we conclude that the combined use of ionic
conductors and organic semiconductors in LECs enables great improvement of electrical
transport and brightness at the cost of a reduced luminescent efficiency.

12.2 Future directions to improve LECs
The future and success of LECs to become a significant, global lighting technology highly
depends on developments to improve the luminescent efficiency, response time and
lifetime without significant compromises in the current advantages in processing and
electrical transport. Below, the perspective of the author is given on possible future
developments to improve the performance of LECs.
12.2.1 Emission engineering
To be able to take full advantage of the enhanced electrical transport in LECs and the
concomitant brightness, the strong reduction in efficiency needs to be prevented. To
address the root of the cause, exciton quenching must be avoided. Requirements for
effective polaron‐induced exciton quenching are i) exciton formation near a high density
of polarons, ii) exciton diffusion, iii) spectral overlap for exciton emission and polaron
absorption, and iv) a sufficient exciton lifetime. To avoid exciton quenching one or more of
these requirements should not be fulfilled.
The use of dyes for light emission gives an opportunity to prevent exciton diffusion and/or
spectral overlap between excitons and polarons. In case the dye has a lower bandgap
compared to its host system, excitons can be energetically trapped in the dye, reducing
exciton diffusion. As diffusion was found to be a main contributor to the quenching
process, this could strongly reduce exciton quenching and enable the use of higher doping
densities. The addition of large side‐groups on such dyes7 may furthermore enhance the
distance between neighboring sites, to further reduce the probability of quenching.
Especially regarding iTMC‐LECs host‐guest systems have already been reported.8‐10 Issues
that may arise in such host‐guest systems are for example unwanted emission from the
host material11 or asymmetrical carrier trapping. The latter may lead to imbalanced carrier
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transport, resulting in carrier recombination close to one of the electrodes where exciton
quenching is relatively strong. Nevertheless, given the strong contribution of exciton
quenching in polymer LECs, a recent promising report12 and the fact this topic remains a
relatively unexplored, dyes in LECs are highly promising to prevent exciton quenching and
boost the luminescent performance. It furthermore solves the problem of synthesis of a
single material with good transport and light emission properties.
Another method to reduce quenching is by enhancement of the radiative decay rate of
excitons. By synthesis and selection of materials with an enhanced radiative decay rate,
the contribution of the competing quenching process can be reduced. The radiative decay
rate of singlet excitons can be determined from the Strickler‐Berg relation.13 A high
dielectric constant and strong absorption at the relevant fluorescence wavelengths are
required for a high decay rate, which is not so easily improved in typically low dielectric
organic semiconductors like PPV. Enhancement of the dielectric constant may however
improve the decay rate.
The radiative decay rate can also be enhanced by improving the fraction of the excitons
with a singlet state. Our study on OMAR in PPV‐based LECs proved that this fraction is
worse than 0.25. Better understanding and control of the processes determining the final
singlet exciton fraction should be able to lift it to 0.25 and perhaps beyond. Such a route is
currently little explored in the field, but also not likely to be a short‐term winner to
improve the efficiency.
A more viable route is to turn the attention to triplet emitters, which have enhanced
luminescent efficiency as all excitons can undergo radiative decay.14 Although triplet
emission in LECs is not new –iTMC‐LECs based on iridium exhibit triplet emission‐ the
origin of quenching is still relatively unexplored. We15 and others16 have shown that also
here a roll‐off in efficiency occurs, which is due to exciton quenching. This quenching likely
takes place via a combination of triplet‐triplet annihilation and triplet‐polaron quenching.
Both processes can be reduced by enhancement of the radiative decay rate. Haneder et al.
reported that regarding triplet emitters, besides spin‐orbit coupling between the excited
T1 and S1 states, a small singlet‐triplet splitting between T1 and S1 (ΔEST) results in an
enhanced radiative decay rate.17 A small splitting is for example the case in iridium
complexes and strongly depends on the ligands. Further enhancement of the radiative
triplet exciton decay rate by specially designed materials18 will help to reduce these
quenching effects and may therefore be a promising route.
12.2.2 Reducing the response time
Another issue which requires attention is the relatively long response time in LECs, related
to the slow redistribution of ions. Two approaches are reported in literature, being the use
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of a dedicated driving scheme for operation or fixation of doping during a pre‐treatment
of the LEC.
Attempts to fix doping are most notably by use of chemical reactions19‐22 or the strong
temperature dependence of the ion mobility.23‐25 In either case the device is prebiased to
allow ions to redistribute over the device forming a p‐i‐n junction. The doping can then be
fixed by either lowering of the temperature or chemical reactions with (side‐groups of) the
ionic compounds. After removal of the bias the doping remains in place. Subsequent
application of a bias voltage should then not result in ion transport to form new doping
complexes. If that is the case, then the turn‐on time depends solely on the response of the
relatively mobile electronic carriers.
An alternative method to speed up the electrochemical doping process is by application of
a larger driving voltage. Driving schemes26‐27 in which an initial, large bias voltage is used
can therefore significantly speed up the doping in the device to quickly reach quasi‐
steady‐state operation. Use of a constant current driving scheme is an even more elegant
solution.27‐28
Another, rather unexplored method is to address the intrinsic cause of the slow response
speed, i.e. the slow salt dissociation in the active layer.29 The salt dissociation rate
depends on the binding energy between the ions and the ion capture rate. The latter is
likely related to the ion mobility. Reduction of the salt binding energy and enhancement of
the ion mobility can be achieved by enhancement of the dielectric constant: the dielectric
constant is inversely proportional to the binding energy (which originates from
electrostatic interaction) between ions. This means that an enhancement of the dielectric
constant from e.g. PPV, 3, to 10 may have significant effect.
To enhance the dielectric constant, alternative semiconducting materials could be
considered. Note that in electroluminescent devices typically low dielectric materials are
preferred due to the recombination rate being inversely proportional to the dielectric
permittivity. In LECs the recombination efficiency is already (near) optimal, which means
that enhancement of the dielectric constant does not necessarily harm the recombination
efficiency. Today such semiconductors are mainly used for photovoltaic applications
where recombination should be suppressed.30‐31 It should be noted that the relative
dielectric constant of PEO, the material typically used to promote salt dissociation and ion
mobility in LECs, is 6.32
An additional advantage of the use of a high dielectric semiconductor is that the addition
of PEO may no longer be required. Exclusion of PEO from the active layer would solve
issues like phase separation, which likely has an effect on the current lifetime of LECs.33
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Furthermore it would enable admixture of additional components like dyes in the active
layer without creating a 4‐component system.
The use of alternative salts may also be a possibility to reduce the response time. The
binding energy is inversely proportional to the ionic bond length, so larger ions will likely
have a smaller binding energy. This may, however, tradeoff in mobility as larger ions are
more difficult to be transported through solid media.
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A Numerical model to describe operation of LECs
To model the device operation of light‐emitting electrochemical cells a numerical model is
used which describes carrier injection, transport and recombination in the active layer in
the presence of mobile ions.1‐3 Two similar versions of the model were used, a 1D version
based on the drift‐diffusion equations and a 2D version based on the Boltzmann transport
equation. Both models solve the carrier transport equations for electrons, holes, anions
and cations, and Poisson’s equation by forward integration in time. In the next paragraphs
a detailed description is given of the methods to describe charge transport, carrier
injection and carrier recombination. Additional, optional processes like i) a doping
dependence in the carrier mobility, ii) a binding energy between the ions and iii) exciton
quenching were included in the numerical model as well for part of the simulations
presented in this thesis. Parameters that need to be defined for each calculation are
shown in Table A.1.
Table A.1 Input parameters for the numerical model of a light‐emitting electrochemical
cell.
Parameter
Symbol
Mobility (electron/hole/anion/cation)
µn / µp / µa / µc
HOMO and LUMO of semiconductor
EHOMO / ELUMO
Density of states of semiconductor
N0
Salt density
c0
Work function of contacts

Drain voltage
Vbias
Temperature
T
Relative dielectric constant
εr

A.1 Charge transport
In the 1D model, transport of electrons, holes, anions and cations is described by the drift‐
diffusion equations:

,

,

(A.1)

,

(A.2)

,

(A.3)

(A.4)

where J and µ refer to the current density and mobility of the charge carriers. n, p, a and c
refer to electron, hole, anion and cation density, respectively, and as well denote the type
of charge carrier when used as subscript. The electron and hole mobility could be chosen
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either dependent or independent of the doping density as described in the main text. q is
the absolute electron charge, V is the electrostatic potential, k is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is the temperature. Einstein’s relation between the diffusion constant and the
mobility is assumed to hold. The ion current is zero at the electrodes, for the electrodes
are ionically blocking. Electron and hole injection is explained in detail in Appendix A.2.
The continuity equations are
(A.5)

,

(A.6)

,

(A.7)

,

(A.8)

,

for electrons, holes, anions and cations, respectively. Here R is the recombination rate
which is discussed in Appendix A.5. The potential profile throughout the device is
calculated from Poisson’s equation:

,

(A.9)

where ε0 and εr are the dielectric and the relative dielectric constant, respectively.

In the 2D model a rectangular grid is used with grid points at the corners of each cell. The
areas of the cells are determined by the widths of the columns and rows which can be
specified per row or column. For each cell a material type is specified, either gate, contact,
dielectric or semiconductor. Calculations of current, recombination, etc. are performed on
the grid points. The four cells surrounding the grid point are in equilibrium with each
other, which is effectuated by area‐average weighting. Consequently, a single quasi Fermi
level is defined on each grid point.
Carrier transport is described by the following Boltzmann transport equations:
,

,

(A.10)

where , is the quasi Fermi energy for electrons (i = n), holes (i = p), anions (i = a), or
cations (i = c) which is given by
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,
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(A.14)

where
and
and V is the electrostatic potential. The
Poisson and continuity equations as given for the 1D model were also used in the 2D
model to calculate the electrostatic potential and maintain continuity in carrier transport.
A.2 Carrier injection
To describe the injection of electrons and holes into the semiconductor, the following
parameters are of importance: the HOMO and LUMO levels of the semiconductor; the
Fermi level of the contacts; the grid point spacing at the interfaces; and the charge carrier
density in the semiconductor at the interface. The injection models used for calculations
reported in this thesis are called ‘Fowler‐Nordheim’,4 ‘Emtage‐O’Dwyer’5 and ‘modified
Boltzmann’. The first assumes injection is mediated by tunneling through a triangular
barrier. A more detailed description of this model as used in the numerical modeling can
be found in Ref. 6. The Fowler‐Nordheim injection model gives the carrier density n at the
electrode as
(A.15)

,
exp

,

.
.

,

⁄

,

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

where m0 is the free electron mass, h is Planck’s constant,
is the injection barrier
height, q is the absolute electronic charge and F is the electric field at the contact plane.
The Emtage‐O’Dwyer injection model includes the effect of the image‐potential of the
to ':7
injected charge carrier which effectively reduces the injection barrier height
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.

This injection barrier
is subsequently used in a Boltzmann factor to give a boundary
condition for the carrier density n at the electrode as
exp

(A.20)

.

Relatively short grid point spacing is needed close to the electrodes to avoid
undersampling. Undersampling at the interfaces namely leads to an unphysical reduction
of the charge carrier injection rate for the Fowler‐Nordheim and Emtage‐O’Dwyer
injection models. It namely increases the distance to be overcome by the injected carriers
to reach the first grid point after the contact. The planar LECs studied in this thesis have an
interelectrode spacing of e.g. 20 µm. Evasion of undersampling at the interfaces by use of
a small grid point spacing leads to extremely long calculation times: this time scales with
one over the smallest spacing of the numerical mesh to maintain numerical stability. In
optimized LECs2 injection, however, does not limit the current through the LEC. deMello,8
for instance, solved this issue by making use of an adaptive‐grid method‐of‐lines. In this
thesis another solution was chosen by designing another injection model: the ‘modified
Boltzmann’ injection model. It uses a Boltzmann factor to describe injection in the
following manner taking into account the band bending just behind the first grid point:
1

exp

,

(A.21)

where n(1) is the electron density at the first grid point next to the electrode and V(i) the
potential at grid point i (= 1, 2). Hence, the Boltzmann factor is effectively evaluated at the
2nd grid point. The potential at the first grid point V(1) is taken as a boundary condition for
the potential and is thus constant, i.e. 0 or Vbias. The potential at the neighboring grid point
however changes due to space‐charge accumulated at the EDLs which facilitates injection
of electron or holes. In this model injection is not affected by the grid point spacing and
thus thicker devices can be simulated while not having to alter the number of grid points
because of injection problems.
Simulations have been performed proving that all three injection models converge to the
same result if small enough grid point spacing is chosen, i.e.
1
100/80 nm in
this case. The results are shown in Figure A.1. All relevant properties of the LEC are
basically identical for the different injection models in these simulations. By increasing the
grid point spacings for some of the injection models, e.g. Fowler‐Nordheim tunneling
injection, the injection rate becomes limited as shown in Chapter 2.2 However, the results
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shown here indicate that the precise nature of injection does not influence the device
physics. In contrary, only the resultant injection rate has influence on this.
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Figure A.1 Simulation results for potential, carrier density and recombination rate distributions in
LECs for different injection models. The black, dark gray and light gray graphs refer to the Fowler‐
Nordheim, Emtage‐O’Dwyer and modified Boltzmann injection model respectively. (a) the
potential distribution, (b) the ion density distribution, (c) the electron and hole density
distributions and (d) the recombination rate distribution. In (b) and (c), the squares and circles
refer to the positive and negative charge carriers respectively.

A.3 Electronic carrier mobility
For the implementation of a doping dependence in the charge carrier mobility
experimental data was parameterized and implemented in the model. The qualitative
doping dependence of the hole mobility found by electrochemical doping of P3HT by
Shimotani et al. was used to construct the following model (see Figure A.2a and b):9
/

/ ,

/ ,

/ ,

.

(A.22)

Here f is the doping fraction which is equal to the carrier density divided by the density of
states (N0 = 0.3 nm‐3). This approximation of the doping fraction is justified by the
observation that the net ion density always equals the net electronic charge density in the
doped regions as shown in Figure A.1b and c. Regarding the other parameters, µp/n,1 is the
mobility at maximal doping (f = 1), µp/n,0 is the mobility in the absence of doping (f = 0),
and f0 and W are two parameters that set the transition from µ0 to µ1: f0 determines at
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which doping fraction the mobility increases and W determines the range of doping
fractions over which this increase occurs.
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Figure A.2 The electron/hole mobility as a function of the doping fraction or density.
Experimentally determined graphs are shown in (b) for regioregular P3HT9 and in (d) for Super
Yellow PPV. Modeled graphs are shown in (a) based on Equation (A.22) and (c) based on Equation
(A.23) for the parameters in the inset tables.

The qualitative doping dependence of the carrier mobility in PPV (see Figure A.2d) can be
described by the following model:
/

/ ,

∙

,

(A.23)

where A, B and C are the parameters. In Figure A.2c a plot of this model is shown for A =
‐1∙10‐11, B = 7.2∙10‐10 and C = 0.167, as well as the doping density dependence measured in
Super yellow PPV (see Figure 8.8b).
An optional field dependence of the carrier mobility is assumed to follow Poole‐Frenkel
behavior with exponential factor γ in m0.5 V‐0.5.10‐11 It is implemented by multiplication of
the mobility by exp γ √

.
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A.4 Binding energy between ions
The binding energy between anions and cations was taken into account by introduction of
a 5th type of carrier: the salt molecule. The binding energy between anion and cation is Es
(>0).
The total anion‐cation binding capture rate Ci (m‐3 s‐1) at each grid point i is
∙

,

∙

,

,

,

,

(A.24)

with the capture coefficient (m3 s‐1) and nx,i the density at grid point i for anions (x = a),
cations (x = c), holes (x = p) and electrons (x = n). Note that ions compensated by electrons
or holes do not contribute to formation of salt. To describe dissociation of the salt the
following detrapping rate Ei (m‐3 s‐1) was used:
∙

∙

(A.25)

,

where ns is the salt density, K is the mass action law constant (here taken 1027 m‐3) and the
coefficient is related to the capture coefficient via detailed balance:
∙

(A.26)

.

Finally, the net ion binding rate Ui (m‐3 s‐1) is given by
(A.27)

.

Before each simulation the device was allowed to reach steady‐state at Vbias = 0 V to allow
salt to form.
A.5 Exciton formation and decay
In this model, electron and hole recombination is described by a Langevin process:
(A.28)

.

In case the efficiency and luminance of the LEC needs to be calculated, also the decay of
excitons can be included. Recombination of electrons and holes give rise in the model to
singlet and triplet excitons according to a fraction rS and rT. The excitons can subsequently
diffuse with diffusion constant Dexc,S/T. For a given lifetime of the singlet and triplet
excitons, τS and τT, the singlet/triplet rate equations become
,

,

(A.29)
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and
1

,

,

(A.30)

where S and T are the singlet and triplet exciton densities.
To implement singlet exciton quenching by polarons, a model must be used to describe
the density dependence of the quenching rate kPQ. The exciton quenching can then be
implemented by the definition of

,

∙

,

(A.31)

where , is the singlet exciton lifetime in absence of any quenchers. As the numerical
model does not use the molecular sites for calculation but a rectangular grid, quenching
models like Förster resonance energy transfer cannot be simply implemented. The
method to implement exciton quenching by polarons is by use of obtained experimental
⁄
is measured as shown in Chapter 8,
data. The doping dependence of
where kFL = 1⁄ , . From this kPQ∙(n+p) can be determined, parameterized and put into the
model to give the quenching rate at each cell at a given polaron density. Excitons on site i
do not interact with excitons on site j ≠ i. Long range interactions are only mediated by the
diffusion of excitons to another cell. As the timesteps in the calculation for charge
transport are typically orders of magnitude larger than the lifetime of the excitons,
and Dexc are reduced by a factor 10‐5, which slows down both processes equally. Such a
delay may give rise to errors in the calculation of the transient behavior of the exciton
decay processes. For transients which are limited by the movement of ions care is taken
that the ion diffusion coefficient Dion = µionkT/q remains smaller than Dexc by at least a
factor 10 to minimize this effect.
A.6 Model operation (normal and impedance mode)
In this paragraph the general operation of the models is described. Initially the device only
contains anions and cations which electrostatically compensate each other. No electrons
or holes are present. Only at the contacts electrons and holes are present due to the
boundary conditions imposed by the chosen injection model. In addition, the bias voltage
is applied to one of the contacts, whereas the other contact is set at 0 V. From then on the
model calculates the Fermi energy of all the carriers, followed by solving the Boltzmann
transport equations or the drift‐diffusion equations. Then electron‐hole recombination is
accounted for. Consequently the continuity equations are used to calculate the new
carrier densities at each grid point. A steady‐state solution is obtained when the current,
which is determined by the sum of current through the contacts, becomes constant.
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The model also handles impedance measurements. To model the admittance spectrum,
the device is first allowed to reach steady‐state. After this, a voltage step Vstep is applied
and the resulting step response of the current is calculated. The complex admittance
spectra can then be derived by a Fast Fourier Transform of the derivative of the
conductance.
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Summary
Charge and ion dynamics in light‐emitting electrochemical cells
Light‐emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) are potential candidates for next‐generation,
low‐cost, large‐area lighting applications. LECs consist of a single, solution‐processed
active layer which contains an organic semiconductor as well as mobile ions. As such, two
classes of LECs can be discerned. Polymer LECs have an active layer which is a blend of a
polymer semiconductor and a solid polymer electrolyte which comprises mobile ions. In
small molecule LECs electronic and ionic transport are enabled by a single material by use
of ionic transition metal complexes (iTMCs). The merits of LECs are excellent processing
characteristics without a large compromise in performance.
Following the first report on LECs by Pei et al. in 1995, researchers have put great efforts
to understand, develop and improve LECs. As a result relatively high efficiencies have
already been reached from single layer devices which are ideal for large‐scale, cheap
processing methods. Nevertheless, incomplete understanding of LEC device operation has
obscured the possibilities and limits of LECs as well as the best routes to proceed for
making the technology successful. The objective of this thesis is to remove this obscurity
by endeavoring to conceptually and quantitatively understand the dominant processes in
LEC operation. Operation starting from carrier injection to doping/ion dynamics, charge
transport, charge recombination until the (non‐)radiative exciton decay processes, has
been investigated by experiments and numerical modeling in polymer and iTMC based
semiconductors.
In Chapters 2‐5 and 6‐7 the electrical transport is studied in LECs based, respectively, on
polymer and iTMC semiconductors. The electrical transport is studied in devices with large
interelectrode gaps of 10‐5 m, enabling characterization by mainly optical and scanning
probe techniques, and in devices with small interelectrode gaps of 10‐7 m, enabling
characterization by electrical techniques. In Chapters 8‐9 the luminescent properties of
polymers in presence of electrochemical doping are investigated. Chapters 10 and 11,
respectively, report on magnetic field effects in LECs and the use of ionic materials as
interlayers in organic electronic devices to improve electrical transport. Below a more
detailed summary is given per chapter.
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For a long time two distinct models were used to describe the operational behavior of
LECs: the electrochemical doping model and the electrodynamic model. Both models are
supported by experimental data and numerical modeling in literature. In Chapter 2, we
show that these models are essentially limits of one master model, separated by different
rates of carrier injection. For ohmic non‐limited injection, a dynamic p‐i‐n junction is
formed, which is absent in injection limited devices. This unification is demonstrated by
numerical calculations and measurement of the surface potential, the light emission
profile and the doping profile in operational devices. An analytical analysis yields an upper
limit for the ratio of drift and diffusion currents, having major consequences on the
maximum current density through this type of device.
Incorporation of ions in the active layer of polymer LECs leads to attractive device
properties like enhanced injection and improved carrier transport. In Chapter 3, the effect
of the salt concentration on the operation of LECs is investigated using experiments and
numerical calculations. The current density and light emission are shown to increase
monotonously with increasing ion concentration over a wide range of concentrations. The
increasing current is accompanied by an ion redistribution leading to a narrowing of the
recombination zone. Hence, in absence of detrimental side reactions and doping‐related
electroluminescence quenching the ion concentration should be as high as possible. In
Chapter 9 it will in fact be shown that the latter of these conditions is not fulfilled in
typical LECs.
A major drawback of LECs is the long time scale associated with switching, during which
ions redistribute in the active layer. In Chapter 4, a numerical modeling study is presented
that gives fundamental insight in the dynamics during turn‐on. The characteristic response
of planar LECs to an applied bias is electrochemical doping of the active layer by doping
fronts moving across the active layer. Formation and motion of such doping fronts are
shown to be intimately related to both the electronic and ionic mobility and therefore
provide useful information regarding charge transport in LECs. In particular, it is shown
that the switch‐on time in LECs is directly related to the time an ion needs to cross
approximately half the device, enabling the extraction of the ion mobility from the switch‐
on time.
In Chapter 5, the operational mechanism of polymer LECs in sandwich geometry is studied
by admittance spectroscopy and numerical modeling. Capacitance and conductance at
different frequencies and bias voltages reflect the motion of ions, the formation of electric
double layers, and the formation of a p‐i‐n junction, which is all in line with the
electrochemical doping model. Numerical modeling shows that impedance measurements
cannot be used to determine the actual junction width. In addition, the long settling time
of polymer LECs is shown to be due to a slow process of salt dissociation that continues
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after p‐i‐n junction formation, rather than being due to ion conduction. This implies that in
order to significantly decrease the response‐time of LECs an electrolyte/salt combination
with an as low as possible ion binding energy must be used.
In Chapter 6 we switch focus to LECs based on ionic transition metal complexes. Using a
planar electrode geometry, the operational mechanism of iridium(III) iTMC‐based LECs is
studied by a combination of fluorescence microscopy and scanning Kelvin probe
microscopy (SKPM). Application of a bias to the LECs leads to the quenching of the
photoluminescence (PL) in between the electrodes and to a sharp drop of the electrostatic
potential in the middle of the device, far away from the contacts. The results shed light on
the operational mechanism of iTMC‐LECs and demonstrate that these devices work
essentially the same as LECs based on conjugated polymers do, i.e. according to an
electrochemical doping mechanism. Moreover, with proceeding operation time the
potential drop shifts towards the cathode, coincident with the onset of light emission.
During prolonged operation the emission zone and the potential drop both migrate
towards the anode. This event is accompanied by a continuous quenching of the PL in two
distinct regions separated by the emission line.
Two types of LECs are commonly distinguished, the polymer‐based LEC (pLEC) and the
ionic transition metal complex‐based LEC. Apart from marked differences in the active
layer constituents these LEC types typically show operational time scales that can differ by
many orders of magnitude at room temperature. In Chapter 7, we demonstrate that
despite these differences pLECs and iTMC‐LECs show current, light output and efficacy
transients that follow a universal shape. Moreover, we conclude that the turn‐on time of
both LEC types is dominated by the ion conductivity since the turn‐on time exhibits the
same activation energy as the ion conductivity in the off‐state. These results demonstrate
that both types of LECs are really two extremes of one class of electroluminescent devices.
They also implicate that no fundamental difference exists between charge transport in
small molecular weight or polymeric mixed ionic and electronic conductive materials.
Additionally, it follows that the ionic conductivity is responsible for the dynamic properties
of devices and systems using them. This likely extends to mixed ionic and electronic
conductive materials used in organic solar cells and in a variety of biological systems.
An important loss mechanism in organic electroluminescent devices is exciton quenching
by polarons. Gradual electrochemical doping of various conjugated polymer films was
studied in Chapter 8 to determine the doping density dependence of photoluminescence
quenching. Electrochemical doping was achieved by contacting the film with a solid
electrochemical gate and an injecting contact. A sharp reduction in photoluminescence
was observed for doping densities between 1018 and 1019 cm‐3. The doping density
dependence is quantitatively modeled by exciton diffusion in a homogeneous density of
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polarons followed by either Förster resonance energy transfer or charge transfer. Both
mechanisms need to be considered to describe polaron‐induced exciton quenching. Thus,
to reduce exciton‐polaron quenching in organic optoelectronic devices, both mechanisms
must be prevented by reducing either exciton diffusion, spectral overlap of the exciton
emission and polaron absorption spectra, doping density, or a combination thereof.
The admixed ions in LECs cause a trade‐off between electrical transport and luminescent
efficiency. Experiments and numerical modeling described in Chapter 9 on thin film LECs
prove that on the one hand carrier injection and transport benefit from electrochemical
doping by mobile ions, whereas on the other hand the electroluminescent efficiency is
reduced by exciton quenching by polarons involved in the doping. As a consequence the
quasi‐steady‐state luminescent efficiency is found to decrease with increasing ion
concentration. The transient of the luminescent efficiency furthermore shows a
characteristic roll‐off while the current still increases, attributed to ongoing
electrochemical doping and the associated quenching. Both effects can be modeled by
exciton polaron‐quenching described by diffusion‐assisted Förster resonance energy
transfer. These results indicate that the tradeoff between efficiency and charge transport
is fundamental in nature, suggesting that the application realm of future LECs should likely
be sought in high‐brightness, low‐production cost devices, rather than in high‐efficiency
devices.
In Chapter 10, magnetic field effects in conductance and electroluminescence are studied
to give insight in spin‐dependent processes. Besides other effects a large negative
magneto‐conductance (MC) of 12% is observed in electrochemically doped LECs at sub‐
bandgap bias voltages. These effects indicate processes like delayed fluorescence from
triplet‐triplet annihilation and spin‐mixing prior to exciton formation. The latter is found to
result in a reduction in triplet exciton density which is argued to reduce detrapping of
polarons in the recombination zone at low bias voltages, explaining the observed negative
MC. Regarding organic magneto‐resistance this study provides novel experimental data to
verify existing models describing magnetic field effects in organic semiconductors which
contribute to better understanding hereof. Furthermore we present indications of strong
magnetic field effects related to interactions between trapped carriers and excitons,
which specifically can be studied in electrochemically doped OLEDs. Regarding LECs, this
work shows that delayed fluorescence from triplet‐triplet annihilation substantially
contributes to the electroluminescence and the device efficiency.
An alternative use of electrolytes, besides in the active layer of LECs, is as thin injection
layers in organic electronics. The microscopic origin behind work function modification by
such polyelectrolytes and tertiary aliphatic amines used as interlayers is however unclear.
In Chapter 11 we report on scanning Kelvin probe microscopy to determine the work
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function modification by thin layers of such materials on different substrates. Both
reductions and increases in work function were found to follow a general mechanism.
Such modifications are found to only take place when the work function modification layer
(WML) is deposited on conductors or semiconductors. On insulators no effect is observed.
Additionally, the work function modification is independent of the WML thickness or the
substrate work function in the range of 3 to 5 eV. This data supports work function
modification by dipole formation at the electrode interface, induced by interaction with its
image dipole. Differences in size and side groups of the ionic constituents lead to
differences in approach distance towards the surface. These differences determine
magnitude and direction of the resulting dipole. This understanding facilitates design and
synthesis of new air‐stable and solution‐processable WMLs for organic electronics.
Chapter 12 summarizes the main findings and implications of this dissertation and on
basis of that provides an outlook. The operation of LECs is governed by the formation of a
dynamic p‐i‐n junction by mobile ions leading to electrochemical doping. We found that
the electrochemical doping density improves transport of electronic charge carriers at the
cost of luminescent efficiency. Charge carrier transport is improved by electrostatic
compensation, resulting in larger carrier densities and mobilities. The luminescent
efficiency is however reduced as excitons, formed in the intrinsic region between the
doped regions, diffuse partially towards the doped regions and are quenched by the high
doping density. To confirm this, numerical modeling was performed on the charge
transport, recombination and radiative decay characteristics in LECs. Quasi‐quantitative
and qualitative agreement between experiments and calculations based on
experimentally determined input parameters proves that the basic processes for LEC
operation are known and relatively well understood. Therefore we conclude that the
combined use of ionic conductors and organic semiconductors in LECs enables great
improvement of electrical transport and brightness at the cost of a reduced luminescent
efficiency. The outlook presents suggestions to reduce turn‐on times and mitigate the
efficiency loss due to exciton‐polaron quenching.
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Samenvatting
Dynamica van ladingen en ionen in lichtgevende elektrochemische cellen
Kunstmatig licht is in de huidige maatschappij een van de basisbehoeften van mensen en
daarom alomtegenwoordig. Het wordt gebruikt in vele toepassingen als mobiele
telefoons, televisies, maar ook voor verlichting in gebouwen of op straat. Om op de lange
termijn het wereldwijde gebruik van dergelijke verlichting te kunnen faciliteren, zijn
duurzame en betaalbare verlichtingstechnologieën nodig. Een mogelijke
verlichtingstechniek die veelbelovend is voor goedkope productie van grote oppervlaktes
is de lichtgevende elektrochemische cel (LEC). De LEC is een subklasse van de organische
licht emitterende diode (OLED), welke weer een variant is op de anorganische LED, die
momenteel wereldwijd beschikbaar is voor consumenten. Net als de LEC bestaat de OLED
uit een actieve laag gebaseerd op organische materialen, die grotendeels bestaan uit
koolstof. Dit element is ruimschoots aanwezig op aarde en is niet toxisch, hetgeen deze
techniek potentieel duurzaam maakt. De koolwaterstof verbindingen in LECs en OLEDs zijn
zogenaamde halfgeleiders die in principe elektriciteit efficiënt in licht kunnen omzetten.
Om dit proces zo efficiënt mogelijk te laten verlopen, moeten in OLEDs vele dunne lagen
met een precieze dikte van enkele tot tientallen nanometers op elkaar worden
aangebracht. Deze voorwaarde is een grote uitdaging voor goedkope productie op grote
schaal en is daarom een van de redenen waarom OLEDs momenteel relatief duur zijn.
LECs echter, bestaan uit een enkele actieve laag waarvan de dikte niet van cruciaal belang
is. Deze actieve laag kan vanuit oplossing aangebracht worden, wat mogelijkheden biedt
voor goedkope productietechnieken zoals inkjet printen of drukken. Een dergelijke
techniek zou het mogelijk maken om LECs zoals een krant op de lopende band te
produceren. Anders dan in de actieve laag van een OLED, bevat de actieve laag van een
LEC ionen die vrij door de actieve laag kunnen bewegen. Hierdoor kan een enkele actieve
laag in een LEC toch relatief efficiënt elektriciteit in licht omzetten. Hoe dit in z’n werk gaat
wordt verderop uitgelegd.
Grofweg twee klassen LECs kunnen worden onderscheiden. De ene klasse is gebaseerd op
een mengsel van een polymere halfgeleider, ionen (‘opgelost zout’), en een ander
polymeer. De polymere halfgeleider faciliteert elektrische stroom en de omzetting hiervan
in licht. Het andere polymeer bevordert de oplosbaarheid van het zout en het transport
van de resulterende ionen. De andere klasse van LECs is gebaseerd op kleine,
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halfgeleidende moleculen die zelf ionisch zijn, zogenaamde ionische transitie metaal
complexen (iTMCs). Deze iTMCs kunnen daarom zowel elektrisch transport als ionisch
transport faciliteren.
De eerste wetenschappelijke publicaties over dergelijke LECs dateren uit 1995. Sindsdien
hebben wetenschappers veel energie gestoken in de ontwikkeling en verbetering van LECs
alsook in het onderzoek naar de werking van LECs. Inzicht in de werking is cruciaal om te
bepalen wat de mogelijkheden en grenzen zijn van deze technologie. Je kunt er
bijvoorbeeld mee bepalen welke fundamentele processen de oorzaak zijn van ongewenste
maar vaak voorkomende eigenschappen als een lage levensduur of een lage efficiëntie.
Deze kennis kan vervolgens benut worden om gericht naar oplossingen te zoeken. De
werking van LECs is echter voor een lange tijd onduidelijk geweest en dat heeft de verdere
ontwikkeling ervan gehinderd. Het doel van dit proefschrift is om de onduidelijkheid over
de werking van LECs weg te nemen door de belangrijkste processen in werkende LECs
zowel kwalitatief als kwantitatief in kaart te brengen. De processen die onderzocht zijn,
zijn i) de injectie van elektrische ladingsdragers in de organische halfgeleider; ii) het
transport van ionen en de elektrostatische compensatie door deze ionen van
geïnjecteerde lading, genaamd dotering. In dit proces vormt b.v. een negatief elektron
samen met een positief ion een neutraal paar; iii) het transport van elektronische
ladingsdragers door de resulterende gedoteerde organische halfgeleider; iv) de omzetting
van elektrische ladingsdragers in elektron‐gat paren, zogenaamde excitonen; v) het
daarop volgende verval van deze excitonen onder de eventuele uitzending van licht. Deze
processen zijn onderzocht in LECs gebaseerd op polymeren en iTMCs, met een combinatie
van experimenten en numerieke berekeningen. Hieronder volgt een korte beschrijving van
de inhoud van dit proefschrift per hoofdstuk.
In de wetenschappelijke literatuur werd de werking van LECs lange tijd geïnterpreteerd
met twee fundamenteel verschillende modellen, het elektrodynamisch model en het
elektrochemische doteringsmodel. In Figuur 1 staat een schematisch overzicht van beide
modellen. Volgens het elektrochemische model gebeurt het volgende. De LEC wordt
aangezet door een spanning over de elektrodes aan te leggen wat een elektrisch veld
veroorzaakt in de actieve laag. Het gevolg is dat de ionen in de actieve laag richting de
elektrodes bewegen; positieve ionen naar de negatieve elektrode en negatieve ionen naar
de positieve elektrode. Doordat de ionen niet door de elektrodes heen kunnen bewegen,
zullen ze opstapelen aan het grensvlak bij de elektrode, zoals weergegeven in Figuur 1b.
De verzameling opgestapelde ionen bij een elektrode worden ook wel een elektrische
dubbellaag (EDL) genoemd. Deze EDLs maken het eenvoudiger om elektrische
ladingsdragers vanuit de elektrodes in de actieve laag te injecteren. De positieve ionen bij
de negatieve elektrode helpen de injectie van elektronen, die negatief geladen zijn.
Hetzelfde gebeurt bij de positieve elektrode, waar negatieve ionen de injectie van
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positieve ‘gaten’ bevorderen. Gaten zijn missende elektronen en te beschouwen als
positief geladen deeltjes. De geïnjecteerde lading, op haar beurt, veroorzaakt lokaal ook
elektrische velden die ionen aantrekken. Het gevolg is dat ionische en elektrische ladingen
elkaars lading compenseren en daardoor bij elkaar blijven. Dit proces heet dotering en
gebeurt aan beide kanten in het device zoals weergegeven in Figuur 1c. De elektrische
lading wordt nu via de ionen doorgegeven zodat de elektronen en gaten naar de overkant
van het device bewegen. Elektronen en gaten ontmoeten elkaar echter in het midden van
het device en trekken elkaar aan. Recombinatie kan dan plaatsvinden, waarbij een nieuw
neutraal complex gevormd wordt, een exciton (zie Figuur 1d). Dit gebeurt tussen de twee
gedoteerde gebieden in. Het gevormde exciton in de organische halfgeleider kan
vervolgens vervallen naar de grondtoestand, waarbij licht uitgezonden wordt en het
elektron het gat opvult. Het elektrochemische doteringsmodel wordt gekenmerkt door de
dotering die in vrijwel de gehele actieve laag optreedt waardoor een zogenaamde p‐i‐n
junctie structuur ontstaat. Hierin vindt efficiënt ladingstransport plaats in de p‐ en n‐type
gedoteerde gebieden en recombinatie van lading in het intrinsieke (d.i. ongedoopte)
gebied. Merk hierbij op dat de enkele actieve laag in een LEC ‘spontaan’, d.w.z. als een
spanning wordt aangelegd, opdeelt in vijf lagen: twee lagen die de injectie van stroom
bevorderen (de EDLs), twee lagen die het transport van stroom bevorderen (n‐ en p‐type
dotering) en een laag waarin recombinatie plaatsvindt (de intrinsieke laag). In een OLED
moeten dit soort lagen een voor een met grote precisie aangebracht worden. Hierdoor
kan een LEC in potentie veel goedkoper zijn dan een OLED.
Het andere model, het elektrodynamisch model, beschrijft de werking van LECs op een
alternatieve manier. Ook dit model voorspelt de opstapeling van ionen bij het grensvlak
van de elektrodes en de actieve laag (zie Figuur 1f). Volgens dit model gaat deze
opstapeling echter verder totdat alle aangelegde spanning gecompenseerd wordt door de
opgestapelde ionische lading bij de contacten (zie Figuur 1g). Het gevolg is dat in de rest
van de actieve laag het elektrisch veld sterk gereduceerd is. De geïnjecteerde lading wordt
daardoor niet meer door een elektrisch veld naar de tegenovergesteld geladen elektrode
getransporteerd, maar door middel van diffusie. Op het moment dat een elektron een gat
tegenkomt, recombineren deze en kan het vervolgens radiatief vervallen zoals
weergegeven in Figuur 1h en beschreven in het elektrochemische doteringsmodel. Het
karaketeristieke verschil tussen beide modellen is de aan‐ respectievelijk afwezigheid van
gedoteerde gebieden in de bulk van het device: in het elektrodynamische model worden
maar drie ‘sublagen’ gevormd, twee EDLs en een intrinsiek gebied. Het gevolg is een
fundamenteel verschillende verdeling van de aangelegde spanning.
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Figuur 1 Schematisch overzicht van (a‐d) het elektrochemische doteringsmodel en (e‐h) het
elektrodynamisch model.

In Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift wordt met behulp van experimenten en numerieke
berekeningen aangetoond dat beide modellen kloppen en kunnen voorkomen in LECs.
Welk model door de LEC gevolgd wordt, blijkt af te hangen van de injectiesnelheid van
ladingsdragers vanuit de elektrodes in de actieve laag. In het geval waarin de
injectiesnelheid relatief hoog is zal de hoeveelheid ladingsdragers in de actieve laag
toenemen waardoor ze samen met de ionen de actieve laag elektrochemisch doteren,
zoals hierboven uitgelegd voor het elektrochemische doteringsmodel. In het geval de
injectiesnelheid, ondanks de ophoping van ionen aan het grensvlak tussen elektrode en
actieve laag, laag blijft, zal de ophoping van ionen doorgaan totdat er geen elektrisch veld
meer is in de actieve laag. Dit resulteert in werking volgens het elektrodynamische model.
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Om dit experimenteel te verifiëren hebben we LECs gemaakt met relatief goed en slecht
contact tussen de elektrodes en de actieve laag. Beide LECs, gemaakt van grofweg
dezelfde bestandsdelen, volgden daardoor ofwel het elektrochemische doteringsmodel,
ofwel het elektrodynamisch model. Dit is gemeten in LECs met een actieve laagdikte van
ongeveer 100 micrometer met onder andere een atoomkracht microscoop die de
verdeling van de aangelegde spanning tussen de elektrodes meet. Numerieke
berekeningen bevestigden dat inderdaad de injectiesnelheid van ladingsdragers uit de
contacten bepaalt welk model gevolgd wordt door de LEC.
De aanwezigheid van ionen is het voornaamste verschil tussen OLEDs en LECs alsook de
reden dat een LEC met slechts een enkele actieve laag relatief efficiënt kan functioneren.
In Hoofdstuk 3 is het effect van de hoeveelheid ionen in de actieve laag onderzocht.
Experimenten tonen aan dat deze hoeveelheid een groot effect heeft op het elektrisch
transport in LECs. Als er meer ionen aanwezig zijn in de actieve laag, dan zijn er meer
ionen beschikbaar om op te stapelen bij de contacten en om geïnjecteerde ladingsdragers
elektrostatisch te compenseren. Deze toename in dotering zorgt ervoor dat transport van
ladingsdragers eenvoudiger wordt en dus toeneemt. Er lopen hogere stromen. De
consequentie is dan dat meer elektrische lading recombineert en er dus in principe meer
licht opgewekt kan worden. Op basis van deze resultaten kan dus gesteld worden dat om
het elektrisch transport te verbeteren de ionconcentratie in LECs zo hoog mogelijk moet
zijn. Het optreden van zijreacties en verlies van elektroluminescente efficiëntie (d.i.
efficiëntie van omzetting van elektriciteit in licht) zullen echter wel optreden bij hoge
ionconcentraties en moeten voorkomen worden.
Een van de voorname nadelen van mobiele ionen in LECs is de relatief lange schakeltijd.
Dit is de tijd tussen het aanleggen van een spanning over de contacten en de emissie van
licht. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de dynamica van de ionen en geïnjecteerde lading onderzocht
met behulp van numerieke simulaties. In een LEC met een actieve laag van ongeveer 100
micrometer dikte, vindt elektrochemische dotering van de actieve laag plaats door
doteringsfronten die vanaf de contacten door de actieve laag heen schuiven. Op het
moment dat deze fronten elkaar raken, wordt een p‐i‐n junctie gevormd waarbij licht
geëmitteerd wordt vanuit het intrinsieke (i) gebied. Dit doteringsproces is gemodelleerd
door een specifieke relatie tussen de mobiliteit van de ionen en de geïnjecteerde lading te
gebruiken –de mobiliteit is een maat voor de snelheid waarmee deeltjes bewegen onder
invloed van een elektrisch veld. Om een front te vormen, moet de mobiliteit van de
geïnjecteerde lading groter zijn dan de mobiliteit van de ionen in de gedoopte gebieden.
Buiten het gedoteerde gebied moet deze mobiliteit juist kleiner zijn dan die van de ionen.
Deze resultaten bewijzen tevens dat de mobiliteit van geïnjecteerde lading door dotering
sterk toeneemt, wat geleiding in gedoopte gebieden verder bevordert in LECs.
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In de Hoofdstukken 2‐4 zijn LECs bestudeerd met een afstand tussen de elektrodes van
ongeveer 100.000 nanometer. Deze afstand noemen we de effectieve laagdikte. Zulke
LECs zijn interessant voor de bestudering van de werking, maar niet praktisch voor
toepassingen. LECs met een (echte) laagdikte van rond de 100 nanometer tussen de
elektrodes zijn dat wel. In Hoofdstuk 5 is onderzocht of zulke dunne LECs hetzelfde
werken als de LECs met grotere (effectieve) laagdiktes. Door de frequentie‐afhankelijkheid
van de elektrische respons van een LEC op een variërende aangelegde spanning te meten,
kan de tragere dynamica van de ionen gescheiden worden van de veel snellere dynamica
van de geïnjecteerde lading. Met behulp van numerieke simulaties kunnen deze metingen
geïnterpreteerd worden. Zo konden we informatie verkrijgen over de iongeleiding, de
opstapeling van ionen aan de contacten en de vorming van een p‐i‐n junctie. Daarnaast
bleek dat de relatief lange schakeltijd van de bestudeerde LECs niet zozeer door het
transport van ionen gelimiteerd wordt, maar door een proces daarvóór. De mobiele ionen
moeten namelijk eerst gevormd worden door dissociatie van gebonden anion‐kation
paren –het splitsen van het zout leidt tot vorming van mobiele ionen. Om de schakeltijd
van LECs te verbeteren moet deze dissociatie dus versneld worden.
In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt de focus verlegd van polymeren LECs naar LECs met een actieve laag
van ionische transitie metaal complexen (iTMCs). Net als in Hoofdstuk 2 is onder andere
de plaatsafhankelijke elektrostatische spanning aan het oppervlak van een LEC gemeten
voor cellen met een grote effectieve laagdikte tussen 5 en 20 micrometer. Uit de
metingen volgt dat het elektrisch veld zich concentreert in een klein gebied tussen de
elektrodes. Dit gebied verschuift langzaam in de tijd. Optische metingen laten zien dat
lichtemissie plaatsvindt vanuit ditzelfde gebied. Dit bewijst dat de werking van iTMC‐LECs,
net als polymere LECs, beschreven kan worden met het elektrochemisch doteringsmodel.
Vervolgens is in Hoofdstuk 7 onderzocht of iTMC‐LECs ook met een dunne actieve laag
van ongeveer 100 nanometer hetzelfde werken als polymere LECs. Naast het verschil in
bestandsdelen van de actieve laag werken deze LECs typisch op andere tijdsschalen. Een
polymere LEC schakelt aan binnen enkele seconden, terwijl een iTMC‐LEC minuten of zelfs
uren nodig heeft. Metingen laten echter zien dat in beide typen LECs, afgezien van grote
kwantitatieve verschillen, de tijdsafhankelijkheid van de stroom, de lichtemissie, en de
efficiëntie kwalitatief gelijk zijn. Verder is de schakeltijd van beide typen LECs sterk
afhankelijk van de temperatuur. De iongeleiding in beide typen vertoont dezelfde
temperatuursafhankelijkheid. Dit bewijst dat de schakeltijd en de iongeleiding in beide
typen LECs, gerelateerd zijn aan elkaar. Polymere LECs en iTMC‐LECs zijn dus twee
extremen van dezelfde klasse.
Na het elektrisch transport te hebben bestudeerd in de Hoofdstukken 2‐7, is in Hoofdstuk
8 de lichtemissie in gedoteerde materialen onderzocht. Lichtemissie ondervindt namelijk
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sterke hinder van dotering omdat dit niet‐radiatief (= zonder uitzending van licht) verval
van excitonen bevordert. Dit impliceert voor LECs dat dotering de lichtemissie kan
verminderen. Om dit te onderzoeken is een dunne laag van een polymere halfgeleider
geleidelijk gedoopt, terwijl gelijktijdig de fotoluminescentie gemeten is. Dit laatste is
gedaan door het polymeer te beschijnen met licht zodat excitonen gevormd worden, die
vervolgens weer vervallen tot de grondtoestand via dezelfde radiatieve of niet‐radiatieve
vervalprocessen als in een LEC. De verhouding tussen radiatief en niet‐radiatief blijkt sterk
af te hangen van de doteringsconcentratie in de polymere halfgeleider.
Doteringsconcentraties boven 1018 – 1019 cm‐3 resulteren in voornamelijk niet‐radiatief
verval. Dit zijn concentraties die in LECs typisch bereikt worden in de gedoopte gebieden.
Modellering aan de metingen laat daarnaast zien dat het niet‐radiatieve verval door
dotering een combinatie is van twee processen. Enerzijds kan het exciton energetisch
vervallen door energieoverdracht naar een (optische overgang van een)
doteringscomplex. Anderzijds kan het gebonden elektron‐gat paar het elektron of gat
verliezen door recombinatie met de elektrische lading van een doteringscomplex. De kans
dat een van beide processen plaatsvindt, hangt af van de kans dat een exciton een
doteringscomplex tegenkomt. Daardoor is de doteringsdichtheid van belang. Verder wordt
de kans op niet‐radiatief verval verhoogd door diffusie (spontane thermische beweging)
van het exciton door de halfgeleider.
Het belang van dit niet‐radiatieve verval van excitonen in LECs wordt beschreven in
Hoofdstuk 9. In LECs vindt excitonvorming plaats in een niet‐gedoteerd gebied. Dit exciton
kan echter door diffusie getransporteerd worden naar de naburige gedoteerde gebieden,
alwaar het niet‐radiatief kan vervallen. Experimenten in Hoofdstuk 9 tonen aan dat LECs
met hogere ion concentraties lagere elektroluminescente efficienties hebben. Numerieke
berekeningen tonen aan dat de oorzaak van de lagere efficiëntie inderdaad het niet‐
radiatieve excitonverval is t.g.v. wisselwerking met de dotering. Anderzijds verbeteren
hogere doteringsconcentraties het elektrisch transport, zoals ook eerder beschreven in
Hoofdstuk 3. Deze resultaten betekenen dat de toepassing van de huidige generatie LECs
gezocht moet worden in goedkope verlichting met hoge lichtsterkte, waarbij de efficiënte
niet optimaal is.
De stroom en de lichtsterkte van werkende LECs blijken in Hoofdstuk 10 sterk afhankelijk
van magnetische velden. Bij zwakke magnetische velden blijkt de lichtsterkte toe te
nemen. Met behulp van een model wordt dit toegeschreven aan een verandering in de
verhouding van quantummechanische spin‐toestanden van de excitonen. Slechts 1 van de
mogelijke 4 toestanden, een singlet toestand, kan namelijk leiden tot radiatief verval van
het exciton. Door een magnetisch veld aan te leggen ontstaan verhoudingsgewijs meer
singlet spin‐toestanden. Dit verklaart de toename in lichtsterkte. Tegelijkertijd is
waargenomen dat de stroomsterkte afneemt met 12%, wat voor organische materialen
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een groot effect is. Deze afname kan verklaard worden door energie‐overdracht van
excitonen in een triplet spin‐toestand (3 van de mogelijke 4 toestanden) naar
geïnjecteerde ladingsdragers. Deze extra energie bevordert transport van deze
ladingsdragers wat een hogere stroomsterkte oplevert. Een derde effect, waarbij de
lichtsterkte juist afneemt bij relatief sterke magnetische velden, duidt op de aanwezigheid
van vertraagde fluorescentie door de annihilatie van twee elektron‐gat paren in triplet
spin‐toestanden. Dit betekent dat in LECs ook elektron‐gat paren in de triplet toestand
een bijdrage leveren aan de uiteindelijke lichtsterkte en elektroluminescente efficiëntie.
Naast het gebruik in LECs kunnen zouten ook gebruikt worden als dunne laagjes tussen de
actieve laag en de elektrodes in organische elektronica en bij het op smaak brengen van
gerechten. Zulke zogenaamde ‘tussenlagen’ modificeren de ‘werkfunctie’ van de
contacten zodat deze gemakkelijker elektronen of gaten kunnen injecteren in de actieve
laag. Tot op zekere hoogte is dit vergelijkbaar met het effect van de hierboven beschreven
EDLs. Hoe deze werkfunctieverandering precies teweeg wordt gebracht, was echter
onduidelijk. In Hoofdstuk 11 wordt dit proces onderzocht door metingen van de
werkfunctieverandering door verschillende tussenlagen, aangebracht op verschillende
elektrodes. Verhoging en verlaging van de werkfunctie bleek eenzelfde, algemeen
mechanisme te volgen. De interlaag kan namelijk een dipool (een plus‐ en minlading naast
elkaar) aan het grensvlak met de elektrode vormen. Deze vorming wordt bepaald door de
interactie van de ionen in de tussenlaag met hun beeldlading (‘spiegelbeeld’) in de
elektrode. Deze interactie zorgt ervoor dat ionen graag zo dicht mogelijk bij de elektrode
willen liggen. De uiteindelijke afstand tot het grensvlak hangt echter af van de grootte van
het ion en van eventuele zijgroepen die het ion kunnen tegenhouden. Het verschil in
grootte en de aanwezigheid van zijgroepen tussen anionen (‐) en kationen (+) in een zout,
bepalen daardoor of de negatieve, dan wel de positieve ionen het dichtst bij het grensvlak
komen te liggen. Het verschil veroorzaakt een netto polarisatie, d.w.z. een dipool met een
welbepaalde oriëntatie. Deze dipool houdt een lokaal elektrisch veld in stand wat de
injectie van ofwel elektronen ofwel gaten bevordert –vergelijkbaar met bovengenoemde
EDLs.
Hoofdstuk 12 is een samenvatting van de belangrijkste conclusies van dit proefschrift en
geeft daarnaast ook een vooruitzicht op mogelijkheden voor verder wetenschappelijk
onderzoek aan LECs. Cruciaal voor de werking van LECs is de vorming van een dynamische
p‐i‐n junctie door elektrochemische dotering. Elektrochemische dotering verbetert
transport van elektronische ladingsdragers ten koste van de elektroluminescente
efficiëntie. Transport van elektronische ladingsdragers wordt verbeterd door
elektrostatische compensatie door tegenovergesteld geladen ionen. Dit verhoogt de
dichtheid en mobiliteit van de elektronische ladingsdragers. De elektroluminescente
efficiëntie neemt echter af doordat een significant deel van de gerecombineerde
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elektronen en gaten naar de gedoteerde gebieden diffunderen, alwaar ze geen licht
opleveren. Dit beeld wordt in het proefschrift naast experimenten ondersteund door
numerieke berekeningen waarmee de werking van LECs kwalitatief en quasi‐kwantitatief
correct gemodelleerd is. Daarom kan geconcludeerd worden dat de combinatie van
ionische en elektronische geleiders in LECs het elektrisch transport en de lichtsterkte sterk
verbetert, ten koste van de elektroluminescente efficiëntie. De toepassing van LECs moet
dus in deze richting gezocht worden, tenzij onder andere het verlies van de
elektroluminescente efficiëntie voorkomen kan worden. Een mogelijk veelbelovende
manier om dit laatste te bereiken is de toevoeging van een extra component, een
kleurstof, waarin excitonen met hoge efficiëntie radiatief vervallen en niet‐radiatief verval
voorkomen wordt.
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